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A NEW APPROACH TO THE REFORM OF
REGULATORY PROCEDURE

F. F. BLACHLYf AND M. E. OATMAN^

A NY attempt to unify and simplify federal regulatory procedure should
have for its starting point an analysis of the factors involved in

such procedures. Efforts to establish unified procedure without such an

analysis may well result in foisting upon various governmental agencies
a procedure that is inapplicable to certain operations, far too complex
for some functions, and perhaps inadequate for others.
The analysis will be limited to a study of the procedures involved in

the regulatory activities of the government.1
The reasons for limiting the analysis to the regulatory activities are:

that many of the other activities are of such a nature as to require little
or no procedure comparable to those of the regulatory activities; that
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^he regulatory functions of the government, stated in very general terms, involve the

establishment of rates, prices, wages, services, priorities, quotas; the control of unfair and

discriminatory business and social practices; the prevention of fraud; punishment of certain
illegal acts, such as sending obscene matter through the mail; determinations as to

whether certain contractual agreements which involve regulatory provisions have been com

plied with; whether or not reparations should be paid; the refusal, suspension or revo

cation of documents of authorization such as licenses, certificates of public interest, con

venience and necessity, basic permits, designations, registrations, declarations, approvals, etc.
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they are largely administrative instead of judicial or quasi-judicial in
nature; or that they may be of such a specialized nature as to make
comparisons difficult.2
There are certain reasons why the actions of the regulatory authorities

are sufficiently alike to make an analysis of their procedures possible.
In the first place, the great majority of these authorities are organized
on a collegial basis, and have so many cases arising before them that
they must depend upon having the majority of hearings held before
trial examiners or similar agents. In the second place, they are as a rule
operating within the broad field of constitutional rights, and so their
procedures must conform to constitutional requirements. In the third
place, they are prescribing, commanding, enjoining action, withholding
or refusing rights, privileges, or licenses, punishing for violations of
law or of rules and regulations or declaring obligations and duties. Be
cause of this fact they take action almost universally by the order.
To make the necessary analysis, however, is a difficult and complex

task for several reasons. First, Congress has done very little in
the way of establishing any procedures or even of laying down pro
cedural norms, but has given each authority the right to establish its
own rules subject to a few statutory requirements. Since there may be
as many as sixty or seventy detailed factors of procedure, the possible
permutations and combinations of factors are almost limitless. The
courts have done little to standardize procedures. They recognize many
different types of procedure which they regard as "fair".

Second, although many regulatory activities performed by adminis
trative agencies are comparable in some respects, they display numerous

important differences. Some are legislative in nature and some are

judicial. The position of the government toward the individual is quite
different with respect to various activities. For example, in a cease and
desist order case, the government is an adverse party, whereas in the

regulation of rates, services, wages, etc., it can hardly be said that it
is acting in an adverse capacity. In determining questions of reparations
it is not acting as an active administrative authority, but purely in a

judicial capacity. There is no logical legal reason (except questions of

expediency in the use of specialized knowledge) why reparation cases

should not go to the regular courts instead of to these administrative
authorities. In the issuance of cease and desist orders, the administrative

authority is acting both in a prosecuting and a judicial capacity.
Third, some of the administrative authorities have so few cases arising
2For instance, procedures with respect to pensions, social security, aliens, taxation, customs,

the lending of money, the probate of Indian estates.
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under their specific authorizations to act, that they have developed no

particular procedures. Thus, although the Secretary of Agriculture has
the power to issue cease and desist orders with respect to monopolization
or restraint of trade by associations of agricultural producers,3 he has
had little occasion to use such powers, and so has developed no pro
cedure. The same is true regarding the power of the Secretary of
Commerce to issue orders to prevent^ monopolies or restraint of trade
in the fishing industry.4
Fourth, even though certain authorities have been given the statutory

right to take definite types of action, they have found that other methods
which do not involve a fixed procedure are more applicable to their
situation. For example, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System has the right to issue cease and desist orders to prevent the
acquisition by one banking association of the capital stock of another,5
or to prevent interlocking directors or officers.6 It secures the same

results by conferences, admonitions, or in the last analysis by threats,
and therefore has no cease and desist order procedure.
Another factor making the study of procedures appear more complex

than it is in reality is the great number of rather dissimilar activities
carried out by the government. In looking at various dissimilar func
tions one may forget that they have the same legal basis.7
Perhaps the most important cause of procedural complexity and

variety, however, is the fact that there is a great diversity of ideas as

to what should be included in procedure. Some of this diversity is occa

sioned by disagreement as to the essential steps of procedure and the
importance of various factors. Many different positions are taken upon
such questions of policy as the proper relationship of the hearing author

ity to the determining authority with respect to motions, the subpoena
of witnesses, the intermediate report, and so on, or the participation
of the parties in suggested findings of fact, exceptions, conclusions, and
tentative orders.
In a good many instances several authorities carry on the same

general function, or use the same method.8

"42 Stat. 388 (1922), 7 U. S. C. � 292 (1940).
448 Stat. 1214 (1934), IS U. S. C. � 522 (1940).
638 Stat. 731, 734 (1914), IS U. S. C. �� 18, 21 (1940).
"38 Stat. 732, 734 (1914), IS U. S. C. �� 19, 21 (1940).
7A rate order is the same, from a judicial point of view, whether it is made with respect

to railroads, motor vehicles, electric light plants, or gas utilities.
"For example, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Secretary of Agriculture, the

Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Power Commission and the Civil Aero
nautics Authority all issue rate, fare, charge and service orders. The Secretary of Agri-
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A final difficulty in analysis is due to the fact that although many
authorities make determinations that involve different legal principles,
they either have failed to recognize this fact in their procedures or have
established one general procedure with certain exceptions intended to
meet the different situations. Also, in a good many instances where they
are carrying on several activities, they fail to say in their rules to which
activities the rules apply.
In this study we shall exclude certain regulatory authorities whose

procedure is not quite comparable, due to the methods by which they
carry on their regulatory activity or to the fact that the juridical situa
tions are affected by the doctrine of privilege, sovereignty, etc. These
include the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, for the
reasons already given; the Secretary of War with respect to the removal
of obstructions in navigable streams, where the right of removal is implied
in the grant; and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the
Comptroller of the Currency, where the delicate subject of bank regu
lation is involved. We must also exclude the Secretaries of Commerce
and of Agriculture, in their activities with respect to monopolization and
restraint of trade, for reasons already given; as well as the Foreign
Trade Zones Board, since its procedure is not analogous to others studied.
The authorities whose procedures will be examined in this paper are:

The Bituminous Coal Division (Department of the Interior),9 the Civil
Aeronautics Board, the Civil Service Commission (under the Hatch Act),
the Commodity Exchange Commission, the Department of Agriculture
(under the Commodity Exchange Act, the Packers and Stockyards Act,
the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, and the Agricultural Mar
keting Agreement Act), the Wage and Hour and Public Contracts

culture, the Commodity Exchange Commission, the Secretary of Commerce, the National
Labor Relations Board, the Federal Trade Commission, the Interstate Commerce Com

mission, the Federal Communications Commission and the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System are all authorized to issue cease and desist orders. The Interstate

Commerce Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, the Secretary of Agri
culture and the United States Maritime Commission may all issue reparation orders. Orders
with respect to licenses, registrations, certificates, approvals, etc., are issued by the Secretary
of Agriculture, the Federal Communications Commission, the Interstate Commerce Com

mission, the Foreign Trade Zones Board, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the

Civil Aeronautic Authority, the Alcohol Tax Unit and the Federal Power Commission. For

a more complete list see Blackly and Oatman, Federal Regulatory Action and Control

(1940) 276-286.
"This authority was abolished during the war, but as there are new bills before Congress

to reestablish it [H. R. 4S76, 4S77, 4578, 4579, 4580, 4594, 4638 and 4645, 78th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1944)], and as it furnishes some interesting examples of procedural steps, it is

included here.
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Division (Department of Labor),10 the Alcohol Tax Unit, the Food and

Drug Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, the

Federal Power Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the Inter

state Commerce Commission, the National Labor Relations Board, the

National War Labor Board, the Office of Price Administration, the

Securities and Exchange Commission, the United States Maritime Com

mission, the United States Tariff Commission (under its Import Trade
rules), and the War Food Administration.11

"Though now consolidated, the Wage and Hour Division and the Public Contracts Divi

sion still have separate procedural rules, and for the sake of clarity they will be referred to

as separate divisions hereafter.
aThe procedural rules of these authorities will hereafter be cited as follows:

Alcohol Tax Unit ATU Federal Power Commission FPC

Bituminous Coal Division BCD Federal Trade Commission FTC

Civil Aeronautics Board CAB Food and Drug Administration ..... FDA

Civil Service Commission CSC Interstate Commerce Commission ....ICC

Department of Agriculture Agric. National Labor Relations Board . . .NLRB

a. Under the Commodity Exchange National War Labor Board NWLB
Act cea Office of Price Administration

b. Under the Commodity Exchange (Under Revised Procedural Regu-
Commission , cec lation No. 1) OPA

c. Under the Marketing Agreement Public Contracts Division PCD

Act maa Securities and Exchange Commission .SEC
d. Under Packers and Stockyards United States Maritime Commis-

Act psa sion ; USMC
e. Under the Perishable Agricul- United States Tariff Commission . . .USTC

tural Commodities Act paca Wage and Hour , Division WHD
Federal Communications Commission . FCC War Food Administration .WFA
The ' Commodity Exchange Commission, in fact, is an entity separate from the Depart

ment of Agriculture; but since its rules are so similar, and since the Secretary of Agri
culture is a member of the Commission, it is cited as ''under" the Department of Agriculture.
The citations in this article (except ATU and FDA) are taken from 1 Pike and Fischer,

Administrative Law Service (Statutes and Rules Section). The various procedural rules
are also available in pamphlet form upon request to the authorities proper. In addition,
the basic rules of each authority may be found in the Code of Federal Regulations and
in the Federal Register as follows:
ATU�27 C. F. R. Part 1 ; No Fed. Reg. citation.
BCD�30 C. F. R. Part 301 ; No Fed. Reg. citation.
CAB�14 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 285; 8 Fed. Reg. 2465 (1943).
CSC�No C. F. R. or Fed. Reg. citations.

Agric, cea�17 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 0, Subpart A; 6 Fed. Reg. 3223 (1941).
Agric, cec�17 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 0.50, Subpart B; 6 Fed. Reg. 4185 (1941).
Agric, maa�7 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 900; 6 Fed. Reg. 6S70 (1941).
Agric, psa�9 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 202; 6 Fed. Reg. 3136 (1941).
Agric, paca�7 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 47; 6 Fed. Reg. 3501 (1941).
FCC�47 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 1; 4 Fed. Reg. 3341 (1939).
FPC�18 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Parts 1 and 50; 3 Fed. Reg. 1682 (1938).
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The rules of procedure governing the regulatory, disciplinary
and reparations activities of the Federal Government fall into two main

groups: (1) those rules which are primarily useful to the practitioner
trying the case,12 and (2) those which deal with the substance of the

procedure itself. We shall not discuss the former, since they are of rela

tively slight importance to the principles of administration or adminis
trative law.
The steps in procedure with which this study is particularly concerned

fall into five main divisions, with a great number of subheads. These
divisions are: (1), the initiation of proceedings; (2) specialized types of

procedure; (3) procedural rules incidental to the hearing; (4) hearing
procedure; (5) after-hearing procedure.

I. The Initiation of Proceedings

The initiation of proceedings may take place variously, through action

by the administrative authority itself, by some other public body, or

(as is quite often the case) by private individuals. In general, it may
be said that initiation may take place by action of the administrative

authority when it thinks it necessary to change a rate, price, wage or

service; when it believes that some sort of disciplinary action is neces

sary, such as the issue of a cease and desist order, or the revocation
of a license; or when it believes there has been a violation of the law
over which it has jurisdiction. In relatively few cases some other public
body may initiate action. For example, a city might request a hearing
as to the rates of an interstate gas or electric concern. Initiation by

FTC�16 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 2; 5 Fed. Reg. 2423 (1940).
FDA�21 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 2; S Fed. Reg. 2379 (1940).
ICC�49 C. F. R. Part 1 ; No Fed. Reg. citation.

NLRB�29 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 202; 4 Fed. Reg. 3135 (1939).
NWLB�29 C. F. R. (Supp. 1943) Part 802; 8 Fed. Reg. 16712 (1943).
OPA�32 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 1300; 7 Fed. Reg. 8961 (1942).
PCD�No C. F. R. or Fed. Reg. citations.

SEC�17 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 201; 3 Fed. Reg. 1584 (1938).
USMC�46 C. F. R. (Cum. Supp.) Part 201; 6 Fed. Reg. 4325 (1941).
TJSTC�19 C. F. R. Parts 201 and 203; 2 Fed. Reg. 2762 (1937).
WHD�No. C. F. R. or Fed. Reg. citations.

WFA�7 C. F. R. (Supp. 1943) Part 1599; 8 Fed. Reg. 16497 (1943).
The Final Report of the Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure

will be cited as A. G. Rep. (1941).
MSuch as the location and address of the authority, open hours, public sessions, when

and where held, how to prepare and file documents and exhibits, the form of documents,
number of copies, attestation of documents, amendments to pleadings, definitions, rules

regarding practitioners, code of ethics, discipline, etc.
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private individuals is very common, as where they object to a rate,
ask reparation for damages, or ask some favor from the administration,
such as the granting of a license, an exemption, or an authorization.

A. Moving Papers
The initiation of regulatory, disciplinary, or reparation action may

take place through several different forms of moving papers: charge,
complaint, order to show cause, notice of an inquiry, protest, application
for a license, request (as for an exemption, exception, or grant), claim,
authorization, approval, prayer for relief, application for adjustment,
petition for amendment, and so on.

The most common of these forms of moving papers is the complaint,
which is sometimes brought by individuals and sometimes by the
administrative agency. The procedure of practically every authority
which carries out regulatory, disciplinary, or reparation action provides
for the complaint,13 and in many instances provisions exist for both
formal and informal complaints. The informal complaint may be made

by telegraph, telephone, or letter. It may be for the purpose of reporting
a breach of law or of rules and regulations, or may complain of some

action that affects the individual directly and for which he wishes the
administrative authority to assist him in obtaining redress. In several
instances the authority receiving a complaint may bring it to the atten
tion of the offender and request him to make the necessary adjustment.
This is often done in rate and reparation cases. If the one complained
of does not take the requisite action, a formal complaint is issued. In

many circumstances a formal complaint is issued de novo. Since a

formal complaint usually signifies that an individual is ready to bring
suit, the regulations regarding it are generally more strict than those
with respect to the informal complaint. The rules generally provide that
it shall be so drawn as fully and completely to advise the administrative
authority, before which the case is brought, of the provisions of law
which are claimed to be violated, and that it shall state clearly the facts
claimed to constitute the violation.14
When an individual brings a formal complaint, it is important that the

complainant shall satisfy the administrative authority that it is brought

MATU Art. Ill, | 2; CSC Rule VI; Agric, cea � 0.5 (disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric,
cec � 0.78 (6a proceedings); Agric, maa �� 900.4 and 900.52; Agric, psa �� 202.6 (dis
ciplinary proceedings) and 202.39 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.S (disci
plinary proceedings); FCC � 1.103; FPC � 1.40; FTC Rule VIII; ICC Rules 24-35;
NLRB � 202.5; PCD Rule II; USMC � 4.01; USTC � 203.2; WFA � 1599.3.

uE.g., ICC Rule 28.
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by a responsible person or organization, as well as that it be specific
in content and definitely directed. Hence the usual requirements are

that it be in writing, be under oath, be signed, give a concise statement

of facts, and give the name and address of the person against whom the

charge or complaint is made.
Where the administrative authority brings a complaint, it is usually

formal. It must be drawn up with even more care than the complaint
brought by individuals, since it often serves as notice to the parties.15
Another form of moving paper is the order to show cause. Such an

order is issued only by a governmental authority, never by an individual.
An order of this nature, as a rule, states certain facts upon which action

by the authority is contemplated, and requests the party to whom it
is addressed to appear and give reasons why the action should not be
taken. Such an order serves both as a notice and as an initiation
of action.

Cases are often initiated by a notice. This type of moving paper is
used in connection with assessments, condemnation proceedings, and the
like. Other types of moving papers are not common, or are self-

explanatory.
B. Answers

Many rules of procedure provide for answers to moving papers,16
while several do not so provide, or do not do so under certain circum
stances.17 This difference in pleading is due to the type of question

""A . . . prerequisite to fair formal proceedings is that when formal action is begun,
the parties should be fully appraised of the subject-matter and issues involved. Notice,
in short, must be given; and it must fairly indicate what the respondent is to meet."

A. G. Rep. (1941) 63. ". . . the respondent was entitled to know the basis of the com

plaint against it, and to explain its conduct in an effort to meet that complaint, . . ."

National Labor Relations Board v. Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co., 304 U. S. 333, 350

(1938).
laATU Art. Ill, � 3; BCD Rule IX; CSC Rule VII; Agric, cea � 0.9 (disciplinary

proceedings); Agric, cec �� 0.59 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.82 (6a proceedings);
Agric, psa �� 202.9 (disciplinary proceedings) and 202.41 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric,
paca � 47.9 (disciplinary proceedings); FPC �� 1.50-1.54; FTC Rule IX; ICC Rule 35;
NLRB �� 202.10-202.13; PCD Rule III; USMC � 4.05; USTC � 203.4; WFA � 1599.4.

17The BCD naturally requires no answer for applications for exemptions under Section

4-A of the act. The CAA conducts most of its rate-making and regulatory activities through
an "order to show cause." In all cases where there is an order to show cause, the answer,

if any, is made at the hearing and not previous to the hearing. Although the Rules of

Practice of this authority provide for the filing of a complaint, or petition, no provision is

made for an answer. Neither the Department of Agriculture nor the CEC under the

Commodity Exchange Act provide for either complaint or answer with respect to rule

making proceedings. The Department of Agriculture does provide for an answer in its
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involved. If the individual is making a request from the government,
is asking for a grant, the payment of a claim that he believes to be due
him, a license or a permit, is petitioning for amendment, or is making
application for an investigation, an adjustment, an approval, an authori
zation, an exception, an exemption, etc., the complaint and answer

procedure is clearly inapplicable. The same is true with respect to a

certificate of public convenience and necessity. Although in some in
stances rate cases may originate by complaint, an answer is not appli
cable, for not only is the subject matter unsuited to an answer procedure,
but the case is in the nature of an investigation rather than a trial of
specific charges.
On the other hand, where an individual makes a definite complaint

against another, or where the government makes a formal charge or

complaint against an individual, such as charging a specific violation
of law or of a rule or regulation, which might result in the revocation
of a license, a fine, the removal of a person from office, the issuance
of a cease and desist order, the requirement that reparation be paid,
and so on, the charge is definite and an answer can be given. The
answer is important for several reasons. As the result of the answer

the government may be led to believe that it has a strong case, that it
has no case, or that its allegations were too broad; hence it will
decide to proceed further, to dismiss the case altogether, or to modify
the complaint. The answer, as well as the complaint, thus serves to

clarify the issues and to save time at the hearing. Often, too,, the answer

indicates possibilities of adjustment by a simple informal procedure
rather than a hearing.
As the Attorney General's Committee points out: "In the great major

ity of cases an investigation and a preliminary decision suffice to settle
the matter. Comparatively few cases flower into controversies in which
the parties take conflicting positions of such moment to them that resort
is necessary to the procedure of the courtroom."18 In connection with
this informal settlement of cases there are, in general, no published
procedures. Many rules of procedure, however, provide for certain

Rules Applicable to Rate Proceedings. The PCD provides for no answer with respect to
exceptions and exemptions. The NLRB provides for no answer upon a petition for the

investigation and certification of representatives. The OPA provides for no answer with

respect to applications for adjustment or for protests by persons subject to a maximum

price regulation. The SEC appears to proceed entirely by a notice of hearing instead of
a complaint, and so no answer is appropriate. The USMC provides for no answer in
Section IS cases. Applications for an investigation with respect to equalization of costs

of production by the USTC require no answer, USCT � 202.2.
MA. G. Rep. (1941) 35.
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procedural steps to simplify, shorten, and facilitate the handling of
cases. The most important of these are prehearing conferences, consent
adjudication, shortened procedure, modified procedure, the making of
stipulations, and the consolidation of cases.

II. Specialized Types of Procedure

A. Preliminary Conference Procedure
Several rules of practice provide for a preliminary conference prior

to the commencement of an oral hearing.19 Such conferences serve to

simplify issues, as well as to show the necessity or desirability of amend-
mends to pleadings, the possibility of obtaining stipulations of fact
or documents and other matters of which the authority can take notice,
and the advisability of admitting particular facts or documents. They
also open the way to limitation of the number of witnesses, preparation
of exhibits which may be used in lieu of oral testimony, exchange before
the hearing of exhibits proposed to be introduced therein, and consoli
dation of the examination of witnesses by counsel. The holding of such
a conference is, as a rule, directed by the presiding officer of the agency
at his discretion. Such a procedure may do much to clarify the issues
and also to save time during the trial.

B. Consent Adjudication
Consent adjudication is another method of preventing the loss of

time and the expense involved in a hearing. By this method the adminis
trative authority, at any time after the issuance of a complaint, may
at its discretion enter into a stipulation with the prospective respondent,
whereby the latter admits the material facts and agrees to discontinue
the acts or practices with which he is charged. He also agrees that such

stipulations shall be admissible as evidence of such acts and practices
in any subsequent proceeding against him. The administrative authority
may allow the respondent to consent to an order. In so consenting,
the respondent submits, for filing in the record, a stipulation or state

ment in which he admits certain facts, and agrees to an order against
him.20
This procedure is particularly applicable in disciplinary proceedings,

where the party complained of, if he has no case or a weak case, may
be glad to consent to such a procedure both to avoid publicity and also

MCAA Rule 10; Agric, cea � 0.1S (disciplinary proceedings); Agric, maa � 900.S8;
FPC � 1.147; ICC Rule 68; NWLB � 802.16; USMC � 4.09; WFA � 1599.10.

"'E.g., Agric, cea � 0.4 (disciplinary proceedings).
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to save time and expense. It should be noted, however, that this pro
cedure cannot be used constitutionally without the defendant's consent
when he has a constitutional right to a hearing. This type of consent

order, issued by an administrative authority, should not be confused
with a consent decree issued by a court.

C. Shortened Procedure

Several rules of practice provide for a shortened procedure.21 The

purpose of such procedure is to avoid the time and expense of an oral

hearing, through having the case decided by the use of depositions,
stipulations and briefs. This method is particularly useful where the
issues involved are not of extreme importance, where the amounts in
volved are small, or where the determination of the authority must be
made merely to satisfy a formality.
The procedure may be suggested by the presiding officer, but cannot

be used unless the parties consent thereto. Either party may also, as

a rule, suggest the use of such procedure, subject to agreement by the
other party. Since failure to receive the consent of both parties would

open the shortened procedure to the charge of unconstitutionality where
due process of law requires an oral hearing, the use of such procedure
is limited to cases where the parties consent. When shortened procedure
is used, all documents, etc., must be verified in order to guarantee their
authenticity.

D. Modified Procedure

Modified procedure provides "for the filing and serving of pleadings
in formal-complaint proceedings with a view to limiting the matters upon
which subsequent oral evidence, if any, will be introduced."22 This
procedure is much like shortened procedure; but instead of seeking to
avoid an oral argument, it endeavors to limit the matters upon which
oral argument will be introduced. It appears to be used only by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. Modified procedure will be ordered
upon the Commission's initiative, or upon its approval of a petition
filed by either party. The issuance of an order directing such procedure
relieves the defendant from the obligation of answering,23 since agree
ment has already been reached.

^Agric, cea � 0.17 (disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric, cec � 0.67 (disciplinary proceed
ings) ; Agric, paca � 47.37 (reparation proceedings) ; ICC Rule 44.
^CC Rule S(k).
^CC Rules 45 and 46.
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E. Stipulations
The making of stipulations between private parties is a rather common

method of eliminating certain material from being drawn into and argued
about in the hearing. A few authorities provide for it in their rules
of procedure.24 Under such a rule the parties agree upon certain state
ments of fact before the hearing. The rules of the Federal Power
Commission, however, provide that the stipulations shall not bind the
Commission. It would seem that stipulations are appropriate only with

respect to actions between two private parties, since the Government
may not wish to bind its own hands in the prosecution of a case.

F. Consolidation of Cases
A final method for saving the time of an authority, as well as the time

and expense of litigants, is the procedural rule that there may be a

consolidation of cases. That is, where there are a good many cases

involving the same questions or almost identical questions, they may
all be heard together.25 Such procedure seems particularly appropriate
in rate cases, when an authority has under advisement a general raising
or lowering of rates.

III. Procedural Rules Incidental to the Hearing

A. Motions, Requests and Petitions
The word motion, request or petition is used for an application made

to a hearing authority by one of the parties to a cause or his counsel,
in order to obtain some ruling or order which he deems necessary for

protecting or furthering his interests or for the conduct of the case.

The most common of such motions in administrative practice are: (1)
to dismiss the proceeding on pleading; (2) to continue the proceeding;
(3) to adjourn; (4) to permit the introduction of evidence, or to rule on

the exclusion of evidence; (5) to make the pleadings more definite;

MBCD Rule XVII; FPC �� 1.120 and 50.50; ICC Rule 69; NLRB � 202.27; USMC

� 8.25.

^See FCC � 1.194; Agric, maa � 900.56; WFA � 1599.8 (h).
An interesting example of the consolidation of proceedings is found in the special

instructions and rules of procedure adopted for hearings in proceedings involving all

railroad rates and charges in the United States. ICC, re Ex Parte No. 148, wherein in

an appendix "it is strongly urged that persons finding themselves with common interests

in the proceeding shall, to the greatest possible extent, endeavor to consolidate their

presentation of testimony, and arrange for cross-examination by as few counsel as possible."
Another good example of consolidation of cases is Docket No. 850 of the CAB, which

was an order to show cause issued to eleven air carriers as to why their rates should

not be reduced.
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(6) to argue orally; (7) to extend the date of hearing; (8) to extend
the time allowed for an answer; (9) to allow intervention; (10) to

allow evidence to be introduced by deposition; (11) to rehear, recon
sider or modify a determination.
Motions are important from the viewpoint of expediting or delaying

a case, but they are of much more importance as a method of having
evidence included in or excluded from the record. One of the most

important functions of a hearing officer is to prevent the delay that

may come from unnecessary continuances or adjournments, and to see

that proper evidence is included and improper evidence is excluded;
hence it is important to control the making of motions and the methods
of dealing with them.
Several problems arise in connection with motions, which are not

solved in any unified way by the authorities carrying out the regu
latory, disciplinary and hearing of reparation functions. These are:

(1) how shall the motion be presented? (2) to whom shall it be made?

(3) shall there be limitations upon the hearing officer as to accepting
and ruling upon motions? (4) what shall be the relationship between
the hearing authority and the deciding authority as to motions? (5) are

exceptions necessary to the ruling of a hearing officer, in order that
the motion may be brought before the deciding authority or the court?

(6) shall limitations be placed upon certifying a motion from the hearing
officer to the deciding authority?
It is an almost universal rule that motions shall be made in writing

and shall be filed with the agency,26 unless they take place during the

hearing. Where there are hearing officers, the general rule is that the
motions shall be made to them before the record is sent to a deciding
authority. After that time, the deciding authority rules upon all mo
tions.27 There are, however, certain exceptions to this statement. In
most instances, the hearing officer may not rule upon a motion to dismiss
the case upon the pleading,28 since such a ruling may be equivalent to

""BCD Rule XXIII; CAB Rule 4 (b) ; CSC Rule IX; Agric, cea � 0.10 (disciplinary
proceedings) ''Agric, cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.7 (a) and 900.59 (a) ;

Agric, psa �� 202.10 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.28 (rate proceedings) and 202.46

(reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.10 (disciplinary proceedings) ; FCC �� 1.201

and 1.251; FPC � 1.101 (continuances and extensions of time).; FTC Rules X and XI;
NLRB �� 202.14-202.18; PCD Rule IV; SEC Rules V (d) and VI; USMC � 4.11;
WFA � 1599.8 (a).
"See note 26 supra.
^Agric, cea � 0.10 (disciplinary proceedings). In the case of the CEC, the referee may

rule upon the motion to dismiss on the pleading, but an immediate appeal may be taken
to the Commission, Agric, cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings). Cf. Agric, psa �� 202.10 (b). (dis-
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deciding a case. A few rules of practice place certain other limitations
upon the power of the hearing officer in respect to ruling upon motions.
The rules of the Federal Communications Commission provide: "The
presiding officer at the hearing shall have authority to . . . rule upon
the admissibility of evidence and other matters that normally and
properly arise in the course of the hearing, but shall have no power
to decide any motion . . . which involves final determination upon the
merits of the proceeding."29 The Federal Power Commission procedure
provides that the presiding officer shall rule upon the admission or

exclusion of any evidence "unless he shall determine upon the basis of,
and only after, a substantial showing made by any party to such pro
ceeding that a necessity exists for certifying the questions relating
thereto to the Commission for instructions."30
The Federal Trade Commission's rules provide that exceptions to the

introduction or striking out of evidence "must be noted before the trial
examiner in order to be urged before the Commission. All other mo

tions in any proceeding before a trial examiner, except as otherwise

provided in these rules, shall be reserved and shall be ruled upon by
the Commission."31 The National Labor Relations Board procedure
provides that the trial examiner may not rule upon motions postponing
the date of hearing or extending the time for answer, intervention, or

filing of a motion after a case is transferred to the Board.32 A few

procedures provide that motions may be stated orally during the

hearing and must be inserted into the record.33 Certain procedures pro
vide that the trial examiner may certify motions to the authority for
determination while the case is still in his hands. Some provide that the
certification is at the discretion of the presiding officer.34
In a very few instances, appeal can be taken to the deciding authority

ciplinary proceedings) and 202.28 (rate proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.10 (b) (disciplinary
proceedings). FCC � 1.231 (a) provides that the presiding officer "shall have no power

to decide any motion to dismiss the proceeding or other motion which involves final

determination of the merits of the proceeding." Cf. FTC Rule X (by implication). The

NLRB procedure provides that if a motion to dismiss the complaint in its entirety is

granted by the trial examiner, the party making the charge may obtain a review of such

action by filing a request therefor with the Board at Washington, NLRB � 202.17. Cf.
USMC � 8.09.

""FCC � 1.231 (a).
"FPC �� 1.154 and 50.64.

TTC Rule X.

^NLRB �� 202.6, 202.12, 202.19 and 202.34.

"Agric, cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.7 (a) and 900.59 (a) ; Agric,
psa � 202.10 (a) (disciplinary proceedings) ; NLRB � 202.15; PCD Rule IV; WFA � 1599.8

(a) (necessity for insertion into record not expressly required).
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from the rulings of a hearing officer.35 This practice should remain
infrequent, as it is obvious that any action upon motions made during
the hearing, by the deciding authority rather than the hearing agent,
not only acts as a limitation upon the hearing agent, but also, consumes
time and tends to slow up the proceedings.
Motions generally become a part of the record, either tacitly or as

a result of special regulatory provisions,36 since rulings form a legiti
mate basis for appeal.

B. The Presiding Hearing Officer
So large has the volume of hearings become in most regulatory, disci

plinary and reparation authorities, that it is impossible for the authority
itself to hear many (if any) cases in the first instance. Hence this
task must be entrusted to selected groups of commissioners or board

members, to individual members, or to individual hearing officers who
are usually designated as officers, examiners, trial examiners, or referees.
There is a wide diversity of opinion among different authorities as to

what the functions and powers of these agents should be. The most

important views are: (1) that the hearing officer should be to all intents
and purposes an administrative tribunal of first instance; (2) that such
an agent should be merely a presiding officer. The real position of the

hearing agent depends, however, not only upon the powers expressly
given him by statute or by rule or regulation, but also upon his relation

ship to the deciding authority in respect to the power of subpoena,
power to rule on motions, power to require and to act upon reports,
and power to punish for contempt. If subpoenas must be signed by
the deciding authority, if certain motions must be submitted or are

appealable to such authority, if the hearing agent does not have the

right to submit findings of fact, conclusions of law, or tentative orders,
or if punishment for contempt by some sort of administrative action
lies with the deciding authority, the hearing agent is in a rather weak

position, and is little more than a presiding officer. If, however, his

^Agric, cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.7 (b) and 900.59 (b) ; Agric,
psa �� 202.10 (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and 202.46 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric,
paca � 47.10 (b) (disciplinary proceedings); PCD Rule IV (b). The FPC procedure pro

vides that a substantial showing must be made of the necessity for certifying questions
to the Commission for instructions, FPC �� 1.154 and 50.64.

"Agric., cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings) ; FCC � 1.256.

""Agric, cec � 0.83 (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.7 (a) and 900.59 (a) ; Agric,
psa �� 202.10 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.28 (rate proceedings) and 202.46 (reparation

proceedings) (by implication); FCC � 1.256; NLRB � 202.16; PCD Rule IV C.
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relationship to the deciding authority is just the opposite, he becomes
to all intents and purposes an administrative tribunal of first instance.

Only the Department of Agriculture and the Commodity Exchange
Commission (of which the Secretary of Agriculture is a member)37 set
forth systematically the powers of hearing officers.38 Even in these in

stances, before the position of hearing officers is clear, one must examine

closely the extent of their power to rule upon motions, and the other

phases of their relationship to the deciding authority as described above.
Most rules of procedure either directly or indirectly give the hearing

officers the following powers:

(1) To rule upon motions and reports.
(2) To set the time and place of hearing, adjourn the hearing from

time to time, and change the time and place of hearing.
(3) To administer oaths and affirmations and take affidavits.

(4) To issue subpoenas requiring the attendance of witnesses and

testimony of witnesses, and the production of books, records,
contracts, papers and other documentary evidence.

(5) To call and examine witnesses and receive evidence.

(6) To take or order the taking of depositions.
(7) To admit or exclude evidence.

(8) To hear oral argument on fact or law.

(9) To do all acts and take all measures necessary for the main
tenance of order and the efficient conduct of the proceedings.39

C. The Parties

Most rules of procedure give some little space to the definition of

parties, who may be parties, how they may participate in the hearings,
and how they may be represented.40 In practically all cases the rules

OTThe rules of practice of these agencies were drawn up by the same person and are,

therefore, nearly identical.

""Agric, cea � 0.7 (d) (disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric, cec � 0.57 (d) (disciplinary
proceedings); Agric, maa �� 900.6 (b) and 900.55 (c) ; Agric, psa �� 202.8 (d) (disci
plinary proceedings) and 202.25 (c) (rate proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.8 (d) (disci
plinary proceedings) and 47.28 (c) (reparation proceedings).

""See note 38 supra.
"BCD Rule V; CAB Rule 4; Agric, cea �� 0.3 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.23

(rule-making proceedings) ; Agric, cec � 0.52 (h-j) ; Agric, maa �� 900.8 (b) (1) ,

900.51 (1), 900.58 and 900.60 (b) (1); Agric, psa �� 202.1 (i-k) and 202.3 (a) (1) ;

Agric, paca �� 47.2 (i-k) and 47.3 (a) (1); FCC �� 1.8, 1.31, 1.51-1.60; FPC �� 1.5-1.26;
ICC Rule 5 (c); NLRB �� 201.1 and 202.1; NWLB � 802.19 (a); OPA Rules 9 and 17;
PCD Rule VII (d); SEC Rule II; USMC �� 2.01-2.03, 3.01 and 5.01-5.02; USTC � 201.8;
WFA �� 1599.1 (c) (d) and 1599.11.
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provide that anyone having a definite interest may be a party, and
that he may either represent himself or be represented by counsel.41

D. Subpoenas, Witnesses, and Depositions
In order to secure information upon which a decision can be based

by the hearing or trial method, it is necessary to secure witnesses and
documents. In many cases where it is too expensive to produce wit
nesses at the trial, or where sickness or other disability makes it difficult
for persons to attend a hearing, it may be necessary to take depositions.
The subpoena of witnesses and documents and the taking of deposi
tions are very important factors in the procedure of administrative

adjudication.42
Although all agencies carrying on regulatory, disciplinary or repara

tion functions are given by statute the power to issue subpoenas to

secure witnesses and documents, administrative rules of procedure go
into the matter rather more in detail.43 The general scope of these rules
is indicated by the following questions and answers:

(1) Who must apply for the issuance of a subpoena?
There are really two situations here: (a) It may be necessary for

the counsel of the authority to apply to the deciding authority for the
issuance of a subpoena; (b) and it may or may not be possible or

necessary for others to apply. With respect to the first situation, the
rules of procedure are almost evenly divided. In many instances, the
counsel of the authority must apply. In about the same number of

instances, he is not required to do so.44 The rule requiring the counsel
of the authority to apply is based on the theory that in presenting the
case the government should have no advantage over the individual. In
a few instances, where the nature of the cases heard is such that the

authority is not represented by counsel, no such rules exist.45
Where private individuals or others than members of the authority

may apply for the issuance of subpoenas, they are usually required to

do so in writing,46 and in some cases the application must be verified.

flSee note 40 supra.
^'Here it is enough to stress the fact that the subpoena is the main weapon of adminis

trative and legislative investigating bodies. Without the duty to disclose, their activities
are unthinkable, . . ." Pekelis, Legal Techniques and Political Ideologies (1943 ) 41 Mich.
L. Rev. 665, 680.

^or an analysis of statutory provisions see A. G. Rep. (1941) 414-435.
"�Ibid.
"Ibid.
"Id. at 415.
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Several rules of procedure further require that applications to compel
witnesses to produce documentary evidence must be in writing and must
be verified. Some rules require a rather strict specification of the books.
papers and documents desired, and a statement of the facts to be proved
by them.47 Such provisions are intended to prevent "fishing expedi
tions" which might seriously affect either private individuals or the
government in the carrying on of its activities, and to guarantee that
the materials secured will be "competent, revelant and material."

(2) Who considers the application?
Here there are two contingencies: (a) Who considers the application

before hearing? (b) and who considers the application during the

hearing?
With respect to the first question there is a wide variety of procedure,

governed more by practice and custom than by definite rules. In about
half of the agencies considered here, including the Federal Communica
tions Commission, the Maritime Commission, the Department of Agri
culture under the Packers and Stockyards Act, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Bituminous Coal Division, and the Securities and

Exchange Commission, the trial examiner or like officer is the only
person who considers applications before the hearing. In the Public
Contracts Division, applications are considered by the Chief Examiner.
Under the Federal Trade Commission practice, applications for sub

poenas ad testificandum are considered by a single Commissioner, but
those for subpoenas duces tecum are passed upon by the entire Com
mission. In the Wage and Hour Division, the applications are con

sidered by the Review Unit, except in exemption cases, where they are

considered by the presiding officer. In the National Labor Relations
Board practice, applications are considered by the Regional Director.48
Those who argue in favor of having applications for subpoenas con

sidered by the presiding officer hold that this practice saves time and

expense and also places responsibility where it belongs. They admit

that, in theory, the deciding authority is responsible for the entire pro
cedure arid should therefore pass upon applications, but point out the
fact that, in practice, it may be far too busy to give serious attention
to such matters, with the result that nobody acts with real responsibility.

"E.g., BCD Rule XX (b) ; CSC Rule XIII; Agric, cea � 0.13 (b) (disciplinary pro

ceedings); Agric, maa � 900.62 (b) ; FPC � 1.130; NWLB � 802.27 (a) (b) ; PCD Rule

VI (b). The ICC procedure provides that a subpoena, unless upon the motion of the

Commission itself, will be issued only upon petition, ICC Rule 56 (a).
ffiA. G. Rep. (1941) 414-435.
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Those who believe that applications should be considered by a respon
sible authority higher than the usual presiding officer, an authority such
as a chief examiner, a review unit, or a member of the Commission
itself, base their position on the importance of proper control over the
use of subpoenas. They insist that serious injury may be done to the
individual by requiring an unreasonable number of documents, and that
the prestige and position of the deciding authority may be injured by an

irresponsible use of the subpoena power.
In only a very few cases is there a distinction in practice between the

consideration of an application made before a hearing and one made

during a hearing.49 It is obvious that there is a much stronger reason

for having applications considered by the presiding officer previous to

rather than during a hearing, since it is important that the proceeding
should move along without delay.

(3) Under what conditions are applications for subpoenas granted or

denied?

There is a wide variety of statements as to the conditions under which

applications will be granted or denied. The Public Contracts Divi
sion grants such applications upon an indication of relevancy of the
occasion for the use of the writ sought. The Federal Trade Com
mission denies an application if the witness would be required to

travel more than 100 miles, unless a showing of justification is made.
The National Labor Relations Board denies an application when made
for dilatory purposes, or to harrass or embarrass persons who are not

directly involved or whose evidence would be inadmissible. The Civil
Aeronautics Administration denies an application where relevance is not

shown. The Interstate Commerce Commission grants an application
where it is shown that the evidence "will be of service in the determina
tion of the proceeding." The Federal Power Commission grants an appli
cation upon a showing of relevancy and materiality. The Security and

Exchange Commission grants applications for ad testificandum subpoenas
as a matter of course, but leaves the granting or denial of applications
for duces tecum subpoenas to the discretion of the examiner.60
It can be readily seen that there is generally broad discretion on the

part of hearing officers and authorities as to granting applications for

�"In the PCD the Chief Examiner considers the applications before the hearing, the

Examiner considers them during the hearing, id. at 41S; in the NLRB the Regional Di
rector considers applications before the hearing, the Examiner considers them during the

hearing, id. at 423.

"A. G. Rep. (1941) 414-43S.
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subpoenas, a discretion which must be wisely used in order to prevent
injustice to the parties.

(4) Who signs subpoenas?
The legal responsibility for the issuance of a subpoena rests upon

the person who signs it. The responsibility consists not only in seeing
that the witnesses are likely to give testimony which is material to the
case and that the documents asked for are necessary and relevant, but
also in taking care that the granting of subpoenas shall be done with
an even hand, so that each party may present his testimony to the best
of his ability.
In several instances Congress has made no provision for the dele

gation of the power to sign subpoenas to employees or agents of the

responsible administrative authorities.51 On the other hand, in numerous

cases Congress has specifically authorized the delegation of the sub

poena power. Where Congress has not delegated the power, most agen
cies have construed the law as not permitting delegation; hence each

subpoena is signed by the authority itself or one of its members.52 In
some instances, delegation has been attempted, but the courts have not

allowed it, requiring the authority itself to sign.53
The signing of subpoenas by the responsible authority or one of its

members may, however, be a rather perfunctory affair, as a member

may sign a large number of blank subpoenas and give them to presiding
officers to use at their discretion. In the Department of Agriculture, the
rules of practice under the Packers and Stockyards Act provide that

subpoenas shall be issued "under the facsimile signature of the Secre

tary."54 In such cases, although the legal responsibility is in the hands
of the deciding authority, the actual responsibility in any given case is
in the hands of the presiding officer or official who actually issues the

subpoena.
Practice as to delegation of signature varies in the several instances

where the statutes have provided for such delegation: the Walsh-Healy
Act,55 the Merchant Marine Act,56 the Federal Power Act,57 the Securi-

aId. at 414.

fflAgric, psa, id. at 420; FTC, id. at 419; ICC, id. at 427; NLRB, id. at 423.
^In Cudahy Packing Co. v. Holland, 31S U. S. 357 (1942), it was held that the adminis

trator under the Fair Labor Standards Act had no statutory authorization to delegate
his power to sign subpoenas and was himself responsible for doing so.

"Agric, psa �� 202.13 (a) (disciplinary proceedings), 202.31 (rate proceedings) and

202.50 (reparations proceedings). See also, Agric, maa � 900.62 (a).
ffi49 Stat. 2038 (1936), 41 U. S. C. � 39 (1940).
��49 Stat. 1991 (1936), 52 Stat. 954 (1938), 46 U. S. C. � 1124 (a) (1940).
OT49 Stat. 856 (1935), 16 U. S. C. � 825f (b) (1940).
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ties Act of 1933,58 the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,59 and the Public

Utility Holding Company Act.60 Thus, in the Public Contracts Division
which administers the Walsh-Healy Act, the subpoenas are signed by
the Secretary, Assistant Secretary, or assistant to the Secretary. Under
the Federal Power Act the subpoenas are signed by the Chairman of the
Commission. The examiner signs subpoenas under the various acts ad
ministered by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Examiners
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration also sign subpoenas.61
It appears, therefore, that as a general rule the authority itself or

one of its members signs subpoenas, whether or not the statute provides
for delegation of authority.
Technically, the issuance of subpoenas after they are signed is a mere

ministerial matter. In practice, however, it may become a discretionary
matter, especially where subpoenas are signed in blank by the respon
sible authority and given to the presiding officer to distribute at his
own discretion, or where the subpoena carries merely a facsimile

signature.
As a general rule, subpoenas are issued by the presiding officer,

whether he be a Commissioner, a trial examiner or a referee. There

are, however, certain exceptions to this rule. In the Public Contracts

Division, the Chief Examiner issues subpoenas before the hearing, and
the trial examiner during the hearing. In the National Relations Board,
the Regional Director issues the subpoenas before the hearing, and the
trial examiner during the hearing. According to the Federal Trade
Commission procedure, a member of the Commission always issues the

subpoena.62

(5) What administrative sanctions exist in case of disobedience to

subpoena?
In only a few instances do the rules of practice of these authorities

contain any administrative sanctions for disobedience to a sub

poena. The Public Contracts Division procedure provides that failure
or refusal of a witness to appear at a hearing and to answer questions
may, in the discretion of the Examiner, be the ground for striking out

testimony previously given by such witness on related matters.63 The

"46 Stat. 85 (1933), 48 Stat. 908 (1934), IS U. S. C. � 77s (b) (1940).
"48 Stat. 899 (1934), 49 Stat. 1379 (1936), 49 Stat. 1921 (1936), IS U. S. C. � 78u (b)

(1940).
"49 Stat. 831 (1935), 49 Stat. 1921 (1936), 15 U. S. C. � 79r (c) (1940).
fflA. G. Rep. (1941) 414-435.

"Ibid.
�apCD Rule VII (j).
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National Labor Relations Board procedure has the same kind of pro
vision.64 The fees of witnesses are usually established on the same basis
as fees in the federal courts.

E. Depositions
Nearly every regulatory, disciplinary and reparation authority pro

vides rather elaborate rules for the taking of depositions.65 The ability
to take depositions is of considerable importance in the prosecution of
a case where witnesses are in a foreign country, reside a long distance
from the place of hearing, or are sick. The rules generally go into
some detail as to when depositions are permissible, before whom deposi
tions may be taken, the fee to be paid, the petition for an order re

questing depositions, how the testimony shall be recorded, the signature
of the deponent, the officer's attestation, the return to the authority,
etc.66 Since there are no pressing problems of administrative law regard
ing depositions except care to prevent frauds, it is not necessary to go
into detail as to how these and like factors are handled by the various
authorities.

F. Intervention

It often happens that others than the party against whom a suit is

brought, or who brings a suit, have an interest in the case. Thus, a

town might have a decided interest in the question whether or not the
Interstate Commerce Commission should grant a railway company the

right to abandon a branch line running through the town. The owner

of a radio station might have a very strong interest in the request by
a rival for the establishment of a new station in the same city. In al
most all rules of practice, therefore, provision is made for intervention.67

""NLRB � 202.31.

�BCD Rule XV; CAB�no provision; CSC Rule XVI; Agric, cea � 0.12 (disciplinary
proceedings); Agric, cec �� 0.62 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.85 (6a proceedings);
Agric, maa � 900.61; Agric, psa �� 202.12 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.30 (rate pro

ceedings) and 202.49 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.12 (disciplinary proceed
ings) and 47.33 (reparation proceedings); FCC �� 1.221-1.228; FPC �� 1.140-1.144 and

50.55-50.59; FTC Rule XVIII; ICC Rules 57-67; NLRB � 202.20; NWLB�no provision;
OPA�no provision; PCD�no provision; SEC Rule VIII; USMC �� 10.01-10.09; USTC

� 201.13; WFA � 1599.15.
""See note 65 supra.
"BCD Rules V (g) and VIII (b) ; CAB Rule 4 (b) ; CSC�no provision, since no

reason to intervene; Agric, cea � 0.8 (disciplinary proceedings); Agric, cec �� 0.58 (disci
plinary proceedings); Agric, maa � 900.57; Agric, psa �� 202.26 (rate proceedings) and

202.45 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.29 (reparation proceedings) ; FCC

�� 1.54 and 1.102; FPC �� 1.24, 1.31, 50.10 and 50.14; FTC Rule V; ICC Rule 72; NLRB
� 202.19; NWLB�no provision; OPA�no provision for intervention, but there may be
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The rules regarding intervention are extremely diverse in nature.

However, most of them state who may intervene, that the intervener
must have a real interest, that intervention must be made by motion
or petition, that reasons for intervention must be given, that the peti
tioner's relationship to the matters involved in the proceeding must be

shown, that under certain conditions the issues may be broadened, etc.
The rules differ considerably as to who may intervene, due largely

to the nature of the subject matter handled. Thus, the activities of the
Federal Power Commission, in licensing and rate regulation of an inter
state nature, may greatly affect states, counties, municipalities, and

cooperatives, as well as private individuals; therefore its rules provide
for intervention by such legal persons. The Division of Public Con

tracts, in dealing with labor relationships, makes particular provision
for intervention by employer, employee, labor or trade organization;
whereas the Federal Trade Commission provides for the intervention
of partnerships, corporations or associations. On the other hand, when
the Civil Service Commission is prosecuting under the Hatch Act, only
the individual is involved and no intervention procedure is necessary.
Practically all rules provide that the one who wishes to intervene

must have a substantial interest in the proceeding, such as a property
or financial interest which may not be adequately represented by existing
parties, or else a public interest. The reason for such rule is to prevent
frivolous and unimportant interventions from interfering with the effi
cient prosecution of the case. In order to control the above factors, most
rules provide that the right of intervention must be sought by written

petition or motion, and that, such petition must be supported by reasons,
which may include the petitioner's relationship to the matter involved
in the proceeding, and other relevant information.

IV. Hearing Procedure

The rules with respect to the hearing are the most important of all
rules of procedure, not only because of the questions of constitutionality
involved, but also because they are intimately tied in with sound ad
ministration. Lack of proper rules may result in long drawn-out, expen
sive trials and may seriously endanger the rights of individuals.
Since in the regulatory, disciplinary and reparation functions the

procedure is quasi-judicial in nature, there must be provision for a

hearing.68 As a result of this requirement all the authorities have

joint applications for adjustment, Rule 14; PCD Rule V; SEC Rule XVII; USMC � S.01;
TJSTC�no provision; WFA�no provision.
""See Hart, An Introduction to Administrative Law (1940) 265 ff. for cases.
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provided for hearings when dealing with such functions,69 and in many
cases Congress has done the same. The rules of procedure follow no

uniform pattern, except for some of the rather numerous rules of pro
cedure of the Department of Agriculture under the different acts which
it administers, and the rules of the Commodity Exchange Commission,
of which the Secretary of Agriculture is a member. Some of the more

important factors considered by these rules (although not every authority
includes them all) are: (1) requests for a hearing; (2) ordering the
hearing; (3) the time and place of the hearing; (4) formal and informal
hearings; (5) failure to appear; (6) the waiver of hearing; (7) the
order of procedure; (8) the duties of hearing officers; (9) rules of
evidence; (10) the examination of witnesses; (11) oral argument; (12)
standards of conduct; (13) the closing of the record; (14) the tran

script of testimony; (15) the examiner's report; (16) the transfer of
a case to the deciding authority.

A. Requests for Hearing
A few authorities make a request or motion a necessary condition

precedent to the granting of an oral hearing before a hearing officer.70
This rule may be applied to either formal or informal hearings.

B. How the Hearing Is Ordered

Some authorities have rules as to how hearings shall be ordered,
whereas others do not. The Federal Communications Commission may
hold informal hearings upon petition or upon its own motion.71 The

"ATU Art. IV; BCD Rule XIV; CAB Rule 5; CSC Rules XI and XII; Agric, cea

� 0.11 ((disciplinary proceedings); Agric, cec �� 0.61 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.84

(6a proceedings); Agric, maa �� 900.8 and 900.60; Agric, psa �� 202.11 (disciplinary
proceedings), 202.29 (rate proceedings) and 202.48 (reparation proceedings); Agric, paca

�� 47.11 (disciplinary proceedings) and 47.32 (reparation proceedings); FCC �� 1.191-1.197;
FPC �� 1.150-1.157 and 50.60-50.65; FTC Rules XII and XIII; FDA � 701 (c)-(e); ICC
Rules 68-90; NLRB �� 202.23-202.34; NWLB �� 802.4-802.5; OPA Rules 39-47; PCD

Rule VII ; SEC Rule V; USMC �� 8.01-8.25; USTC �� 201.10 and 203.5; WHD Rules

1-4; WFA �� 1599.9 and 1599.10.
70ATU Art. Ill, � 3; Agric, cea � 0.11 (a) (disciplinary proceedings); Agric, cec

�� 0.61 (a) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.84 (a) (6a proceedings) ; Agric, psa �� 202.11

(a) (disciplinary proceedings) , 202.29 (a) (rate proceedings) and 202.48 (a) (reparation
proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.11 (a) (disciplinary proceedings) ; WFA �� 1599.4-1599.5.
The OPA procedure provides that any protestant may request an oral hearing. Such

request shall be accompanied by a showing "as to why the filing of affidavits or other

written evidence and briefs will not permit the fair and expeditious disposition of the

protest." OPA Rule 39.

TCC � 1.192.
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Federal Power Commission's Rules of Practice provide that the Com
mission "in its discretion, either upon its own motion, or upon the motion
of any party" may order proceedings.72 The rules of the Office of Price
Administration provide that any protestant may request an oral hearing
but must show necessity for it.73 Hearings before the Securities and

Exchange Commission may be ordered by the Commission.74 The Mari
time Commission's Rules of Procedure provide that the Commission may
from time to time order an informal public hearing to obtain information
and a formal hearing when it determines that such is necessary.75 The
Tariff Commission, in its rules affecting unfair practices in the import
trade, provides that the Commission shall give notice of the date for
a public hearing.76 The other authorities are silent upon how the hearing
is instituted, probably merely assuming that a hearing will be had or

else depending upon the statutory requirement that a hearing be had.

C. The Time and Place of Hearing
Only a few rules of procedure provide for the time and place of hear

ing. The Department of Agriculture in the Rules of Practice under
the Commodity Exchange Act77 provides that the referee, after "giving
careful consideration to the convenience of the parties, shall set a time
and place for hearing and shall file with the hearing clerk a notice

stating the time and place." Other procedures of the Department make
much the same statement. Commodity Exchange Commission rules are

almost identical.78 The Office of Price Administration procedure calls
for the statement of the time and place in the notice.79

D. Formal and Informal Hearings
Two or three authorities provide for informal hearings when investi

gations are requested or ordered, or where information is to be obtained
that will be helpful in the determination of policy.80 In practice, many
informal hearings are held for which there is no special provision.

"FPC � 1.1S0.
�OPA Rule 39.

"SEC Rule III.
TCUSMC � 8.01.

njSTC � 203.S.

'"Agric, cea � 0.11 (b) (disciplinary proceedings).
^Agric, cec �� 0.61 (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.84 (b) (6a proceedings). See

note 69 supra for other Department of Agriculture rules to the same effect.
'"OPA Rule 39.

TCC procedure provides that such a hearing may, upon petition by any person or upon
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E. Failure to Appear
In a few procedures, failure to appear at the hearing results in a

waiver of the right to oral hearing in the proceeding.81 The same rules
usually provide that in the event that a party appears at the hearing
but no party appears for the opposing side, the party who is present
shall have an election to present his evidence, in whole or in part, in the
form of affidavits or by oral testimony before the presiding officer.
Such a provision makes it possible to go on with the case without delay.

F. The Waiver of Hearing
A waiver of hearing is usually applicable when an individual ad

mits the facts in a complaint, or when he believes that the cost of fight
ing a complaint will be greater than the punishment. Several rules of

procedure make it possible for the party complained of to waive
a hearing. Thus, the Rules of Practice under the Commodity Exchange
Act82 provide not only that the answer may contain a waiver of hearing,
but that an answer admitting all of the material allegations of fact
contained in the complaint shall constitute a waiver of hearing, and that
without further investigation or hearing the referee shall prepare his

report. The Commodity Exchange Commission has much the same

procedure.83 Other procedures of the Department of Agriculture con

tain identical or similar provisions.84
Under the Packers and Stockyards Act,85 in reparation proceedings,

failure to file an answer within a twenty day period constitutes a

waiver of hearing on the facts, and is deemed to be an admission of
the allegations of the complaint. An answer admitting all the material

allegations of fact contained in the complaint and setting up no counter-

its own motion, be held in connection with an investigation or for the purpose of obtain

ing information "necessary or helpful in the determination of its policies, . . ." FCC � 1.192.

FTC Rules XII and XIII distinguish hearings on complaints from hearings on investiga
tions. USMC provisions are similar to those of the FCC, USMC �� 8.01 and 8.02.

fflAgric, cea � 0.11 (c) (2) (disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 61 (c) (2) (disci
plinary proceedings) and 0.84 (c) (2) (6a proceedings); Agric, maa �� 900.8 (b) (3) and

900.60 (b) (3); Agric, psa �� 202.11 (c) (2) (disciplinary proceedings), 202.29 (c) (2)
(rate proceedings) and 202.48 (c) (2) (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca � 47.11 (c) (2)
(disciplinary proceedings) .

^Agric, cea � 0.9 (b) (c) (disciplinary proceedings).
^Agric, cec �� 0.59 (b) (c) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.82 (b) (c) (6a proceedings).
"Agric, psa �� 202.9 (b) (c) (disciplinary proceedings) and 202.41 (b) (c) (reparation

proceedings); Agric, paca � 47.9 (b) (c) (disciplinary proceedings).
"Agric, psa � 202.41 (c) (reparation proceedings).
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claim or set-off is also held to constitute a waiver of hearing. Such a

procedural requirement can thus be used as a method of obtaining
immediate action upon a complaint for reparations. The Federal Trade
Commission's procedure86 provides that if the respondent desires to

waive a hearing on the allegations of fact set forth in the complaint
and not to contest the facts, the answer may consist in a statement

that respondent admits all the material allegations of fact charged in
the complaint to be true. By such an answer the respondent is deemed
to have waived a hearing on the allegations of fact set forth in the com

plaint and to have authorized the Commission, without further evidence
or intervening procedure, to find such facts to be true. However, con
temporaneously with the filing of such an answer, the respondent may
give notice in writing that he desires to be heard on the question as

to whether the admitted facts constitute a violation of law charged in
the complaint.

G. The Order of Procedure
The order of procedure is not of any great importance, save to inform

parties and their attorneys which is to appear first in the taking of

testimony. As a rule, in formal hearings the complainant both opens
and closes, and interveners follow the parties.87

H. The Duties of Hearing Officers During Hearing
Several procedures contain no mention of the duties of hearing

officers or only incidentally refer to them.88 Others have special rules
devoted to their duties.89 The Department of Agriculture has a general

"FTC Rule IX.

'"BCD Rule XIV d; Agric, cea � 0.11 (d) disciplinary proceedings); Agric, cec

�� 0.61 (d) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.84 (d) (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.8

(c) (order subject to discretion of presiding officer) and 900.60 (c) ; Agric, psa �� 202.11

(d) (disciplinary proceedings), 202.29 (d) (rate proceedings) and 202.48 (d) (reparation
proceedings); Agric, paca �� 47.11 (d) (disciplinary proceedings) and 47.32 (e) (repara
tion proceedings); FCC � 1.204; FPC �� 1.153 and 50.63; ICC Rule 74; PCD Rule
VII (b) ; USMC � 8.08 (order subject to discretion of presiding officer) ; WFA � 1599.18

(order subject to discretion of presiding officer).
^ATU Art. IV, � 1; BCD Rule XIV c, d; FPC �� 1.154 and 50.64; PCD Rule VII (c)

(h) (i) (j) ; OPA has no particular regulations as to the duties of hearing officers; SEC

procedure contains little of the duties of hearing officers, except with respect to the trial
examiners report, SEC Rule IX.
^CSC Rule XII provides that he is charged with the duty of "conducting a fair and

impartial hearing and of maintaining order in form and manner consistent with the dig
nity of the Commission." He must note on the record any disregard by counsel for his

rulings on matters of order and procedure, and where he deems it necessary, makes a

special written report to the Commission thereon. In the event that any counsel is guilty
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rule with respect to the powers of hearing officers, which covers their du
ties during hearings.90 The Federal Communications Commission's Rules
of Practice and Procedure91 give the presiding officer at a hearing the
power to administer oaths, examine witnesses, receive evidence, and to
rule upon matters that normally arise in the course of a proceeding.
The Federal Trade Commission's Rules of Practice92 with respect to the
trial examiner's role at hearings are not far different from those of the
Civil Service Commission.93
The Interstate Commerce Commission's Rules of Practice94 provide

that a hearing officer may grant leave to amend or to file any pleadings,
or to intervene, upon request tendered at the hearing, but that in no

event shall an officer grant such leave if thereby the issues would be
so narrowed as to make a referred matter one which should properly
be referred to a different officer. The officer is not given power to
decide any motion to dismiss the proceeding, or any other motion which
involves the final determination of the merits of the proceeding. Other
wise the officer regulates the procedure of the hearing and takes all
"measures necessary or proper for the efficient performance of the duties

assigned him."
The trial examiner under the National Labor Relations Board pro

cedure has the duty "to inquire fully into the facts as to whether the re

spondent has engaged in or is engaging in an unfair labor practice. . . ."
Both the counsel for the Board and the trial examiner have power to

call, examine and cross-examine witnesses and to introduce documents
and other evidence into the record.95
The Rules of Procedure of the Maritime Commission96 provide that

the presiding officer at the hearing shall have authority "to administer

oaths, examine witnesses, and receive evidence at any place in the
United States designated by the Commission, to hear oral argument at
the close of testimony, and to rule upon the admissibility of evidence

of "disrespectful, disorderly, or contumacious language or conduct", he may suspend the

proceeding and submit a report to the Commission with a recommendation as to whether

a rule should be issued to show cause as to suspension or disbarment. Agric, cea � 0.7 (d)
(disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.57 (d) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.80 (c)
(6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.6 (b) and 900.55 (c) ; Agric, psa �� 202.8 (d) (dis
ciplinary proceedings) ; and 202.25 (c) (rate proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.8 (d) (disci
plinary proceedings) and 47.28 (c) (reparation proceedings) ; FCC � 1.231 (a) ; FTC Rule

XIV; ICC Rule 70; NLRB � 202.24; USMC � 8.09; WFA � 1599.8.
"�See note 89 supra. mFCC � 1,231 (a).
""FTC Rule XIV. ""CSC Rule XII.

MICC Rule 70. ^NLRB � 202.24.

""USMC � 8.09.
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and other matters that normally and properly arise in the course of the

hearing, but shall have no power to decide any motion to dismiss the

proceeding or other motion which involves the final determination of

the merits of the cause."
The procedural rules of the Tariff Commission, with respect to unfair

practices in the import trade, do not deal with the duties of hearing
officers. The same is true of the Wage and Hour Division.

I. Rules of Evidence at the Hearing
Within the rules of procedure of the authorities engaged in regula

tion, discipline, and the making of reparations there are some two score

of separate and distinct rules dealing with evidence. These cover such

questions as: to what extent court rules will be followed, the admissi

bility of evidence, cumulative evidence, separate examinations in obtain

ing evidence, to what extent official records may be introduced, entries
in the regular course of business, documents and Commission's files as

a source of evidence, records taken in other proceedings, abstracts of

documents, exhibits, filing of evidence subsequent to hearing, burden
of proof, who may order the taking of evidence, how shall evidence be

reported, objection to evidence, etc. No two authorities agree completely
as to what rules of evidence shall be included in their rules of practice.
A few, such as the Bituminous Coal Division, the Civil Aeronautics

Board, the Civil Service Commission, the Public Contracts Division,
the Office of Price Administration and the Tariff Commission, say little
or nothing in regard to the matter. Others, such as the Interstate
Commerce Commission, go into the subject quite thoroughly. The

majority of agencies use two, three, or four of the forty or so rules
that might well be applicable.
The Department of Agriculture and the Commodity Exchange Commis

sion have almost the same statement for all the different kinds of regu
latory, disciplinary and reparation situations which they administer.
This statement is to the effect that testimony shall be upon Oath or

affirmation and shall be subject to cross-examination; that witnesses may,
at the discretion of the presiding officer, be examined separately; and
that evidence may be excluded which is immaterial, irrelevant, or unduly
repetitious, or which is not of the sort upon which responsible persons
are accustomed to rely.97
"Agric, cea �� 0.11 (e) (1) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.26 (d) (rule-making pro

ceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.61 (e) (1) (disciplinary proceedings), 0.76 (d) (rule-making
proceedings) and 0.84 (e) (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.8 (d) (1) and 900.60
(d) (1); Agric, psa �� 202.11 (e) (1) (disciplinary proceedings), 202.29 (e) (1) (rate
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The Federal Communications Commission provides that, with excep
tions mentioned in the rules, the rules of evidence governing civil pro
ceedings in matters not involving trial by jury in the courts of the United
States shall govern formal hearings before the Commission, with the
possibility of relaxing such rules in any case "where the ends of justice
will be better served by so doing."98 The same rules provide that merely
cumulative evidence shall be avoided, and that the number of witnesses
who may be heard on any issue may be limited. The presiding officer
may call for further evidence. The rules also provide for the reception
of documents containing (in addition to material evidence) matter not

material, for copies of exhibits, mechanical reproductions and tariffs
as evidence.99
The Federal Power Commission's procedure provides that the pre

siding Commissioner, examiner, or other representative before whom
the hearing is held, shall rule upon the admission or exclusion of any
evidence proferred by any party to such proceeding unless he shall
determine that a necessity exists for certifying the questions relating
thereto to the Commission. The presiding officer may call for addi
tional evidence or may authorize any party to file specific documentary
evidence.100
The Federal Trade Commission provides that where any relevant or

material matter offered in evidence is embraced in a document con

taining other matter not material or relevant and not intended to be

put in evidence, such immaterial or irrelevant parts shall be excluded, and
shall be segregated insofar as practicable; that objections to evidence
before a trial examiner shall be in short form, stating the grounds relied

upon; and that the transcript shall not include argument or debate

except as ordered.101
The Interstate Commerce Commission has by far the most numerous

regulations with respect to evidence. Its Rules of Practice cover such

topics as: the admissibility of evidence; restrictions as to cumulative

evidence; reading into the record of prepared statements as testimony,
upon approval; conditions under which official records may be intro
duced as evidence-; how far entries in the regular course of business

may be introduced in evidence; rules regarding any part of documents

proceedings) and 202.48 (e) (1) (reparation proceedings); Agric, paca �� 47.11 (e) (1)
(disciplinary proceedings) and 47.32 (f) (reparation proceedings).
"FCC � 1.211.

WFCC �� 1.212-1.217.
""FPC �� 1.1S4 and 50.64.

*>iFTC Ruk XVII
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that is not material; rules as to documents in Commission's file; records
in other Commission proceedings; abstracts of documents; exhibits;
rules regarding the filing of evidence subsequent to the hearing; and

objections to evidence.102
The National Labor Relations Board merely provides that in its pro

ceedings under Section 10 of the Act for the Prevention of Unfair
Labor Practices, "the rules of evidence prevailing in courts of law or

equity shall not be controlling."103
The Maritime Commission's Rules of Procedure state that, except

as otherwise provided, the rules of evidence applied in civil proceedings
in the courts of the United States in matters not involving trial by jury
shall be applied to formal hearings. However, the presiding officer may
relax this rule "when, in his judgment, the ends of justice will be better
served by so doing."104
There is clearly no agreement as to which of the two score diverse

factors, used by different authorities with respect to evidence, are of
sufficient importance to be placed within rules of procedure. Some
authorities like the Interstate Commerce Commission use nearly the
whole gamut; others use but a few. One might easily think from an

examination of the procedures of all of these authorities, that each

authority had merely picked a few out of a general grab-bag and in
serted them in the rules of procedure without much thought as to their

importance or necessity. Certainly the wide variation is not due to the

subject matter or juridical situation involved.
Several of such rules with respect to evidence, however, may be of

importance for protecting witnesses and parties and for keeping the

transcript of the record from being filled in with needless detail and
cumulative evidence. Rules as to the kind of evidence admissible, pre
pared statements, official records, matter in the authority's files or

records of other proceedings, exhibits, whether or not the testimony
of witnesses must be upon oath or affirmation, and so on, may well serve
a useful purpose not only in assisting the parties and their counsel,
but also in saving time and expense and in making possible a brief and
clear-cut transcript of the evidence. Certainly any failure to establish
sound limitations as to evidence may result in a transcript which is
not only confusing and difficult to digest, but extremely expensive to
the government and the parties, and almost prohibitively expensive for
publication in case of appeal.

1<EICC Rules 75-87.
103NLRB � 202.26.

101USMC � 8.10.
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/. Witnesses

Procedural problems with respect to witnesses center around relatively-
few questions: (1) how shall witnesses be examined? (2) under what
conditions may their testimony be taken by deposition? (3) what fees
shall they be paid? (4) what provision shall be made for travel? (5)
who is to pay the fees and mileage of witnesses?
A somewhat common provision, in the rules of procedure which deal

with the subject, is that witnesses shall be examined orally and under

oatrT, except that for good or exceptional reasons their testimony may
be taken by deposition.105 Most rules of procedure deal with the fees
and travel mileage of witnesses and provide that these charges shall be
the same as in the regular federal courts.106 Where the subject is men

tioned, the person calling the witness is required to pay the fees and

mileage. There is little excuse for diverse rules in respect to witnesses.

K. Oral Argument
Oral argument upon the facts does not appear to be a constitutional

necessity, even in disciplinary cases. It is rather a method of integrating
and summarizing the evidence and applying the law to it. It may be
a very useful technique for assisting the hearing authority in making
his report, and, as some of the rules of procedure indicate, a method of

assisting the deciding authority in the consideration of the case. No
rule of procedure requires the oral argument to be a part of the tran

script of the record.

Practically every authority which regulates, disciplines or adjudicates
reparations has rules of procedure governing oral argument during the
fact finding hearing.107 Nearly all of these rules act as slight limitations

105CSC Rule XIV; Agric., see note 97 supra; Agric, cea � 0.12 (a) (b) (disciplinary
proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.62 (a) (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.85 (a) (b)
(6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa � 900.61 (b) (c) ; Agric, psa �� 202.12 (a) (b) (disciplinary
proceedings), 202.30 (a) (b) (rate proceedings) and 202.49 (a) (b) (reparation proceed
ings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.12 (a) (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and 47.33 (a) (b) (repara
tion proceedings); FTC Rule XVI; ICC Rules 58 and 74; NLRB � 202.20; PCD Rule

VI (a); SEC Rule VIII (a); USTC � 201.11; WFA � 1519.17.

108BCD Rule XX (c) ; CSC Rule XIV; Agric, cea � 0.14 (disciplinary proceedings);
Agric, cec �� 0.64 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.87 (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa

� 900.63; Agric, psa �� 202.14 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.32 (rate proceedings) and

202.51 (reparation proceedings); Agric, paca �� 47.14 (disciplinary procedings) and 47.35

(reparation proceedings); FCC � 1.173; FPC �� 1.131 and 50.53; FTC Rule XVI; ICC

Rule 56 (e); NLRB � 202.22; NWLB � 802.27 (d) ; OPA Rule 45; PCD Rule VI (c) ;
SEC Rule V (h); USMC � 7.03; USTC � 201.12; WHD Rule 9; WFA � 1599.14.

107CSC is an exception.
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upon the privilege. The following questions are answered by the rules
of procedure of various authorities: (1) who may request oral argu
ment? (2) is a request necessary? (3) what discretion has the presiding
officer with respect to the request? (4) what limitations may the presid
ing officer place upon oral argument? (5) does a waiver of oral argument
before the hearing officer act as a waiver of oral argument before the

deciding authority? (6) do the arguments become a part of the

transcript?
It is a general rule that any party may request the opportunity for

an oral argument after the presentation of evidence;108 but several other
provisions on this point are found in various rules of procedure:
(1) Notification of presiding officer that argument is wished.109
(2) Oral argument upon request of parties.119
(3) Oral argument unless the examiner otherwise directs.111
(4) Oral argument only if ordered by the Commission.112
(5) Oral argument in the discretion of the Commission.113

In several instances, the presiding officer is given discretion with

respect to the oral argument. The rules of practice of the Division
of Public Contracts provide that any party is entitled to a reasonable

period for oral argument at the close of the hearing, unless the examiners
otherwise direct.114 The Office of Price Administration requires a show

ing as to why the filing of affidavits or other written evidence and briefs
will not be sufficient.115
In several cases the presiding officer may place limitations upon the

^ATU Art. IV, � 2 (b); BCD Rule XXII a; CAB Rule S (a). The Department of
Agriculture requires the request for such an argument to be included in the complaint,
answer or by a separate request: Agric, cea �� 0.11 (a) (f) (disciplinary proceedings)
and 0.26 (f) (requiring written arguments, but no request) (rule-making proceedings) ;
Agric, cec �� 0.61 (a) (f) (disciplinary proceedings), 0.76 (a) (f) (requiring written

arguments, but no request) (rule-making proceedings) and 0.84 (a) (f) (6a proceedings) ;

Agric, maa �� 900.9 (a) and 900.60 (e) ; Agric, psa �� 202.11 (a) (f) (disciplinary pro

ceedings), 202.29 (a) (f) (rate proceedings) and 202.48 (a) (f) (reparation proceedings);
Agric, paca �� 47.11 (a) (f) (disciplinary proceedings) and 47.32 (g) (reparation proceed
ings). FCC � 1.231 (j) ; FPC �� 1.170 and 50.67; FTC Rule XXIV; ICC Rule 88; NLRB
� 202.29; NWLB � 802.5 (b) ; OPA Rule 39; PCD Rule VII (h) ; SEC Rule XII (a);
USMC � 8.09; USTC � 201.14; WFA � 1599.18.

108BCD, FPC, ICC, all supra note 108.

noCAB, Agric. (passim), FCC, NLRB, OPA, SEC, all supra note 108.
mPCD Rule VII (h).
"^TC Rule XXIV.
""USTC � 201.14.

U4PCD Rule VII (h).
^OPA Rule 39.
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oral argument, particularly with respect to time.116 A few procedures
provide that waiver of an oral hearing before the hearing officer shall
not act as waiver of an oral hearing before the deciding authority.117
Are oral arguments transcribed and do they become a part of the

transcript of the record?
This question is answered in several ways. Several rules of practice

provide that the oral argument shall be transcribed and bound with
the transcript of testimony, to be available to the deciding authority for
considering the case.118 The Civil Aeronautics Board procedure provides
that the oral argument shall be transcribed, but shall not constitute a

part of the record.119 The rules of practice of the Public Contracts
Division provide that the oral argument shall not be included in the

stenographic report of the hearing unless the examiner so directs.120
The same is true of the procedure of the National Labor Relations
Board.121
From this recital it is evident that oral arguments are practically never

made a part of the transcript of a record which goes to the courts upon
appeal. The arguments are not facts upon which a decision must be

made, but are more in the nature of conclusions from facts.

L. Briefs
Closely associated in purpose with oral arguments are briefs. They

may serve a two-fold purpose: (1) they present the essence of the

case, and the conclusions drawn from the facts, to the hearing authority
and to the deciding authority, for the benefit of the parties; and (2) at

the same time they instruct and enlighten such authorities. The brief

may draw together the significant factors of the case for examination,
as by making a concise statement of points of law or facts to be dis

cussed, an abstract of the evidence, and at times suggested findings
and conclusions.
No two procedural statements with respect to briefs are alike. The

rules on this subject vary greatly in length and in factors discussed,
from a mere hint that briefs may be prepared, to rather elaborate
statements.

""BCD Rule XXH a. The Department of Agriculture procedure provides that failure to

request an oral hearing within the time allowed constitutes a waiver of oral hearing,
Agric. (passim) rules cited supra note 108. FPC, ICC, OPA, USTC, all supra note 108.

117Agric. (passim) rules cited supra note 108.

CD, FPC, ICC, afl cited supra note 108.

^CAB Rule 5 (a).
^CD Rule VH (h).
mXLRB � 202.29.
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Some of the more common provisions deal with: (1) the right to

file a brief; (2) results of not filing a brief; (3) what shall be the
contents of a brief; (4) the service of the brief upon the parties; (5)
exceptions and proposed findings of fact. No one of the authorities
under consideration has all of these factors in its rules of procedure.
A few authorities have almost nothing in their procedures with respect

to the presentation of briefs during the hearing of evidence.122
Two or three examples may be given of the material contained in the

rules of practice of the authorities which make rather extended provi
sions for briefs. The Federal Power Commission procedure provides that
each brief must contain an abstract of the evidence relied upon by the

party filing it, a concise statement of the case, an analysis of exhibits,
an index, and a list of cases cited. It also provides for the filing and
service of briefs upon the parties. A final section provides for reply
briefs and states that parties who fail to file an opening or initial brief
will not be permitted, except upon leave granted, to file a reply to the
brief of an opposing party.123
The Federal Trade Commission rules of practice, while replete with

information as to briefs before the Commission, say practically nothing
as to their use in the hearings before trial examiners, except to say
that when a respondent waives a hearing but wishes to be heard on the

question of whether or not the admitted facts constitute a violation of

law, he may file a brief.124
The Interstate Commerce Commission has one of the most elaborate

sets of rules with respect to briefs. They provide for the due date, for
a table of contents and citations, sketches or charts where applicable,
an abstract of the evidence, requested findings, exhibit reproduction,
briefs when the hearing officer's report is served and when not served,
and briefs of interveners.125

M. Rules of Conduct at Hearing
While most rules of practice deal with the subject of conduct under

mBCD procedure merely provides that briefs must contain a concise statement of the
case and show and prove service upon all parties to the proceeding, BCD Rule XXII c, d.
CSC procedure has nothing with respect to briefs, except that they shall be filed only with
the consent of examiner or Commissioner and upon terms and periods designated, CSC
Rule XXI. The Department of Agriculture's various procedures do not provide for briefs
in the hearing before the examiner or referee, but only in the argument before the Secre

tary, e.g., Agric, cea � 0.19 (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and Agric, cec � 0.69 (b)
(disciplinary proceedings) .

'"'FPC �� 1.171-1.174 and SO.S8-SO.71.
^FTC Rules IX and XXIII.

^ICC Rules 91-94.
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the broad heading of practitioners, a few especially mention con

temptuous conduct at the hearing. The Division of Public Contracts
procedure provides that "contemptuous conduct at any hearing before
an Examiner shall be ground for exclusion from the hearing."126 The
same rule is found in the regulations of the Office of Price Adminis
tration.127

N. Closing the Record

There comes a time after every hearing when the record must be
closed to any further testimony. Several rules of procedure provide for
this, while several others do not. The Rules of Practice of the Federal
Power Commission provide that, except for cases where the presiding
officer may call for further evidence after the regular hearing, such
officer "will not receive in evidence or consider as part of the record

any document, letter, or other writing submitted after the close of testi

mony, and will so advise the sender."128 A rule of this kind evidently
is intended to prevent material from being placed in the record which
has not been seen by the other party. The Rules of Procedure of the
Maritime Commission provide that documents or other writings to be
submitted for the record after the closing of the hearing will not be
received in evidence, except upon agreement of all parties and with
the permission of the presiding officer. Such documents or other writings
must be accompanied by proof that copies have been served upon all

parties.129
V. After-Hearing Procedure

After-hearing procedure consists, as a rule, in: (1) the preparation
of the transcript of evidence and its submission to the deciding authority;
(2) the making of a report by the presiding officer to the deciding
authority; (3) some action on behalf of the parties, with respect to
either the transcript of evidence or the report of the trial examiner;
(4) the hearing of the case by the deciding authority; (5) determina
tion and order; (6) sometimes rehearing or reargument of the case;
(7) occasionally, certificates of compliance.

A . The Transcript of the Evidence

Nearly every authority discussed here provides in its rules and regu
lations, either directly or by implication, for a stenographic report of

^CD Rule VII (j). Cf. WFA � 1599.12.

^OPA Rule 46.

^FPC � 1.155.

^USMC � 8.21.
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the evidence. It is largely upon this transcript of the evidence that the

presiding officer must depend in making his report, and the deciding
authority must depend in making its decision. The transcript of the
evidence is also of prime importance when the case is appealed to the

courts; for according to many present day statutes, the courts may be
asked to decide upon appeal whether or not the findings and determi
nations are supported by evidence. Without a transcript such a decision
cannot well be made.

B. The Report
After the transcript of evidence is prepared and filed with the decid

ing authority, several different possibilities arise with respect to the

report of the officer who presided at the hearing.

(1) No report system.
Two authorities, the Office of Price Administration and the Tariff

Commission, make no provision for a report by the hearing officer. In
such case the presiding officer is merely charged with gathering evidence.
He does not assist in the process of organizing, analyzing, or digesting
the evidence. Nor do the parties assist in the process. The transcript
is simply thrown into the lap of the deciding authority as the raw

material for its action.

(2) Report without recommendations.
The presiding officer may be required to make a factual report to

accompany the transcript of the record without including therein any
recommendations as to findings of fact, conclusions of law, or recom

mendations as to action to be taken by the deciding authority. This
is the system in use by the Civil Service Commission.130

(3) Proposed or intermediate report system.
In the third system, which is by far the most common:131 (a) the

presiding officer, after the hearing, makes a report, a proposed report
or an intermediate report; (b) the report is served on the parties; (c) the
parties have a right to take exceptions; (d) the report and the excep
tions are made the basis for a hearing before the deciding authority;

^CSC Rule XVIII.
mATU Art. IV, � 2 (c) ; BCD Rule XXIV ; CAB Rule 5; FTC Rules XX-XXI; ICC

Rules 92-96; NLRB �� 202.32-202.34; NWLB � 802.25 (a); PCD Rules IX-X (general
rule, but discretionary); USMC �� 11.01-11.06; WHD Rule 14 (advisory, and only at

discretion of Administrator).
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(e) the latter makes a determination in the matter; and (f) issues the
appropriate order or decision.
The rules vary greatly as to what the proposed or intermediate report

shall contain.132 Upon these variations the significance of the position
of the hearing officer depends to a large extent. In the procedure of
the Federal Trade Commission, the trial examiner merely makes a

"report upon the evidence", which "is not a report or finding of the
Commission," and "is merely advisory". Under such circumstances the
trial examiner is little more than a hearing officer and has but slight
influence upon the determination of the Commission. On the other

hand, when findings of fact, conclusions of law and recommendations
are made in the report, the trial examiner not only assists in the process
of sifting and analyzing the material, but may also play a considerable

part in making the ultimate determination. The strongest position of
the trial examiner is that resulting from the Interstate Commerce Com
mission procedure, where the trial examiner not only analyzes the facts
and draws conclusions from them, but also prepares a recommended
order. This position is strengthened by the rule which provides that "A

proposed report will not become the decision of the Commission through
failure to file exceptions, but in the absence of exceptions or of ascer

tained error the officer's statement of the issues and of the facts ordi

narily will be taken by the Commission as the basis of its decision."133
A question which many of the rules attempt to answer is: "to what

features of the presiding officer's report may exceptions be taken?" Here

^Contents of report (see note 131 supra) :

ATU� (1) Report upon the evidence; (2) Findings.
BCD� (1) Statements of issues and facts; (2) Findings and conclusions.

CAB� (1) Discretionary with examiner�nothing said as to what it is to contain.

FTC� (1) Report on the evidence; (2) "The trial examiner's report is not a report or

finding of the Commission. Such report is advisory only and is not binding upon the

Commission."
ICC�By implication, but not directly (1) Statement of fact; (2) Conclusions; (3)
Recommending order.

NLRB� (1) Findings of fact; (2) Recommendations as to what disposition should be

made of the case.

NWLB� (1) Findings of fact; (2) Recommendations, if "no novel and important ques

tion of policy is presented, . . ."

PCD� (1) Findings of fact; (2) Recommendations as to what disposition of the case

should be made.

USMC� (1) Proposed findings; (2) Conclusions.

WHD�Not Stated.
^ICC Rule 97.
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again there are numerous replies,134 depending largely upon the content

of the report. The procedure of the National Labor Relations Board

permits the taking of exceptions to motions and objections during the

hearing, as well as to points contained in the intermediate report.

(4) Method of permitting suggested findings of fact, conclusions,
proposed order, report and exceptions.

In this method the presiding officer, after the hearing, notifies the

clerk that the parties may file suggested findings of fact, conclusions
and orders. It is only after such filing, or the expiration of the period
set for such filing, that the presiding officer prepares his report, to which

exceptions may be taken. The outstanding difference between this
method and the preceding one is the fact that in the simple exception
method the report is made prior to any action of the parties, while in

this method the report is made after action by the parties. By the excep
tion method the parties make their exceptions upon the basis of the

transcript of the testimony and the proposed report of the presiding
officer, whereas by this method they prepare their suggested findings,
conclusions, and orders, upon the basis of the testimony alone. The

suggested findings are, therefore, positive rather than negative in nature.

As such, they may be of great value to the presiding officer in his task
of summarizing evidence, clarifying issues and formulating his own

ia*To what part of presiding officer's report may exceptions be taken? (See note 131

supra) .

ATU�"Such exceptions shall specify the particular part, or parts, of the record to which

exceptions are made and shall specify and state the grounds of such exceptions."
BCD�Nothing said.

CAB� (1) Findings of fact; (2) Conclusions of law.

FTC�"They shall specify the particular part or parts of the report to which exception
is made, and the exceptions shall include any additional facts which the person filing
the exception may deem proper."

ICC� (1) Statements of fact or matters of law; (2) Conclusions of report; (3) Excep
tions to a recommended order.

NLRB� (1) Exceptions to intermediate report; (2) To any other part of the record or

proceedings "including rulings upon all motions or objections. . . ." "No matter not

included in a statement of exceptions may thereafter be objected to before the Board,
and failure to file a statement of exceptions shall operate as a submission of the case

to the Board on the record."
NWLB�Parties may submit (1) Comments on the report; (2) Recommendations.
PCD�"Exceptions [to the report] . . . must be accompanied by a statement of the facts
or law, or both facts and law relied upon in support of such exceptions."

USMC�Any party may file a memorandum "excepting to or in support of any conclu

sions, findings, or statements contained in the proposed report, . . ."
WHD�Not stated.
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findings of fact, conclusions and proposed report. The parties thus have
the satisfaction of feeling that they may have a direct influence in the
formulation of the decision. This is the method used by the Department
of Agriculture under the Commodity Exchange Act, the Packers and
Stockyards Act, and the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act. It
is also used by the Department's closely affiliated organization, the

Commodity Exchange Commission.135

(5) The method of report, request for specific findings, exceptions.
According to this method, which is used only by the Securities and

Exchange Commission, after a hearing and within ten days after service
upon the trial examiner of a copy of the transcript of the testimony,
the trial examiner files with the Secretary of the Commission a report
containing his findings of fact. Such report is advisory only, and its

findings of fact are not binding upon the Commission. A copy of the

report is served on each party and on counsel of the Commission. Within
five days any party, or counsel of the Commission, may submit to the
trial examiner a statement in writing "in terse outline" setting forth
a request for specific findings, which may be accompanied by a brief.
These documents are served upon all parties, and the request for specific
findings becomes a part of the record. Within five days after receipt
of a copy of the trial examiner's report, any party, or counsel of the

Commission, may file exceptions to the findings of the trial examiner or
to his failure to make findings, or to the admission or exclusion of evi
dence. Copies of the exceptions are served on the parties. The excep
tions may be argued only at the final hearing on the merits, before the
Commission. Objections to the findings of the trial examiner or his
failure to make findings, or to the admission or exclusion of evidence,
which are not contained in the exceptions, are considered as abandoned.
Briefs may accompany the exceptions.136
By this method, specific findings of fact by the trial examiner are

made only upon the request of the parties. The trial examiner does
not make conclusions of law, or proposed orders. He is, therefore, in
a weak position with respect to the Commission.

^Agric, cea �� 0.16 and 0.17 (i) (disciplinary proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.66, 0.67 (i)
(disciplinary proceedings) and 0.89, 0.90 (i) (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa �� 900.12 and

900.64; Agric, psa �� 202.16, 202.17 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.33, 202.34 (rate pro

ceedings) and 202.52, 202.53 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.16, 47.17 (disci
plinary proceedings) and 47.36, 47.37 (reparation proceedings).
""SEC Rules IX-XI.
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(6) The method of suggested corrections, proposed findings by parties,
proposed report of fact and conclusions by the Commission.

Under this method, which is used only by the Federal Communica
tions Commission, after the transcript is filed with the Secretary of the

Commission, suggested corrections may be made by the parties if offered
within ten days after the date of the filing of the transcript, and if
served upon the other parties participating in the hearing. The presiding
officer at the hearing has authority to act upon motions to correct the
record. Within twenty days from the filing of the transcript of the

record, each party to the proceeding must file with the Commission pro
posed findings of fact and conclusions, which are served upon all parties
participating in the hearing. To make sure that proposed findings are

made, the rules provide that failure to file proposed findings of fact
and conclusions by any party within the required time is deemed a

waiver by such party of any right of further participation in the pro
ceedings, including oral argument, if any is held. The proposed findings
of the parties must set out "in detail and with particularity all basic

evidentiary facts developed by the evidence" supporting the conclusions

proposed. The rules do not provide for proposed decisions or orders.
After receiving the proposed findings of the parties, the Commission itself
enters its proposed report or findings of fact and conclusions. If, how
ever, the proposed findings of fact and conclusions filed by the parties
present no substantial conflict, and the Commission is in accord with
the ultimate conclusions prepared by the parties, and it believes that
such action "will best conduce to the proper dispatch of business and to

the ends of justice", it issues a final order with or without findings of
fact and conclusions, in lieu of issuing the proposed findings of fact
and conclusions.137
The special features of this system consist of the suggested correc

tions of the transcript made by the parties upon motion, and the fact
that the Commission rather than the trial examiner makes a proposed
report or findings of fact and conclusions. From some viewpoints there
may be a theoretical advantage in having the deciding authority prepare
a proposed report or findings of fact and conclusions. It gives the parties
a more authoritative idea of what the decision will probably be than
when the proposed report is prepared by the trial examiner; hence
they are in a better position to contest it. On the other hand, the
deciding authority does not have the benefit of the sifting, analysis
and organization of material that take place where the proposed report

'"FCC � 1.231 (c)-(f).
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is made by the trial examiner. Such a system might easily bog down
the deciding authority in the event it had a great many cases to handle.
It can be seen that there is no general agreement as to what shall

be the position of the trial examiner in after-hearing procedure, the
extent of party participation, the nature of party participation, the
circumstances under which it shall take place, or the significance of
proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law and orders. These differ
ences seem to be due not primarily to the functions that are administered,
but rather to the different theories of administration involved.

C. The Action of the Deciding Authority upon the Case

As was stated above, after the hearing by the trial officer, the tran

script of the evidence goes to the deciding authority, together with
other material such as exhibits, proposed reports, exceptions, briefs,
reply briefs, etc. But, as a rule this does not end the case insofar as

the parties are concerned, since they may generally appear before the

deciding authority to argue their exceptions, to present briefs, reply
briefs, etc., or to secure a rehearing or reconsideration of the case.

The rules of practice generally give little attention to procedure
before the deciding authority. At least one rule provides that the same

procedure used before the hearing authority is applicable before the

deciding authority.138 In some instances reply briefs are permitted.139
It was shown above that, in the majority of instances, exceptions may

be taken to the conduct of the hearing, the examiner's report, the con

clusions, or the proposed order, as the case may be. Such exceptions
go to the deciding authority. Several questions may be asked with

respect to his action upon the exceptions: May the exceptions be argued
before the deciding authority? Are briefs allowed or required? Is the
consent of the deciding authority required for hearings upon exceptions
or for the filing of briefs? Are there limitations upon briefs? Are reply
briefs allowed?

(1) Oral argument.

Although a few rules of practice are silent on the subject,140 most

authorities provide for oral argument upon exceptions 141 subject to

various limitations.

^CAB Rule 1.
*�Ibid.

"�CSC, FDA, FPC, NWLB, OPA, USTC and WFA.

llaATU Art. IV, � 2; BCD Rule XXIV a; CAB Rule 5; Agric., cea � 0.19 (disciplinary
proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.69 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.92 (no oral argument
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(2) Briefs.
The authorities which allow oral argument generally allow briefs to

be filed, subject to limitations.142

(3) The hearing before the deciding authority.
Most of the rules of practice are silent as to the hearing before the

deciding authority, beyond providing for an oral hearing. The Civil
Aeronautics Board rules of practice provide, however, that the procedure
shall be the same as that before the hearing authority.143
The absence of special rules for hearings by the deciding authority is

probably to be explained on the ground that most of the procedural
factors deemed necessary for a basic hearing on the facts, such as pro
visions regarding witnesses, the taking of depositions, rules of conduct,
etc., are irrelevant to decision on the basis of the record.

D. The Preparation and Issuance of the Order

Very few rules of practice say anything with respect to the preparation
and the issuance of the order or decision.144 However, the Department

allowed, but briefs are allowed) (6a proceedings). Agric, maa � 900.66; Agric, psa

�� 202.19 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.36 (rate proceedings) and 202.55 (no oral argu
ment allowed, but briefs are allowed) (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.19

(disciplinary proceedings) and 47.39 (no oral argument allowed, but briefs are allowed)
(reparation proceedings). FCC procedure permits exceptions to its proposed findings,
conclusions or order, and permits reply briefs and oral argument, FCC � 1.231 (g)-(j).
FTC procedure permits oral argument only if ordered on application of the chief counsel
of the Commission or of respondent, Rule XXIV. ICC procedure provides that if no

officer's report is to be served, request for oral argument must be made at the hearing
or by letter within 10 days after the hearing; and if an officer's report is to be served,
the request must be included as part of the exceptions brief or reply thereto, ICC Rules
93 and 98 (a). NLRB procedure provides that oral argument may be requested by a

petition in writing within 10 days after the date of the intermediate report or the date
of the proposed findings, conclusions, and order, as the case may be, NLRB � 202.37 (d).
PCD procedure merely provides that: "The Administrator, in his discretion, before reaching
a decision may . . . permit or require oral argument before him on any of the issues
involved." PCD Rule X (see Rule "VIII for briefs). SEC Rules XI and XII allow for
briefs, and oral argument upon written request. USMC procedure provides that if argu
ment or exceptions to a proposed report are desired, a written request is necessary; and
the granting of the application is discretionary with the Commission, USMC � 11.06.
WHD procedure allows briefs, and oral argument if the Administrator so desires, WHD
Rules 12 and 13.

^See note 141 supra.
113CAB Rule 7.
144CSC Rule XIX; Agric, cea �� 0.20 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.27 (rule-making

proceedings) ; Agric, cec �� 0.70 (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.93 (6a proceedings) ;
Agric, maa �� 900.14 and 900.67; Agric, psa �� 202.20 (disciplinary proceedings), 202.36
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of Agriculture, in rules under the Commodity Exchange Act and other
acts as well, has a rather interesting provision to the effect that if oral
argument has been held, the order is prepared by and is issued over

the signature of the official who heard the argument, unless the parties
shall consent to a different arrangement; and that at no stage in the
proceeding between its institution and the issuance of the order shall
the Secretary discuss ex parte the merits of the proceeding with any
person who is connected with the proceeding in an advocative or an

investigative capacity, or with a representative of such person. The
Secretary may discuss the merits of the case, however, if all of the par
ties or their representatives are given an opportunity to be present.
Memoranda or other communications addressed to the Secretary during
the proceedings must be filed with the hearing clerk, who serves a

copy upon the opposing parties; and an opportunity shall be given to
the opposing party to reply thereto.145

E. Further Hearings, Rehearings, Rearguments, Reconsideration
or Modification of Order

There is always the possibility that some new evidence may turn up
which could not have been presented at the hearing, that circumstances
may have changed, or that certain factors in the final report and the
determination of the deciding authority were erroneous. Hence all the
authorities which have been considered, except the Civil Service Com

mission, the Division of Public Contracts, and the Tariff Commission,146
make some provision for one or more corrective procedures variously
known as further hearing, rehearing, reargument, reconsideration, modi
fication or amendment, vacation or suspension, etc.147 Such actions,
which in almost all cases are initiated by a written petition,148 are based

(rate proceedings) and 202.56 (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.20 (disciplinary
proceedings) and 47.40 (reparation proceedings); NLRB � 202.35; PCD Rule XI; WFA

� 1599.26.
146See Agric. supra note 144.

14eThe USTC, being merely a fact finding authority, does not make final determinations,
and so rehearings would be inapplicable. There is a possible review by the Secretary of

Labor from the PCD instead of a rehearing etc. before the PCD, PCD Rule XII. Since

this is so, rehearing by the PCD itself would be inapplicable.
1<wThe procedure of the OPA does not clearly give a right of rehearing, etc. It does,

however, provide that: "Any protest filed against a provision of a maximum price regu

lation may, in the discretion of the Administrator, be treated not only as a protest but

also as a petition for amendment of the regulations protested or as an application for

adjustment or exception pursuant thereto, when the facts produced in connection with the

protest justify such treatment." OPA Rule 49.

"The USMC procedure provides that: "In case of unforeseen emergency, satisfactorily
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upon the final determination149 of the authority. In a few cases, the rules

provide that the granting of such a petition is discretionary.150 Others

seem to assume that it is a discretionary action.
Since there might easily be an abuse of this privilege, several authori

ties have placed numerous limitations upon it, such as the requirement
that the grounds for requesting it shall be specific and shall show real
cause.151

F. Reports Showing Compliance
A few authorities require the person to whom an order is directed to

send in a report showing compliance.152 Such reports are particularly
applicable after reparation orders have been issued, although Federal
Trade Commission practice also requires reports showing that cease and

desist orders have been obeyed.

G. The Transcript of the Records

Since in nearly all cases under regulatory, disciplinary and reparations
action the transcript of the record forms either the principal or the

complete basis for judicial review,153 its contents are important.
The transcript of the record consists of two parts: (1) the record

before the hearing agency; and (2) the record before the deciding
authority and the determination. The first part is the transcript which
goes to the deciding authority; both parts together form the complete
transcript of the record, which goes to the court upon review. Several
authorities state in their rules of practice what shall be the contents of
the record before the hearings authority.154 One such statement pro-

shown by the petitioner, request for modification of orders may be made by telegram or

otherwise, upon notice to all parties or attorneys of record, but such request must be
followed by a petition filed and served in accordance with the provisions of Chapter VI
of these rules." USMC � 13.01.
""There is at least one exception to the rule: In the CAB practice, there may be an

application for further hearing before the final decision of the Board, CAB Rule 8.
150ATU Art. IV, � 5; Agric, cea � 0.21 (b) (disciplinary proceedings); Agric, cec

�� 0.71 (b) (disciplinary proceedings) and 0.94 (b) (6a proceedings) ; Agric, maa 900.68

(b) ; Agric, psa �� 202.21 (b) (disciplinary proceedings), 202.37 (b) (rate proceedings) and
202.57 (b) (reparation proceedings) ; Agric, paca �� 47.21 (b) (disciplinary proceedings)
and 47.41 (b) (reparation proceedings) ; NLRB � 202.38 (by implication) ; NWLB � 802.38

(by implication) ; WFA � 1599.27 (by implication).
^BCD Rule XXIII; CAB Rule 8; FCC � 1.271; FPC �� 1.182 and 50.74; ICC Rule

101; USMC � 13.01.

^FPC �� 1.220 and 50.82; FTC Rule XXV; ICC Rule 99; USMC � 12.01.
153In cases going before the circuit courts of appeals.
'The CEC rules provide for almost the identical subject matter, Agric, CEC � 0.68

(disciplinary proceedings). USTC procedure provides that a transcript of the testimony
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vides that the record shall include "the pleadings; motions and requests
filed, and rulings thereon; the transcript of the testimony taken at the
hearing, together with the exhibits filed therein; any statements filed
under the shortened procedure; any documents or papers filed in con

nection with prehearing conferences; such suggested findings of fact,
conclusions, and orders, and briefs in support thereof, as may have been
filed in connection with the hearing; . . ,"155 In only one case, however,
do the rules of procedure state what shall be contained in the transcript
of the record sent to the court.156 This is probably due to the fact
that provision for materials to go to a court for review is a matter for
the legislature rather than the administrative authorities, as has often
been recognized by statute.

Several rules of procedure provide that no free copies of the transcript
of the record shall be given.157 Hence when an individual wishes to

bring a case before the court, he must have the transcript published or

must pay for having copies made.

VI. Summary

The foregoing analysis shows that the procedures employed by admin
istrative regulatory agencies may be classified, despite the great variety
of detail, into five fundamental types which correspond in a general way
to types of juridical situations:

1. Informal procedure is used generally in the making of rules and

regulations that are clearly legislative in nature and have been recog
nized as such, with exceptions, by Congress and the administrative

in an investigation, together with the findings and recommendations of the Commission,
"shall be the official record of the proceedings and findings in the investigation. . . . Con

fidential material accompanying a complaint or an answer and exhibits presented at a

hearing, but accepted by the Commission as confidential and so marked, will not be

considered a part of the record sent to the court in the case of an appeal." USTC � 203.7.

WFA � 1599.24 (a).
^Agric, cea � 0.18 (disciplinary proceedings). The other procedures of the Department

of Agriculture are almost identical: Agric, cec �� 0.68 (disciplinary proceedings) and

0.91 (6a proceedings); Agric, maa � 900.65; Agric, psa �� 202.18 (disciplinary proceed
ings), 202.35 (rate proceedings) and 202.54 (reparation proceedings); Agric, paca �� 47.18

(disciplinary proceedings) and 47.38 (reparation proceedings).
15*The OPA procedure provides that: "The transcript for judicial review shall include:

(a) the maximum price regulation against a provision of which the protest was filed;
(b) the statement of considerations accompanying such regulation; (c) the protest; (d) a

statement setting forth, as far as practicable, the economic data and other facts of which

the Administrator has taken official notice; and (e) such other portions of the proceedings
in connection with the protest as are material under the complaint." OPA Rule 50.

OTBCD Rule XXI; FPC �� 1.160 and 50.66; ICC Rule 90 (c) ; USMC � 8.23.
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agencies themselves. Only a few written rules deal with this type of

procedure.
2. Rules of procedure which correspond to a somewhat confused

juridical situation are employed in the making of rates, the fixing of

prices, wages, and so on. Here the act performed is basically legislative
in nature, but because of the constitutional situations involved the courts

have required a procedure that is fundamentally judicial in nature. Such

acts, therefore, call for a procedure that includes a notice, a hearing, a
fact finding, and a determination based upon the facts found, rather than
one legislative in nature in which the testimony presented is merely for
the enlightenment of the hearing committee.

3. Rules of procedure governing disciplinary action apply to cease

and desist orders; the refusal of certain authorizations because of illegal
action in the past by the applicant; suspending, revoking, or refusing to

renew documents of authorization such as licenses, permits, designations,
or approvals; and suspending or debarring persons from practice before
the regulatory body. Since the administration is taking action against
the individual and in doing so may injure him, it is generally required to

act or has chosen to act under a substantial "due process of law"

procedure.
Differences in disciplinary procedure from certain other procedures

result because of methods of initiating the case, the need of some prose
cuting authority, intervention, statements of compliance, and the need
to keep confidential records and information. As a rule, complaints
may be instituted by both the government and individuals who consider
that they have been injured by violations of law.

4. Rules of procedure with respect to reparation determinations gov
ern situations where the administrative authority is acting in a purely
judicial capacity to decide conflicts between private individuals. Here the
government is not taking direct regulatory action, but by deciding upon
private rights is indirectly regulating by compelling a corporation or

individual to observe the law. These determinations involve certain

procedural steps which may be different from the steps used for other
types of action. The complaint is not made by the government, but
only by individuals. The government, in contrast with disciplinary
action, does not act in a prosecuting capacity. The complaint in repara
tion cases must be much more specific than in rate cases, especially
where the parties are not asking for a certain rate but one that is rea

sonable. The rules are based upon this need. The answers also must
be detailed and specific. In reparation cases, there is far more likelihood
that the case will be settled informally than in disciplinary cases.
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5. Special rules of procedure often control the granting of documents
of authorization. Some examples are: where the common law right to
enter a business has been done away with and entrance is permitted only
to the holder of a certificate of public interest, convenience and neces

sity; or where the right to enter the business has been created entirely by
legislative action (as is the case with respect to certain public utilities or

with respect to licenses for graders, samplers, and inspectors of agricul
tural products).
Four different circumstances may exist as to the securing of such

documents. In the first instance, the individual has a common law
right, as with respect to a basic alcohol permit, and so constitutional pro
cedures must be established. In the second case, the common law right
to enter the business has been done away with and the entrance into
business is conditioned upon applying for and receiving a certificate of

public interest, convenience, and necessity. The individual has no rights
in the matter which constitutionally must be protected, but he appears
rather as one who is asking for a favor. Whether or not a certificate
or license should be granted is primarily a question of public policy
and so a legislative procedure is indicated. In the third case, Congress
has created the employment, occupation, etc., as with respect to licenses
for graders, inspectors, and samplers. Since this is so, Congress can

provide as much or as little procedure as it wishes. Nor does the adminis
trative authority have to develop more than a minimum procedure
largely for the purpose of facilitating actions and providing for an

equality of treatment. Fourth there is a special circumstance where
the regulatory authority, after making an investigation, believes that the

application should probably be refused. Many rules of procedure pro
vide for a hearing in such case. It may be necessary or advisable to

have a hearing even with respect to situations where the authority decides
after investigation that a certificate should be granted, in order to per
mit the intervention of those whose rights or interests would be injured
by such a grant. Because of the fact that the rights of states may be

affected, it may be necessary or desirable to have grants passed upon

by joint boards, thus necessitating rules of joint board procedure.
The relation of the procedure to the juridical situation has not always

been kept clear either by Congress in establishing procedures and con

trols, or by the regulatory authorities when establishing their rules; yet in
broad outline such rules generally correspond to the situations involved.
The foregoing analysis has shown that several factors of procedure

are different with respect to those five different juridical situations. In a

general way such factors have to do with the initiation of the case and
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who may initiate, the need for an answer, intervention, the need for

special types of hearing authorities where state interests are concerned
or where there must be joint action, the need for someone to appear in
a prosecuting capacity, the ability to settle the case where favorable
to the individual without a hearing, the need of a statement or certificate
of compliance, all of which may require rules applicable to the situation
involved.
There are, however, many factors of procedure that are common to

almost all regulatory procedure. These include the need for notice and

hearing; the need for a trial examiner or like official with power to

secure evidence and preserve order; the need for the subpoena of wit
nesses and documents and the taking of depositions; the need for some

rules as to the taking of evidence, oral argument, and briefs, and with

respect to the transcript of the record; and the need of rules governing
the trial examiner and the parties with respect to findings, conclusions,
tentative reports, exceptions, tentative orders, the transmittal of the

report to the deciding authority in the case, the action of the deciding
authority in the case, the rights of the parties before the deciding author

ity, and the final determination and order.

Although the rules of procedure display great differences with respect
to all of these factors, it should be emphasized that many of the differ
ences are due, not to subject matter regulated or to juridical situations
involved, but no questions of procedural policy, such as the duties and
functions of the trial examiner or the location of the power to subpoena
witnesses and documents. If methods could be devised to establish a

more nearly uniform policy, there is no reason why the differences in

practice affecting these factors could not be almost entirely eliminated.
In order to make the procedures clear and specifically applicable, it

would seem desirable to retain these five different classes of regulatory
procedures, rather than to try to insert exceptions into one general set
of rules of procedure. The attempt to handle all of these different types
of procedures according to one set of rules would obviously lead to

confusion, and the rules might be difficult of application in certain cases.

Five distinct procedures could be drawn up to apply respectively to
the various juridical situations mentioned above. Whenever any authori

ty deals with one or more of these juridical situations, it should use

only the applicable procedure or procedures. Further unification and

simplification would result from making certain factors in several of the

procedures identical. Thus, rules on the taking of depositions, issuance
of subpoenas, etc., could be made the same wherever these factors are

involved.
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In what other ways may unification and simplification of regula
tory procedures be accomplished? It might possibly be done by the
authorities concerned, who would appoint members of a joint committee
to work out standard general rules. Such rules as applied to the work
of each agency could then be adopted by each agency. If this could be
done, the procedures developed would probably correspond much more

closely to administrative needs than if the rules were made by an outside
authority.
It might be possible for Congress to lay down certain norms as to

those factors which are not due to differences in juridical situations, but
are due to questions of policy. This appears to be the system which
is now proposed by the American Bar Association.158
It might also be possible for Congress itself to establish a code of

administrative procedure, which would include all procedures as well
as the regulatory type. Such a code might be much too restrictive and

might not meet the various situations properly, unless it were developed
by the administrative authorities themselves and merely passed by
Congress.
The Attorney General's Committee has suggested that an agency com

parable to the Administrative Office of the United States Courts be
established to check up continually on procedure and assist in the process
of its more scientific development.159
It is certain that the great number of procedures existing today, and

the wide differences in procedural factors due chiefly to the lack of any
policy, cause confusion in the administrative judicial process. It is

equally certain that our present-day procedural system can and should
be unified and simplified without destroying its necessary adaptability to

a large variety of situations.

""A. B. A., Legislative Proposal on Federal Administrative Procedure (1944).
�A. G. Rep. (1941) 192.



THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: AS TO FOREIGN
AFFAIRS, ARE ITS POWERS INHERENT AS

DISTINGUISHED FROM DELEGATED?

N OPINION rendered by the Supreme Court of the United States1
purports to have answered the above fundamentally momentous

question in the affirmative. Singularly enough, the case seems not to

have attracted especial notice or the validity of the decision to have
been discussed in print; and this despite the revolutionary character of
the ruling and that it was announced so long since as 1936. Does the
answer represent the sound view of the matter?

Certainly it was not the one generally entertained prior to the render

ing of that decision. On the contrary, it would seem in accord with the
facts to state that it was the universally accepted opinion of competent
students of our constitutional system that the Federal Government has
no powers in matters either domestic or foreign except such as it de
rives from the Constitution.
"This government is acknowledged by all to be one of enumerated

powers" declared the Supreme Court in the lucid and cogent opinion
delivered by Mr. Chief Justice Marshall in the beacon-light case of
McCulloch v. Maryland.2 "The principle, that it can exercise only
the powers granted to it, would seem too apparent to have required to

be enforced by all those arguments which its enlightened friends, while
it was depending before the people, found it necessary to urge. That

principle is now universally admitted."
Three years earlier, in its opinion delivered by Mr. Justice Story in

fLL.B., (1889) Washington and Lee University; Chancellor, Circuit Court, Louisville,
Ky., 1911-1915 ; Professor of Law, Washington and Lee University, 1917-1919; Member of
Board to fix compensation of railroads for use of lines during federal control, 1920; First
Assistant Chief Counsel, Interstate Commerce Commission, 1920-1921. Member of the
Bar of Kentucky and of the Bar of the District of Columbia.
Author of: The Cy Pres Doctrine, with Reference to The Rule Against Perpetuities (1904)

38 Am. L. Rev. 683; Consolidation of Interstate Railroads (1933) 20 Va, L. Rev. 200;
The Recovery and Measure of Damages in Rate Discrimination Cases under the Interstate
Commerce Act (1934) 22 Georgetown L. J. 519; The Finality of "Negative" Orders of The
Interstate Commerce Commission (1934) 2 I. C. C. Pract. J. 19; The Railroads and The
Mass-Production Principle (1935) 2 I. C. C. Pract. J. 176; The Nature and Limitations
of Sovereignty (1935) 24 Georgetown L. J. 69; The Constitution in Nineteen-Thirty-Six
[Dec. 1936] D. C. Bar Ass'n J. 3; Tax-Exempt Judicial Salaries (1939) 25 A. B. A. J. 832.
United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U. S. 304 (1936).
s4 Wheat. 316, 405 (U. S. 1819).

Hon. James QuarlesI
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Martin v. Hunter's Lessee,3 the Court had spoken with no less clarity
and emphasis when it said:

"The government, then, of the United States, can claim no powers which are

not granted to it by the constitution, and the powers actually granted, must be
such as are expressly given, or given by necessary implication."

Again, in United States v. Harris,4 speaking for the Court, Mr. Justice
Woods observed:

"This presumption [that Congress will pass no act not within its constitutional
power] should prevail unless the lack of constitutional authority to pass an

act in question is clearly demonstrated. While conceding this, it must, never

theless, be stated that the government of the United States is one of delegated,
limited, and enumerated powers. . . . Therefore every valid act of Congress must
find in the Constitution some warrant for its passage."

Twenty-five years later, in Kansas v. Colorado,5 counsel for the Gov
ernment pressed upon the Supreme Court the proposition that the
Federal Government has powers of sovereignty which are inherent, as

distinguished from and in addition to those granted by the people through
the medium of the Constitution. But, in a forceful opinion by Mr.

Justice Brewer, the Court categorically rejected the idea, saying:
". . . counsel for the Government relies upon 'the doctrine of sovereign and
inherent power'. . . . But the proposition that there are legislative powers
affecting the Nation as a whole which belong to, although not expressed in the
grant of powers, is in direct conflict with the doctrine that this is a govern
ment of enumerated powers. That this is such a government clearly appears
from the Constitution, independently of the Amendments, for otherwise there
would be an instrument granting certain specified things made operative to

grant other and distinct things. This natural construction of the original body
of the Constitution is made absolutely certain by the Tenth Amendment. This

amendment, which was seemingly adopted with prescience of just such con

tention as the present, disclosed the widespread fear that the National Govern
ment might, under the pressure of a supposed general welfare, attempt to
exercise powers which had not been granted."

Notwithstanding, however, the foregoing emphatic and unequivocal
pronouncements, the Court has, first, in a passing observation in Carter
v. Carter Coal Co.,6 and then, definitely, seven months later, in United
States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.,7 departed radically from its uni
form holdings of one hundred and fifty years and enunciated the thereto
fore unknown principle that quoad foreign and international affairs, as

31 Wheat. 304, 326 (U. S. 1816).
*106 U. S. 629, 63S-636 (1882).
"206 U. S. 46, 89-90 (1907).
"298 U. S. 238, 29S (1936).
'299 U. S. 304 (1936).
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distinguished from domestic ones, the Federal Government has powers
which do not stem from the Constitution, are not granted, but are in
herent. That is, indeed, a startling deliverance; and the purpose of the

present study is to ascertain whether it has validity, considering the

history and philosophy of our system and the terms of the Constitution
itself. The discussion will be limited to that question.
In the Curtiss-Wright case the joint resolution of Congress, ap

proved May 28, 1934,8 provided:
"That if the President finds that the prohibition of the sale of arms and

munitions of war in the United States to those countries now engaged in armed
conflict in the Chaco may contribute to the reestablishment of peace between
those countries, and if after consultation with the governments of other Ameri
can Republics and with their cooperation, as well as that of such other govern
ments as he may deem necessary, he makes proclamation to that effect, it shall
be unlawful to sell, except under such limitations and exceptions as the Presi
dent prescribes, any arms or munitions of war in any place in the United
States to the countries now engaged in that armed conflict, or to any person,
company, or association acting in the interest of either country, until otherwise
ordered by the President or by Congress."

A violation of the joint resolution was made a criminal offense.
The President issued a proclamation9 on the date of the resolution,

putting it into effect, and on November 14, 1935, he issued a second
proclamation10 revoking the first. The Curtiss-Wright Corporation was

charged in an indictment with having violated the resolution by selling
machine guns to Bolivia. A demurrer to the indictment was filed, the
principal ground being the contention that the resolution was unconsti
tutional, because, as urged, it amounted to an unconstitutional delegation
of legislative power to the President. The demurrer was sustained by
the District Court on that ground,11 but on direct appeal by the United
States to the Supreme Court the judgment was reversed, Mr. Justice
McReynolds dissenting without a written opinion, and Mr. Justice Stone
noted as taking no part.
The opinion of the Court was delivered by Mr. Justice Sutherland,

who stated the controlling question for decision in the following words:

"Whether, if the Joint Resolution had related solely to internal affairs it
would be open to the challenge that it constituted an unlawful delegation of
legislative power to the Executive, we find it unnecessary to determine. The
whole aim of the resolution is to affect a situation entirely external to the
United States, and falling within the category of foreign affairs. The determi-

848 Stat. 811 (1934).
"48 Stat. 1744 (1934).
w49 Stat. 3480 (193S).
"United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 14 F. Supp. 230 (S. D. N. Y. 1936):
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nation which we are called to make, therefore, is whether the Joint Resolution,
as applied to that situation, is vulnerable to attack under the rule that forbids
a delegation of the law-making power. In other words, assuming (but not
deciding) that the challenged delegation, if it were confined to internal affairs,
would be invalid, may it nevertheless be sustained on the ground that its ex

clusive aim is to afford a remedy for a hurtful condition within foreign
territory?"12

First of all, with great respect, the present writer doubts that the
question stated was even involved in the case. By its term, the prohibi
tion of the sale of arms and munitions of war operated directly upon
people and concerns "in the United States" and only resultantly upon
the inhabitants of Bolivia. The commerce clause of the Constitution
would seem to give Congress authority to legislate on such a subject.13
Moreover, no such question as formulated by the Court seems to have
been raised by counsel for either side, either in the District Court or
in the Supreme Court; nor is there any allusion to any issue of that
sort in the opinion of the District Judge. Indeed, the pages of Mr.

Justice Sutherland's opinion devoted to a discussion of that question
appear to the present writer as being little, if any, more than so much

interesting yet discursive obiter. Nevertheless, it is dealt with by the

distinguished jurist as being the crucial question in the case; also most

of the syllabus is taken up with it. These observations are made with
reluctance and with no general abatement of the high esteem in which
the present writer held the deceased Justice as lawyer and public servant.

Granting for the nonce that the question was involved in the case,
let us now scrutinize the foregoing statement of it. In that statement,
by express language, the Court treats the question as relating to a

delegation of power, not to the exercise of an inherent power. So that,
as between Congress and the President at least, the power was not

regarded as being inherent in the latter but one which needed to be

delegated by the former. That leaves for consideration the inquiry as

to whether the power so delegated by Congress was inherent in Con

gress, or a power which in turn had come to Congress by delegation
frOm some third source. Obviously, the learned Justice regarded the

power as having been inherent in Congress and not delegated; and this

solely for the reason that the subject-matter of the legislation happened
to relate to a foreign situation. Is that the correct view?

Logically, we look first to the Constitution itself.
Article I, Section 1, provides:14
M299 U. S. 304, 315 (1936).
United States v. Marigold, 9 How. 560, 566-567 (U. S. 1850).
"U. S. Const. Art. I, � 1.
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"All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the
United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives."

According to that simple sentence, the Section itself delegates no

powers. Its manifest purpose was merely to designate Congress as the

governmental agency in which the legislative powers "herein granted"
should vest. It is necessary, therefore, to examine further in order to

ascertain whether, elsewhere in the Constitution, powers were granted
the Federal Government to legislate in matters having relation to foreign
countries. If there are such provisions, either in express terms or by
legally warrantable connotation, then, of course, the powers must be

regarded as granted or delegated to Congress and not as being inherent
in that body.
In Article I, Section 8,15 which section is the one in which most of

the specific grants of power to Congress are enumerated, we find the

following, each of which having reference more or less direct to our

relations with foreign countries:

"To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations ... ;"
"To define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas,

and Offences against the Law of Nations;"
"To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules

concerning Captures on Land and Water;"
"To provide and maintain a Navy;"
"To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval

Forces;"
"To provide for calling forth the Militia to . . . repel Invasions;"
"To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into

Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitu
tion in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer
thereof."

So much for grants to the legislative branch. Next as to the executive
branch.
Article II, Section l,16 contains this as its opening sentence:

"The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of
America."

In Section 2 of the same Article,17 referring to the President, it is
provided:

"He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate,
to make Treaties, . . . appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and
Consuls. . . ."

15U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8.

leU. S. Const. Art. II, � 1.

"U. S. Const. Art. II, � 2.
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And Section 3: 18

". . . he shall receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers; . . ."

Collectively, the provisions quoted would seem manifestly to reveal
that the Federal Government then being established through the medium
of the Constitution was intended to possess, by grant either express or

implied, and not inherently, all the recognized powers of sovereignty
respecting the foreign relations of the United States. That is a deduc
tion which seems imperative from the very fact of the affirmative grants
alone, for why stipulate them if the Government would possess them
inherently? Certainly the extremely broad terms of the concluding
clause of Section 8, Article I, supra, would appear to preclude any
doubt on the subject.
Furthermore, the Ninth and Tenth Amendments19 make it plain be

yond dispute that the framers of the Constitution considered that there

already resided in the States composing the Confederation, plus the

powers which had been either expressly or by reasonable implication
reserved by the people, every power of sovereignty known to enlightened
government. And the whole, and the sole, purpose of the Constitution
was to define which powers of that totality should be entrusted to the
central government. And that purpose was accomplished in two comple-
mental ways, namely, first, by positive grants to that government, and,
second, by negative inhibitions upon the States. The fact is further

clearly indicated by the language of the Tenth Amendment:20

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor

prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the

people."

Wherefore, in the light of what hereinbefore has been adduced it is
difficult indeed to understand how the able and learned Justice could
write in his opinion in the Curtiss-Wright case that:

"The broad statement that the federal government can exercise no powers
except those specifically enumerated in the Constitution, and such implied powers
as are necessary and proper to carry into effect the enumerated powers, is cate

gorically true only in respect of our internal affairs."21 (Italics supplied.)

And this:

"It results that the investment of the federal government with the powers
of external sovereignty did not depend upon the affirmative grants of the Con-

WU. S. Const. Art. II, � 3

WU. S. Const. Amend. IX; U. S. Const. Amend. X.

""U. S. Const. Amend. X.

*299 U. S. 304, 315-316 (1936).
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stitution. The powers to declare and wage war, to conclude peace, to make

treaties, to maintain diplomatic relations with other sovereignties, if they
had never been mentioned in the Constitution, would have vested in the federal
government as necessary concomitants of nationality."22

If that be the correct idea, then the Constitution, in large part, is
utter supererogation, and the framers of it were blindly unaware of
the fact. But that such is not a permissible view appears, not only from

opinions of the Court hereinbefore quoted and many more that could

be, but also from certain language used by Mr. Justice Gray, who
delivered the opinion of the Court in Fong Yue Ting v. United States,23
which is one of the very cases cited by Mr. Justice Sutherland in the

Curtiss-Wright case. Speaking for the Court, Mr. Justice Gray said:

"The United States are a sovereign and independent nation, and are vested

by the Constitution with the entire control of international relations, and with
all the powers of government necessary to maintain that control and to make
it effective. . . .

"The Constitution of the United States speaks with no uncertain sound upon
this subject. That instrument, established by the people of the United States
as the fundamental law of the land, has conferred upon the President the
executive power; has made him the commander-in-chief of the army and navy;
has authorized him ... to make treaties, and to appoint ambassadors, public
ministers and consuls; . . . The Constitution has granted to Gongress the
power to regulate commerce with foreign nations, including the . . . bringing
of persons into the ports of the United States; . . ." (Italics supplied.)

It will be noted that the Court in the above excerpt, so far from giv
ing any intimation whatsoever of any inherent powers either of Con

gress or of the President to deal with foreign affairs, expressly names

the Constitution as being the source from which those powers are

derived.

Again, Jones v. United States,24 although cited in the opinion in the

Curtiss-Wright case, hardly would seem available for the use there sought
to be made of it. For, while Congress and the President, in other ways
than by treaty, from time to time have occasion to deal with subjects
affecting other nations more or less directly, and in such instances
must of necessity base their actions upon principles and rules of inter
national law, yet their own authority to do so is not inherent but is
referable to the Constitution. And as to the powers of the President
touching external matters, the passage quoted in the opinion25 from

'299 U. S. 304, 318 (1936).
'149 U. S. 698, 711-712 (1893).
'137 U. S. 202 (1890).
'299 TJ. S. 304, 319 (1936).
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the early (February 15, 1816) report of the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations shows on its face that all of such powers were con

sidered as emanating from the Constitution. To quote from that report:26
"The President is the constitutional representative of the United States with

regard to foreign nations. . . . For his conduct he is responsible to the Consti
tution." (Italics supplied.)

Nor would the following passage in the opinion27 seem at all to sup
port the thesis that the powers of the central government anent foreign
matters are inherent:

"As a result of the separation from Great Britain by the colonies acting as

a unit, the powers of external sovereignty passed from the Crown not to the
colonies severally, but to the colonies in their collective and corporate capacity
as the United States of America."

There are several provisions in the Articles of Confederation which
militate against that theory. But, even taking the quotation at its face

value, it falls far short of signifying any inherent powers in the central

government as ordained by the Constitution. And it is not necessary
in the present study to go back of that instrument. As shown by its

terms, the Constitution was a grant: a grant by the people both in
their collective capacity in the form of separate and independent States,
and also in their capacities as individual citizens. The language of the
Tenth Amendment is conclusive on that point:

"The powers not delegated ... are reserved to the States respectively, or to
the people." (Italics supplied.)

So that, whether the grant was by the States, or by the people as

individual members of the body-politic, or in both ways, the fact re

mains that the powers were and are conferred, and that not one of them
is innate.
With becoming deference, yet with confidence, the present writer sub

mits that the Curtiss-Wright case does not at all reflect the sound con

ception, but, on the contrary, that the theory upon which and the intent
with which our central government was ordained and established were

that, in the most fundamental and all-inclusive sense, it was to be a

government whose powers were not intrinsic but granted; that in no

field was it to be considered a free lance; and that such is shown to be
the fact by the very terms of the Constitution itself and also by the
informed and well-pondered enunciations of sages of the law, times

virtually without number. Upon stout adherence to that doctrine and

"Sen. Doc. No. 231, Pt. 8, 56th Cong., 2d Sess. (1901) 24.

"299 U. S. 304, 316 (1936).
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a prompt challenge of any departure from it, depend the preservation
of the integrity of our wisely-planned system, and the accountability
of those who administer it.

"A frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of the con

stitution . . . [is] absolutely necessary to preserve the advantages
of liberty, and to maintain a free government."2*
'Mass. Const. Part I, Art. XVIII.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

THE NECESSITY FOR EXHAUSTING ADMINISTRATIVE
REMEDIES�ITS CONSEQUENCES IN JUDICIAL REVIEW

OF SELECTIVE SERVICE CASES

lVC) rule of administrative law has become more firmly established
"

than the requirement that all administrative remedies be exhausted
before resort is had to the courts.1 The rule is of importance in the
maintenance of orderly procedure in administrative processes.2 It is
desirable as a matter of comity between branches of government,3 and
is a necessary protection to the courts against overloaded dockets.4
The rule has received ready application by the courts with respect

to the review of Selective Service cases both under the Act of 19 175
and the present Act.6 The necessity for its application is obvious in

this type of administrative proceeding. Congress, intent upon a speedy
creation of a large military force, provided that: "The decisions of
such local boards shall be final except where an appeal is authorized
in accordance with such rules and regulations as the President may

prescribe."7 The statute made no provision for judicial review. As
stated in United States v. Downer,9, ". . .courts cannot act as appellate

^he rule was expressed as early as 1887 in Dundee Mortgage Trust Invest. Co. v.

Charlton, 32 Fed. 192 (C. C. D. Ore. 1887) ; Meyers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.,
303 U. S. 41, SO (1938) ; United States v. Illinois Cent. R. R., 291 U. S. 457, 463 (1934) ;

Dalton Adding Machine Company v. Virginia, 236 U. S. 699, 701 (1915) ; Prentis v.

Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U. S. 210, 230 (1908) ; Texas and Pacific Ry. v. Abilene
Cotton Oil Co., 204 U. S. 426, 447 (1907).
�Mr. Justice Holmes stated in United States v. Sing Tuck, 194 U. S. 161, 168 (1904) :

". . . it is one of the necessities of the administration of justice that even fundamental

questions should be determined in an orderly way." See Berger, Exhaustion of Administra
tive Remedies (1939) 48 Yale L. J. 981, 984 for a thorough discussion of this point.
'Minnesota v. Duluth Street Ry., 273 U. S. 625, 628 (1927): ". . . it must be remem

bered that the requirement that state remedies be exhausted is not a fundamental prin
ciple of substantive law but merely a requirement of convenience or comity."
4United States v. Sing Tuck, 194 U. S. 161, 170 (1904); United States Nav^ Co.,

Inc. v. Cunard S. S. Co., Ltd., 50 F. (2d) 83, 91 (C. C. A. 2d, 1931).
Selective Draft Act of 1917, 40 Stat. 76 (1917), 50 U. S. C, �� 201-214 (1940).
�Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, 54 Stat. 885 (1940), 50 U. S. C. �� 301-

318 (Supp. Ill, 1943).
754 Stat. 893 (1940), 50 U. S. C. � 310 (Supp. Ill, 1943).
"United States ex rel. Phillips v. Downer, 135 F. (2d) 521, 525 (C. C. A. 2d, 1943) ;

United States v. Kauten, 133 F. (2d) 703, 706 (C. C. A. 2d, 1943).
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tribunals for the draft machinery, and ... the weight of evidence is
a matter for the draft boards."
However, no matter how final a statute may make the decision of

an administrative body, the legislature can not completely preclude re

view by the courts.9 Consequently, it has been held that although the
findings are final, the courts will grant review where "... it appears
that the person affected thereby has not been afforded a full and fair
hearing or . . . the members of the local draft board acted contrary
to law or abused the discretion reposed in them by the statute."10
Courts do not reclassify, however, but return the case to the local board
to act in accordance with the law.
The usual review cases have involved appeals by conscientious ob

jectors who have been accorded special treatment under the Act.11
The unpopularity of this minority group, a general lack of understand

ing on the part of the ordinary citizen of their philosophy, and the
inevitable determination on their part to stand true to their convic
tions has led to frequent litigation, usually because of alleged unfair,
arbitrary, or unreasonable action, or action contrary to law. This article
will deal primarily with the problems faced by this minority group as

a result of the application of the rule of finality and the necessity for

exhausting administrative remedies.
The application of the rule has restricted the means of review al

most exclusively to the use of the writ of habeas corpus. Other remedies
have been tried and have been found wanting.12 By the most recent

determination of the Supreme Court directly in point, the remedy has
been made available only after the registrant has actually reported for
induction.13 This decision capped a number of decisions in the lower
courts to the same effect.14 In the ordinary case of review, it might

"Gegiow v. Uhl, 239 U. S. 3 (1915) (application of an erroneous rule of law) ; Chin

Yow v. United States, 208 U. S. 8 (1908) (denial of fair hearing) ; American School

of Magnetic Healing v. McAnnulty, 187 U. S. 94 (1902) (finding not supported by the

evidence) .

"United States v. Grieme, 128 F. (2d) 811, 814 (C. C. A. 3d, 1942). A simliar rule

held under the act of 1917. See Arbitman v. Woodside, 258 Fed. 441, 442 (C. C. A. 4th.,
1919) ; United States ex rel. Pascher v. Kinkead, 250 Fed. 692, 694 (C. C. A. 3d, 1918).
u54 Stat. 889, SO U. S. C. � 305 (g) (1940).
^or a discussion of the use of such remedies as mandamus, certiorari, and injunction,

see Admin. Law (1942) 30 Georgetown L. J. 636, 639.
18Falbo v. United States, 320 U. S. 549 (1944).
"See Ex parte Catanzaro 138 F. (2d) 100, 101 (C. C. A. 3d, 1943) ; United States v.

Kauten, 133 F. (2d) 703, 706 (C. C. A. 2d 1943) ; United States v. Bowles, 131 F. (2d)
818, 819 (C. C. A. 3d, 1942), aff'd on other grounds, 319 U. S. 33 (1943); United
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be agreed that habeas corpus is the only practicable remedy if con

stant delays, solely for the purpose of reviewing purely procedural
requirements, or interlocutory orders, are to be avoided. Considering
the efficacy of the review to the petitioner, there is serious doubt that
habeas corpus after induction is an adequate remedy. Its usefulness
to test the validity of an allegedly void order is questionable, and this
is especially true where to require it will completely preclude the regis
trant from any possibility of review.
The case of Falbo v. United States15 involved just such a problem

as does also the usual conscientious objector case. Falbo had been re

fused classification as a minister which would have exempted him from
service altogether.16 He refused to report for induction, was arrested,
inducted, and convicted. On trial he was not allowed to put in the
defense that the board had acted contrary to law, and had not granted
a fair hearing. The court refused to allow such a defense, but per
mitted him to say only whether he did or did not obey the order to

report for induction. The case established the principle that judicial
review could not be had, even in defense against a criminal action based

upon an apparently void order, until the party had exhausted all admin
istrative remedies. For this purpose the order of the draft board was

not considered as the final step. One step remained. The registrant
must report for induction, since at that point there still remained the

possibility of rejection upon physical examination 17

The result of the doctrine in the instant case, and in similar cases

involving conscientious objectors jis somewhat startling. A minister
is required to enter the armed forces to test the legality of the local
board's determination. As a result, the only way he can have access

to the courts is to do the very thing of which he claims the statute re

lieves him. All he is allowed to do is to confess his guilt.18 A defense in

States v. Grieme, 128 F. (2d) 811, 813 (C. C. A. 3d, 1942). In the Kauten case, at page
706, the court said: "Only when the Army makes its choice are all the administrative
steps taken and is the administrative proceeding concluded."
K320 U. S. 549 (1944).
"54 Stat. 888 (1940), 50 U. S. C. � 305 (d) (Supp. Ill, 1943): "Regular or duly or

dained ministers of religion . . . shall be exempt from training and service (but not from
registration) under this Act."
""The selectee may still be rejected at the induction center . . ." Falbo v. United States,

320 U. S. 549, 553 (1944).
"The basis for this conclusion is found in United States v. Grieme, 128 F. (2d) 811,

814 (C. C. A. 3d, 1942), where the court says: "Whether a registrant is a minister of
religion presents a question of fact which, from its very nature, is committed by the
Act to the determination of the competent local draft board." Why the court inserted
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the nature of confession and avoidance, common to criminal law under
a plea of "Not guilty", is not allowed. The illogic of the holding is
made apparent when it is applied to other classes of persons exempt
under the Act. Suppose the issue involved a legislator, or a judge, the
Vice President of the United States, or some other official expressly
exempted. To be consistent, the court would have to hold that he like
wise could not ignore the order but must report for induction before
testing its validity.� It is seriously doubted that Congress intended such
an anomalous result by the finality clause. One wonders what the
criminal sanctions clause20 of the Act means if it doesn't meet this
kind of problem.
Under the Act of 1917, the selectee was "in the army" when he re

ceived his order to report for induction.21 Formal swearing in was not

necessary. Consequently habeas corpus was available immediately to

test the legality of the order. Together with this, however, the regis
trant was immediately subject to military authority, and a failure to

report for induction was a basis for court-martial. Under the 1940

Act, Congress placed such violation under the jurisdiction of the civil
courts in order to avoid the rigors of military jurisdiction.22 It can hardly
be assumed that Congress, on the one hand, provided for criminal
action for violation while, on the other, deprived the accused of his

right to interpose a defense thereto. Indeed such a provision would be

the word "competent" is not clear unless they meant to allow an attack on the board's

competency. Doubtlessly they did not. It might be contended that the "jurisdictional-
fact" doctrine of Crowell v. Benson, 285 U. S. 22 (1932), would be applicable, but

obviously the court rejected this argument because the Act not only exempts ministers

but gives the power to determine exemptions to the local boards. "Such local boards . . .

shall have power ... to hear and determine ... all questions or claims; with respect
to inclusion for, or exemption or deferment from, training and service under this Act . . ."

54 Stat. 893 (1940), 50 jU. S. C. � 310 (a) (2) (Supp. Ill, 1943). To allow boards to

require induction of a person exempt by statute is to give them the power to lift them

selves by their own boot-straps.
wSee Wise v. Withers, 3 Cranch 330 (U. S. 1806), involving action under the Militia

Act of May 8, 1792, 1 Stat. 271 (1792). In that case Wise, a justice of the" peace,
claimed exemption under the Act and was upheld, in an opinion by Chief Justice
Marshall, on the ground that the court acted beyond its authority in refusing so to

exempt him. There, however, the statute gave no specific authority to any administrative

body to determine exemptions.
*>S4- Stat. 894 (1940), 50 U. S. C. � 311 (Supp. Ill, 1943).
a40 Stat. 76 (1917), 50 U. S. C. � 202 (1940).

Articles of War, 41 Stat. 801 (1920), 10 U. S. C. � 1536 (1940). Article 64 pro

vides that he ". . . shall suffer death or such other punishment as a court-martial may
direct." The safeguards thrown around a party to a criminal action do not exist as a

matter of right under court-martial proceedings.
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practically a declaration of guilt by legislative fiat, and as such draws

an unhappily similar comparison to a bill of attainder.23
To the conscientious objector the rule is a virtual declaratory judg

ment of guilt. The requirement that induction be a part of the admin
istrative process and must be pursued would preclude many conscien
tious objectors from any relief whatsoever from arbitrary action by
the boards. As a minister, the petitioner in the Falbo case, was exempted
from service, but was required under the holding to report for induc
tion and subject himself to military authority before being allowed
to challenge the validity of the order. The conscientious objector is

required to violate his conscience as a condition precedent to asserting
his right under the Act. There are very few conscientious objectors who
would be willing to submit to induction for any purpose, much less for
an expediency, since to do so would be to violate the very principles
for which they stand. The Court tells them that they may still be re

jected at the induction center. This is beside the point. The right to
freedom of conscience does not depend on a physical examination.

Furthermore, the physical examination as a part of the military regi
mentation is something many cannot in conscience subject themselves to.

It is submitted that the inclusion of this final examination as a part
of the administrative process is stretching the intent of Congress be

yond its original bounds. It results in the very thing that Congress was

attempting to avoid when it postponed military jurisdiction until after
induction was final.24
The rule that administrative remedies must be exhausted is admitted

as good law. The authorities in point are clear and legion. But the
rule is not absolute. The rule is primarily one of convenience, intended
to accelerate administrative action, and should not be applied when the
reasons for its exercise do not appear. It has been held that relief
will be granted whenever it can be shown that any further reliance upon

*U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8. The bill of attainder includes: ". . . not only legislative
acts to punish for felonies, but every legislative act which inflicts punishment without
judicial trial .... It is not necessary that the person to be affectedj by a bill of attainder
should be named in the bill." Cummings v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 277, 287 (TJ. S. 1866). Cer

tainly it cannot be argued that to allow a man only to plead guilty is to grant him a

"judicial trial".
The original Senate Bill contained a provision for concurrent jurisdiction over violators

of the act in the civil and military courts. 86 Cong. Rec. 10709 (1940). This was removed

through an Amendment by Senator Bone, who said: "My amendment would substitute
the United States District Court as the body to try such a young man . . . instead of a

naval or military court martial . . ." 86 Cong. Rec. 10985 (1940).
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administrative machinery would be futile because of its inadequacy.25
"Avoidance of threatened irreparable damage has generally been held
to excuse a failure to exhaust administrative remedies."26 And clearly
it does not apply where the only possible remaining steps of the pro
cedure do not constitute an administrative remedy.27 The law does not

require a useless thing.
Just where does this rule leave the Selective Service registrant? He

must first subject himself to the military before he can secure the writ.
To anyone this is a serious step. In most instances, the conscientious
objector will not take it. If he does, disobedience to military command
is inevitable. The moment he does disobey, he is subject to court-martial.
If he fails in his quest for habeas corpus, his outlook is indeed not bright.
If he succeeds, he has a remedy which is in many respects wholly inade
quate. The writ must be heard in the jurisdiction where he is detained.
This may be far from his local board, from his home, friends, and wit
nesses who can testify for him. To pursue the case will probably prove
to be costly. In the meantime he has no assurance of sympathetic con

sideration by the military.28 From the standpoint of the petitioner,
therefore, the remedy leaves much to be desired.
There is a tendency on the part of the courts to refuse to review

findings of fact, especially where a knowledge of a special kind is re

quired.29 Courts are reluctant to interfere with the exercise of discre

tion,30 and will seldom review where questions of privilege are involved.31

^See Chicago B. & Q. R. R. v. Osborne, 265 U. S. 14, 15 (1924) ; Prendergast v.

New York Telephone Co., 262 U. S. 43, 48 (1923) ; Kansas City So. Ry. v. Ogden Levee

Dist, 15 F. (2d) 637 (C. C. A. 8th, 1926).
MNote, The Necessity of Exhausting Administrative Remedies Before Resorting to

Judicial Review (1927) 27 Col. L. R. 450, 453, and cases therein cited. See also Tollefson,
Administrative Finality (1931) 29 Mich. L. R. 839, 847, where he says: "The determining
factor as to whether or not an administrative decision should be subjected to judicial re

view should be first that of justice and second that of reasonableness and expediency."
"Butler v. Schulte, 67 F. (2d) 632 (C. C. A. 5th, 1933).
^For a discussion of the treatment by the military of one Phillips, a conscientious

objector, who ultimately won his freedom from Army control by means of habeas

corpus, see Cornell, The Conscientious Objector and the Law (1942) 51.

^Rochester Telephone Corp. v. United States, 307 U. S. 125 (1939) ; Armstrong v.

United States, 16 F. (2d) 387, 389 (C. C. A. 8th, 1926). It is seriously doubted that
the ordinary local board or appeals board can qualify as a technical body. Especially
doubtful is its qualification to pass on difficult questions of "conscience." Conscience is

a matter of the mind similar to the testing of intent by the courts in criminal action
around which basic safeguards in court procedure are thrown. Here no such safeguards
are available.

""Decatur v. Paulding, 14 Peters 497 (U. S. 1840).
^United States v. Ju Toy, 198 U. S. 253 (1905) (alien exclusion) ; United States
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Yet, when the fundamental issues of personal liberty or property rights
arise there has generally been little hesitation on the part of the courts

to assume their constitutional role.*2 Comparing the action of the Court
in the Falbo case with its action in cases involving railroads and public
utilities,33 one is led to believe that such institutions are better protected
by due process, in the determination of questions on confiscation and
valuation as to property rights, than a man is protected in his personal
liberty. This is certainly not the philosophy of our constitutional history.
"This political philosophy which recognized that no man is punishable
or can lawfully be made to suffer in body or goods except for a distinct
breach of law established in the ordinary legal manner before the or

dinary courts of the land is the American conception of the 'supremacy
of law' or 'rule of law.' "34 "Common sense and justice dictate that a

citizen accused of a crime should have the fullest hearing possible, plus
the opportunity to present every reasonable defense. Only an unen

lightened jurisprudence condemns an individual without according him
those rights."35 The right to trial has long been one of the most sacred

rights of Anglo-Americans.36
The denial of this right to trial leaves only the remedy of habeas

corpus, which, as we have seen, is not an adequate remedy. If the "avoid
ance of threatened irreparable damage"37 is considered sufficient excuse
for the failure to exhaust administrative remedies, it is difficult to con

ceive of a more appropriate circumstance in which the doctrine would
be applicable. And certainly the remaining machinery in such a case

ex rel. Riverside Oil Co. v. Hitchcock, 190 U. S. 316 (1903) (land case) ; Williamsport
Wire Rope Co. v. United States, 277 U. S. SSI (1928); Bartlett v. Kane, 16 How. 263

(U. S. 18S3) (tax cases).
^Freund, The Growth of American Administrative Law�Historical Survey (1923)

22, where he states: ". . . discretionary administrative power over individual rights . . .

is undesirable per se and should be avoided as far as may be, for discretion is un-

standardized power and to lodge in an official such power over person or property is

hardly conformable to the 'Rule of Law.' "

"Cf. Ohio Valley Water Co. v. Ben Avon Borough, 253 U. S. 287 (1920) ; Prentis v.

Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U. S. 210 (1908).
'"Warner, An Approach to the Extent of Judicial Supervision Over Administrative

Agencies (1940) 28 Georgetown L. J. 1042, citing Dicey, Law of the Constitution (8th
ed. 1927) 1183.

mSee Mr. Justice Murphy, dissenting in Falbo v. United States, 320 U. S. 549, 556
(1944).
^Rosenberry, Power of The Courts to Set Aside Administrative Rules and Orders (1938)

24 A. B. A. J. 279, 333: "Among English-speaking peoples the right of appeal is almost
as sacred as the right to a trial."

*"See note 26 supra.
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is palpably inadequate to accomplish the necessary purpose. The de
sire of administrative bodies to avoid "litigious interruption," and the
desire of the courts to avoid interference and friction with the adminis
trative branch should always give way to the accomplishment of "na
tural justice". How can it be said in this type of case that administra
tive convenience is promoted by this rule? The draft board has finished
its work. There is no further right of appeal to it. Its order is its final
act. For the person to report for induction in order to gain the right
to habeas corpus, if induction is a part of the administrative procedure,
means an added burden on the military instead of lessening the burden.
It must become involved in the habeas corpus proceeding to determine
the very facts which might have been litigated without the military
ever having become involved. The courts still have the same burden

placed upon them. The Supreme Court in the Falbo case was not trying
to avoid placing a burden on the civil courts but it considered the matter

as one of administrative convenience. The end result, however, is pro
ductive of the mischief it was designed to prevent.
All courts and authorities are not in agreement that the registrant must

report for induction. In one case appears this dictum: "It would seem,
however, that the total invalidity of an order which would be necessary
to justify release on habeas corpus would constitute a defense to a

criminal action based on disobedience of that order."38 In a dissenting
opinion in another case this statement was made: "I see a glaring incon

sistency in the proposition that the registrant who obeys an invalid ,

order of his draft board and reports for induction may avail himself
of the writ as the means of having the order adjudged a nullity, while
the registrant who does not obey a similarly invalid order by reporting
for induction and in consequence is arrested may not do so."39 Carry
ing the situation one step further, a district court in California held
that the writ of habeas corpus was available to test the validity of an

induction order before indictment without reporting for induction.40
Two recent developments may have the effect of lessening the serious

results of the Court's holding. The Court in the Falbo case stressed, as a

reason for holding that the administrative remedies were not exhausted
until actual induction, the fact that the registrant might still be rejected
on the final physical examination. Consequently, if this fact could be
determined in sufficient time before actual induction, it would seem

^Goff v. United States, 13S F. (2d) 610, 612 (C. C. A. 4th, 1943).
�See Mr. Justice Briggs, dissenting in Ex parte Catanzaro, 138 F. (2d) 100, 103, (C. A.

A. 3d, 1943) cited supra note 14.

"Ex parte Stewart, 47 F. Supp. 410 ( S. D. Calif. 1942).
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that he might refuse induction after such determination and raise the

invalidity of the order as a defense to a criminal indictment. Pre-induc-
tion examinations now regularly given as a part of the civil process
make this possible. If one should pass the examination, it is difficult
to conceive of any further step that might be considered part of an

administrative process. Certainly in such a situation the last step of
induction would be as a useless act.

More significant, however, is the recent case of Billings v. Truesdell,41
decided by the Supreme Court, in which it was held that a person was

actually not inducted until he took the oath and if he refused to do
so he remained a civilian and not subject to the military authorities.
Of course, he would be subject to criminal action for his refusal to
be inducted. But a conscientious objector, or a person in the position
of Falbo, might have gone thus far and having determined that induc
tion was inevitable might then refuse to take the oath. What further
administrative remedies could be said to still remain? The word "rem
edies" must mean something. An oath is not a remedy and yet that was
all that would stand between him and the armed forces. It is believed
that the Court realized the serious effect of the Falbo case and was re

ceding therefrom.42 It will take a case more directly in point to decide

a64 Sup. Ct. 737 (1944). (Billings, a conscientious objector, determined not to enter

the army. Desiring to comply with all requirements of the Act, short of actual induction,
in order to avoid the civil penalties, he reported at the induction station, took the examina

tion, and was found physically acceptable for limited service. He then told Army authori
ties of his conscientious objection to military duty and refused to take the oath. The
oath was read to him and he was told,, "You are in the army now." He refused further
orders from the Army and military charges were preferred against him. The Court held
he was not subject to Army orders under the law and regulations until he took the
oath. Until that occurred, he was not actually inducted. The case leaves uncertain the

question whether a change in War Department regulations with respect to the oath might
remove it as a requirement to actual induction. Mr. Justice Frankfurter, in a concurring
opinion stated, "According to the Court's opinion, as I understand it, the Act itself does
not draw this line but Congress has authorized such a line to be drawn by appropriate
regulations. On that assumption, I do not dissent." Id. at 747. If that assumption is
correct the decision may have little lasting effect).
^Id. at 746. "Moreover, it should be remembered that he who reports at the induction

station is following the procedure outlined in the Falbo case for the exhaustion of
his administrative remedies. Unless he follows that procedure he may not challenge
the legality of his classification in the courts. But we can hardly say that he must re

port to the military in order to exhaust his administrative remedies and then say that if
he does so report he may be forcibly inducted against his will. That would indeed make
a trap of the Falbo case by subjecting those who reported for completion of the Selec
tive Service process to more severe penalties than those who stayed away in defiance
of the board's order to report."
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the question, however, since the conclusion under the circumstances of
the decision is little more than mere speculation and the Government
can be expected to refuse to accept such a conclusion unless expressly
required to do so by the Supreme Court.
It is submitted that the Court in the Falbo decision made a grievious

error and that the ends of justice have not and will not be adequately
served, nor will the claims for securing administrative machinery free
from "litigious interruptions" be realized as a result. The Court seized
upon a technical distinction which under the circumstances loses its
practical significance. The law should not be concerned with fine tech

nicalities, and the Supreme Court has itself recognized this principle
in the past, saying: "Suffice it to say, that the courts have rarely, if
ever, felt themselves so restrained by technical rules that they could
not find some remedy, consistent with the law, for acts, whether done

by government or by individual persons, that violated natural justice
or were hostile to the fundamental principles devised for the protection
of the essential rights of property."43 Unless the Billings case relieves
the conscientious objector of the onus of the Falbo decision, and un

less he may raise the question in a defense to a criminal action, he is
left helpless and without remedy. Unless he is willing to prostitute his
conscience and accede to induction in order to secure judicial review,
which he probably will not do, he must "languish in prison . . . without

being accorded the opportunity of proving that the prosecution was

based upon arbitrary and illegal administrative action."44
BYRON F. LINDSLEY

'"See statement of Mr. Justice Harlan, in Monongahela. Bridge Co. v. United States, 216

U. S. 177, 19S (1910).
uSee Mr. Justice Murphy, dissenting in Falbo v. United States, 320 fj. S. 549, 560

(1944).



FEDERAL LEGISLATION
LEGISLATIVE ASPECTS OF APPROPRIATION BILLS�THE

POINT OF ORDER, ITS USE AND EFFECTS

Joseph L. BoRDAf

TT HAS often been said that the Senate of the United States is the

greatest legislative body in the world, that it has very few rules
and consistently refuses to follow those few. The truth of this statement
would readily be doubted if one were present in that august chamber on
June 9, 1943, and heard the Chairman of the Senate Rules Committee1
in the heat of debate adroitly exclaim to the Presiding Officer:2 "... the
Senator from Georgia did not make the point of order. This is the
most remarkable procedure I have ever known."3 There was ample
provocation for this outcry. The upper House of Congress had just
performed in an amazing manner. Its conduct can best be described

by the successive steps leading up to this rhetorical climax. The junior
Senator from the State of Georgia4 proposed, and the Chief Clerk of
the Senate stated an amendment to the Agricultural Department Appro
priation Bill for 1944. The amendment relating to Loans, Grants and
Rural Rehabilitation of the Farm Security Administration, contained

general legislation. Senate Rule XVI5 prohibits general legislation in

appropriation bills. The Senator from Virginia, Mr. Byrd, promptly and

properly made a point of order against the amendment relying specific
ally upon all of paragraph two6 and the opening language of paragraph

' fB.A., (1933) St. Bonaventure's College; LL.B., (1937) Georgetown University; LL.M.,
(1938) Georgetown University; Member of the Bars of the Supreme Court of the United
States and the District of Columbia ; Secretary, Joint Committee for Reduction of Nonessen
tial Expenditures, United States Congress; Formerly, Member of the Staff of the Brookings
Institution, Washington, D. C; Author: One's Right to Enjoy Mental Peace and Tranquillity
(1939) 28 Georgetown L. J. SS.

xHarry F. Byrd, U. S. S., State of Virginia.
"Albert B. Chandler, U. S. S., State of Kentucky.
"89 Cong. Rec, June 9, 1943, at 5642.
'Richard B. Russell, U. S. S., State of Georgia.
eSen. Doc. No. 239, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 20.

"Rule XVI, f 2, provides: "The Committee on Appropriations shall not report an appro
priation bill containing amendments proposing new or general legislation, and if an

appropriation bill is reported to the Senate containing amendments proposing new or

general legislation, a point of order may be made against the bill, and if the point is sus

tained, the bill shall be recommitted to the Committee on Appropriations." (Footnote
omitted.) Sen. Doc. No. 239, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 20.

395
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four7 of this Rule. The Senator from Georgia, Mr. Russell, made no point
of order, as such, but contended throughout the debate that the amend
ment introduced was germane to the subject matter contained in the

bill, i.e., that the Loans, Grants and Rural Rehabilitation of the Farm

Security Administration were relevant to an already existing law, namely,
the Bankhead-Jones Act,8 resting his contention exclusively upon the

concluding language of paragraph four9 of the same Rule. Subsequently,
the Presiding Officer10 inquired of the Senator from Georgia, Mr. Russell,
if he raised the question of the relevancy of the amendment to which
the latter replied: "Yes; I say the entire amendment is relevant."11
Apparently suspecting that the Chair considered this statement to con

stitute a point of order to take precedence over the one previously made,
the Senator from Missouri, Mr. Clark, immediately engaged in the

following exchange with the Presiding Officer :

"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: Mr. President, a point of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Senator from Missouri will state it.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: The Senator from Virginia has already made a

point of order on the whole amendment on the ground that it involves new

legislation in contravention of paragraphs 2 and 4 of Rule XVI. The point of
order I make is that the Senator from Georgia cannot supersede the point of
order of the Senator from Virginia by a different point of order which has to

do with the question of germaneness. The rule provides for a different treat
ment as between the point of order on the ground of new legislation, and the

point of order on the ground of germaneness. My point of order is that the

point of order involving the question of new legislation, already having been
made by the Senator from Virginia, it cannot be superseded and put aside by
the Senator from Georgia raising the question of relevancy."12

In the closing minutes of the debate when a new Presiding Officer13

7The opening language of Rule XVI, ft 4, provides: "No amendment which proposes

general legislation shall be received to any general appropriation bill, . . ." Sen. Doc. No.

239, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 21.

850 Stat. 522 (1937), as amended, 7 U. S. C. 1000 (1940).
"Rule XVI, I 4, concludes: "- . . nor shall any amendment not germane or relevant to

the subject matter contained in the bill be received; nor shall any amendment to any

item or clause of such bill be received which does not directly relate thereto; and all

questions of relevancy of amendments under this rule, when raised, shall be submitted to

the Senate and be decided without debate; and any amendment to a general appropriation
bill may be laid on the table without prejudice to the bill." Sen. Doc. No. 239, 77th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1943) 21.

MMon C. Wallgren, U. S. S., State of Washington.
u89 Cong. Rec, June 9, 1943, at 5653.

"Ibid.
"The Presiding Officer at this time was Albert B. Chandler, U. S. S., State of Kentucky,

who had relieved Mon C. Wallgren, U. S. S., State of Washington.
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mistakenly attempted to proceed under the impression that a point of
order had been made by the junior Senator from Georgia and that the

question of relevancy, a nondebatable question, was the first question
to be submitted to the Senate, the following heated exchange took place:14

"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: Mr. President, will the Chair permit an inter

ruption?
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: He will.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: I invite the attention of the Chair to the fact

that when the question of relevancy was raised, not by the Senator from Georgia
but by the then occupant of the chair, who is not now the occupant of the

chair, I then made the point of order that the point of order of the Senator from

Virginia, which had to do with new legislation, could not be superseded by a

point of order having to do with relevancy under another clause of the rule.
"I now call attention of the Chair to the fact that my point of order was

the last point of order made, and therefore is the pending point of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Chair is mindful of what the Senator

from Missouri has said, but feels that it is the duty of the Chair, under para
graph 4 of Rule XVI to submit the question to the Senate. This question,
under the rules of the Senate�which, by the way, are whatever a majority of
the Senate determines at any particular time�is not debatable. The Chair
therefore submits to the Senate this question: Is the committee amendment
relevant to the House language?
"Mr. TAFT: Mr. President, a point of order.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: Mr. President, I renew my point of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The question is not debatable. The Chair

has submitted the question to the Senate.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: I do not desire to debate. I desire to renew my

point of order. I make the point of order that the Chair, by his own action,
is attempting to supersede the point of order made by- the Senator from Vir

ginia with another point of order. I make that point of order and ask for a

ruling upon it from the Chair.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: In the opinion of the Chair, the Senator from

Missouri is out of order. The Chair has submitted the question to the Senate.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: I insist on a ruling on my point of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Chair does not make a mistake when he

submits a question to the Senate for its decision.
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: Mr. President, I insist on a ruling, on my point

of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The question is, Is the committee amend

ment relevant to the House language?
"Mr. CLARK of Missouri: I suggest the absence of a quorum. Under the

Constitution the Chair cannot overrule that point, although the present occu

pant of the Chair is likely to overrule anything.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The clerk will call the roll * * * .

"The PRESIDING OFFICER: Seventy-eight Senators having answered to
their names, a quorum is present.

"89 Cong. Rec, June 9, 1943, at S641, 5642.
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"Mr. RUSSELL: Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Senator will state it.
"Mr. RUSSELL: The question pending before the Senate submitted by the

Chair is as to the germaneness of the committee amendment, is it not?
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The question is, Is the committee amendment

relevant to the House language?
"Mr. RUSSELL: And those who agree with the committee's action should

vote 'yea'?
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: That is the Chair's understanding, if the yeas

and nays are ordered, but the yeas and nays have not been ordered.
"Mr. RUSSELL: I ask for the yeas and nays.
"Mr. BYRD: Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Senator will state it.
"Mr. BYRD: I inquire, Who made the point of order with respect to ger

maneness?
"The PRESIDING OFFICER:, The Chair understands it was made by the

Senator from Georgia.
"Mr. BYRD: Did the Senator from Georgia make it? The clerk tells me

he did not make it.
"Mr. RUSSELL: I urged throughout my entire remarks that the only ques

tion possible could be that of germaneness.
"Mr. BYRD : The Senator from Georgia did not make the point of order.
"The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Chair understood the Senator from

Georgia raised the question of relevancy."14

Seconds later, when the point of order against general legislation in
the amendment was sent to the Chief Clerk of the Senate in writing,
the Presiding Officer reversed his previous stand and submitted this
question to the Senate first, stating that a vote "yea" would sustain
and a vote "nay" would be against the point first raised by the junior
Senator from the State of Virginia. The Senate voted. The result was
announced�yeas 23, nays 54. 16 The Senate of the United States had
failed to sustain the well founded point of order of the Chairman of
its Rules Committee. Once again the greatest deliberative body in the
world had refused to follow its own Rule.
The basic cause for these parliamentary procedural fireworks may

now be introduced as Exhibit A. The full text of the appropriation bill
amendment submitted to the Senate provided:

"LOANS, GRANTS, AND RURAL REHABILITATION
"To enable the Secretary to continue to provide assistance through rural

rehabilitation and grants to needy farmers in the United States, its Territories,
and possessions, including (1) farm debt adjustment service, and making and |
servicing of loans and grants under this and prior laws; (2) loans to needy indi
vidual farmers; (3) grants; and (4) liquidation as expeditiously as possible of

'Id. at 5643.
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Federal rural rehabilitation projects under the supervision of the Farm Security
Administration, $29,607,573, which sum shall be also available for necessary
administrative expenses incident to the foregoing, including personal services
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; compensation of experts (including
the Administrator and not to exceed three Assistant Administrators of the Farm

Security Administration) without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as

amended; purchase of lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals, and newspa
pers; purchase, operation, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles; and printing and binding: Provided, That the War Food Ad
ministrator shall transmit to the Congress semiannually a progress report with
respect to the liquidation of Federal rural rehabilitation projects under the super
vision of the Farm Security Administration, showing by name and by States
all dispositions of such projects, or parts thereof, together with the amounts

of Federal funds expended in the process of liquidation, and any losses incurred
in the use of such funds.
"In making any grant payments under this act, the Secretary is authorized

to require with respect to such payments the performance of work on useful
public projects, Federal and non-Federal, including work on private or public
land in furtherance of the conservation of natural resources, and the provisions
of the act of February 15, 1934 (5 U. S. C, 796), as amended, relating to

disability or death compensation, and benefits shall apply to those persons per
forming such work: Provided, That this section shall not apply to any case

coming within the purview of the workmen's compensation law of any State,
Territory, or possession, or in which the claimant has received or is entitled
to receive similar benefits for injury or death.
"For additional funds for the purpose of making rural rehabilitation loans to

needy individual farmers, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized
and directed to make advances to the Secretary upon his request in an aggre
gate amount of not to exceed $97,500,000. Such advances shall be made (1)
with interest at the rate of 3 percent per annum payable semiannually; (2) upon
the security of obligations acceptable to the Corporation heretofore or here
after acquired by the Secretary pursuant to law; (3) in amounts which shall not
exceed 75 percent of the then unpaid principal amount of the obligations secur

ing such advances; and (4) upon such other terms and conditions, and with
such maturities, as the Corporation may determine. The Secretary shall pay to
the Corporation, currently as received by him, all moneys collected as payments
of principal and interest on the loans made from the amounts so advanced or

collected upon any obligations held by the Corporation as security for such ad
vances, until such amounts are fully repaid. The amount of notes, debentures,
bonds, or other such obligations which the Corporation is authorized and em

powered to issue and to have outstanding at any one time under the provisions
of law in force on the date this act takes effect is hereby increased by an

amount sufficient to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
"None of the moneys appropriated or otherwise authorized under this cap

tion ('Loans, grants, and rural rehabilitation') shall be used for (1) the purchase
or leasing of land or for the carrying on of any land-purchase or land-leasing
program; (2) the carrying on of any operations in collective farming, except
for the liquidation as expeditiously as possible of any such projects heretofore
initiated; or (3) the making of loans to any individual farmer in excess of $2,500.
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"The Secretary of Agriculture may expend funds administered by him as

trustee under the various transfer agreements with the several State rural re
habilitation corporations only for purposes for which funds made available under
this caption may be expended, and the limitations applicable to such funds shall
also be applicable to the expenditure of such trust funds by the Secretary of
Agriculture.
"The appropriation and authorizations herein made under the heading 'Loans,

grants, and rural rehabilitation,' shall constitute the total amount to be avail
able for obligation under this heading during the fiscal year 1944 and shall
not be supplemented by funds from any source.

"No part of the appropriation herein made under the heading 'Loans, grants,
and rural rehabilitation' shall be available to pay the compensation of any per
son appointed in accordance with the civil-service laws." (Italics supplied to
indicate general legislation.)16

Both Houses of Congress have from time immemorial adopted rules
against having their own Appropriation Committees, in the first instance,
or individual Senators or Representatives, in the second instance, offer
propositions for legislation on general appropriation bills. In this way
only could an orderly legislative process be preserved and Appropriation
Committees be prevented from substituting their judgment for the legis
lative committees of Congress by taking over the functions of such

legislative committees in the practice of proposing substantive legisla
tion on general appropriation bills.
The present Senate Rule XVI was instituted by that body on Decem

ber 19, 1850.17
The present House of Representatives Rule XXI was first adopted

by the House in 1789 and was amended in 1794 and in 1880.18 Para

graph two of this Rule, containing general legislation prohibitions similar
to those contained in Senate Rule XVI came into existence in 1837.19

"Id. at S628.
"The present Rule XVI was known at that time as Senate Rule XXX, Sen. J., 31st

Cong., 2d Sess. (1850) 47; it became Rule XVI via the Revision of the Rules on Janu
ary 11, 1884, Sen. J., 48 Cong., 1st Sess. (1884) 150. The present If 8 of Rule XVI is

from the Amendment to the Rules of March 6, 1922. "By direction of the Committee

on Rules (March 4, 1931) the second paragraph of Clause 1 of Rule 16, as amended

and adopted on March 6, 1922, was divided and all that part after the proviso transferred

to the end of Rule XVI and as so revised the paragraphs were renumbered and the words

'Provided, however" were stricken out." Sen. Doc. No. 239, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943)
21. The present If 4, Rule XVI, came into existence on January 11, 1884, via the Revi

sion of the Rules on that date, supra, and was renumbered as If 4 on March 4, 1931, by
direction of the Committee on Rules. Sen. Doc. No. 239, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943).
M4 HmDs, Precedents of the House of Representatives of the United States (1907)

� 3391 ; H. R. Doc. No. 812, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 383.

MH. R. Doc. No. 812, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 385.
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It was used primarily to prevent delay of appropriation bills because
of contention over propositions of legislation. Paragraph two of House
Rule XXI provides in part as follows:

"No appropriation shall be reported in any general appropriation bill, or be
in order as an amendment thereto, for any expenditure not previously author
ized by law, unless in continuation of appropriations for such public works and
objects as are already in progress. Nor shall any provision in any such bill or
amendment thereto changing existing law be in order, except such as being
germane to the subject matter of the bill shall retrench expenditures by reduc
tion of the number and salary of the officers of the United States by the reduc
tion of the compensation of any person paid out of the Treasury of the United

States, or by the reduction of amounts of money covered by the bill: . . ."2�
(Italics supplied.)

Since in the House of Representatives all bills making or authorizing
appropriations require consideration in Committee of the Whole, it
follows that the enforcement of this rule must ordinarily occur during
consideration in Committee of the Whole where the Chair, upon a

Member raising a point of order, may rule out any portion of the bill
in conflict with the Rule.21 No report of parts of the bill thus ruled out
is made to the House. It is the practice, therefore, for some Member to
reserve points of order when a general appropriation bill is referred
to the Committee of the Whole in order that portions of the bill in vio
lation of the Rule may be eliminated in the Committee.22 Points of
order against unauthorized appropriations or legislation on general
appropriation bills may be made as to the whole or a portion only of
a paragraph23 and the fact that a point is made against a portion of a
paragraph does not prevent another point against the entire paragraph.24
If a portion of a whole amendment be out of order, it is sufficient for
the rejection of the whole amendment.25 In instances where a point of
order is made against the whole of a paragraph, all matter in the para
graph must go out, but it is otherwise when the point is made only
against a portion of it.26 In the administration of this House Rule it is
the practice that those upholding an item of appropriation should have
the burden of showing the law authorizing it.27

xId. at 384.
a4 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 3811.
fflS Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at �� 6921-692S, Chairman Chindblom.
M4 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 3652; 5 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 6881.
a5 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 6882.
xId. at �� 6878-6880.
"'Id. at �� 6884, 6885.

"4 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 3597.
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The rulings of the Speakers of the House and of the Chairmen of
the Committee of the Whole are to the Rules of the House what the
decisions of the Courts are to the Statutes at Large of the United States.
Under this House Rule prohibiting the introduction of an amendment
changing existing law one Chairman of the Committee of the Whole
had this to say:

"The Chair is of the opinion that the Committee on Appropriations may not,
under the rule, bring in as an integral part of an appropriation bill substantive
legislation that, if introduced in the ordinary way in the House�that is, by
bill or joint resolution presented by a Member�would go to another standing
committee of the House for consideration and action; nor does the Chair think
that any Member of the House may offer from his place on the floor any
amendment carrying such substantive legislation, even though that legislation
would retrench expenditures, unless that Member offer it as the report of a

committee or as a member of a joint commission which would have jurisdic
tion of the subject matter under the rules of the House. In other words, the
scope is limited and the outposts are fixed by the rule to which the Committee
on Appropriations may go or to which the individual Member may go."28

The prohibition in paragraph two of the House Rule XXI forbidding
in any general appropriation bill a "provision changing existing law" is
construed to mean the enactment of a law where none exists.29 However,
existing law may be repeated verbatim in an appropriation bill30 with
the caution that the slightest change of the text will cause it to be
ruled out.31 The reenactment from year to year of a law intended to

apply only during the year of its enactment is not relieved, though, from
the point of order that it is legislation.32 Amidst this maize of rule

technicalities, it is a well defined practice in the House as well as in
the Senate, to consider a provision proposing to construe existing law,
in itself, as a proposition of legislation and therefore not in order.33 It

may be added also that a proposal to change a rule of the House is

subject to a point of order.34 Proposals initiated in the House to estab-

28H. R. Doc. No. 812, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 521, Chairman Garrett's remarks of

Jan. 16, 1912.

M4 Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at �� 3812, 3813.

^Id. at �� 3814, 3815: "The Chair is ready to rule upon this amendment. ... it is a

verbatim copy of the law as it now exists. That being the case, it has been held that while

it is unnecessary and perhaps almost not good form, yet is not strictly subject to a point
of order. It is simply reenacting a portion of the United States statutes. . . ." H. R.

Doc. No. 812, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943) 533, Chairman Crisp's remarks of Jan. 31, 1918.

"M- Hinds, op. cit. supra note 18, at � 3817.

xId. at � 3822.

wId. at �� 3936, 3938.
"Id. at � 3819.
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lish affirmative directions for executive officers,35 even in cases where

they may have discretion under the law so to do,36 or to take away an

authority or discretion conferred by law,37 are subject to the point of
order.
On rare occasions the House, by agreeing to a report from the Com

mittee on Rules or by adopting an order under suspension of the Rules38
has authorized general legislation on general appropriation bills.39 The

principle that the body proposing legislation on a general appropriation
bill should recede when either the House or the Senate membership
objects seems to be generally accepted.40 A paragraph in an appropria
tion bill or amendment which proposes general legislation is sometimes

permitted to remain if it is perfected by a germane amendment,41 but
this does not permit an amendment which offers additional legislation.42
Similarly, where a Senate amendment proposes legislation the same

principle holds true.43
* * *

The parliamentary practice of Congress emanates from four sources:

(1) The Constitution of the United States, (2) Jefferson's Manual,44
(3) Rules adopted by the House and Senate from the beginning of their

existence, and (4) the decisions of the Speakers of the House and the
decisions of the Chairmen of the Committee of the Whole House, the
precedents of the two Houses embracing the decisions of the presiding
officers and the expression of the will of the whole body.
From the beginning of the First Congress the House and Senate have

formulated rules for their own procedure. Some have gone out of exist
ence. Many of them,- however, have been amplified and broadened to

*Id. at �� 3854-3859.
"Id. at � 3853.
'"Id. at �� 3862, 3863.
"Id. at � 3845.
xId. at �� 3260-3263, 3839-3844.
*Id. at �� 3904-3908.

aId. at �� 3823-3835, 3838.
wld. at �� 3836, 3837, 3862.
aId. at �� 3836, 3838, 3862.
*"'In the years from 1797 to 1801 Thomas Jefferson, then Vice President of the United

States and President of the Senate, prepared the notable work which has come to be
known as Jefferson's Manual. This work contributed greatly to the procedure of the

House, although it was not until 1837 that the House finally adopted a rule, which is
still in existence, permitting the provisions of the Manual 'to govern the House in all
cases to which they are applicable.'" H. R. Doc. No. 812, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1943)
.(v) Preface.
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meet the exigencies that have arisen from time to time in the affairs
of the nation. Today these parliamentary precepts are the most finely
adjusted, scientifically balanced, and highly technical rules of any legis
lative body in the world. Under them a majority may work its will
at all times in the face of the most determined and vigorous opposition
of a minority, except in the case of a Senate filibuster. By a code of
rules thus adopted, both Houses of the Congress are assured proper order
of business, economy of time, uniformity, and impartiality, which are

material factors in preserving regularity and accuracy in dignified politi
cal bodies such as the House of Representatives and the Senate of the
United States when engaged in carrying out the will of free people.



NOTES

COMMUNISM, CONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE PRINCIPLE
OF CONTRADICTION

"TklSSENT from the doctrine propounded by the Supreme Court in
Schneiderman v. United States1 will not be popular, but it may be

prophetic. Despite the disclaimer by both the majority and the minority
of the Court that our relations with Russia have no bearing on the

issue,2 criticism of the opinion is likely to elicit the ignorantia elenchi
that it "fosters disunity" and similar arguments. However that may be,
there are several theories advanced in this decision which represent
more or less radical departure from previously accepted doctrine, and

upon which one, unconvinced of their validity, can hardly forbear com

ment.

By ironic coincidence, the Schneiderman case was decided on the
same day as Hirabayashi v. United States3 in which the Supreme
Court upheld the conviction of this native-born citizen for failure
to conform to a curfew proclamation issued by the military commander
over his area of residence and directed to "all enemy aliens and all

persons of Japanese ancestry."4 The seeming basic conflict between
these two cases has been surprisingly little noted. Perhaps one reason

may be that the broadening of "the area of allowable thought"5
in the Schneiderman case has been so enthusiastically acclaimed by self-
canonized "liberal" commentators6 that the narrowing of permissive
action in the Hirabayashi case has been generally overlooked. The com

pass of this article will not permit of a comparison of the opinions.
But, in considering the necessary conclusions from the subject case, the
poignant personal injustice of the Hirabayashi decision should be re

membered for the purpose of sounding the sincerity of certain pro
nouncements of the Court regarding the rights of citizenship.
The Schneiderman case was brought before the Supreme Court on

(Wherever occurring below, the phrase "Instant case" refers to Schneiderman v. United States.)
*320 U. S. 118 (1943), reversing 119 F. (2d) 500 (C. C. A. 9th, 1941) which affirmed

33 F. Supp. 510 (N. D. Cal. 1940). Rehearing denied, 321 TJ. S. �, 64 Sup. Ct. 24 (Octo
ber 11, 1943).
"Id. at 119 and 171.
*320 U. S. 81 (1943).
'Public Proclamation No. 3, 7 Fed Reg. 2543 (1942).
"Instant case, p. 139.

"See Note (1943) 3 Lawyers Guild Review IV, 42.
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certiorari to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which
had affirmed a judgment of the District Court for the Southern Dis
trict of California cancelling the petitioner's certificate of naturaliza
tion on the ground of fraud and illegal procurement. The Government
had proceeded against Schneiderman under the provisions of � 15 of the
Act of June 29, 1906,7 and had framed its complaint substantially
in terms of � 4 of the Act.8
The factual background was practically undisputed. Schneiderman

was born in Russia, came to the United States at the age of three,
became a charter member of the Young Workers League of California
at sixteen and, in 1924, filed his declaration of intention to become
a citizen, giving his age as eighteen. The Young Workers League was

then affiliated with the Communist International and subsequently
changed its name to the Young Communist League. At the end of 1924,
the petitioner also joined the Workers Party, a section of the Third In

ternational, which later became known successively as the Workers
Communist Party and the Communist Party. He signed a membership
card which read: "The undersigned declares his adherence to the prin
ciples and tactics of the Workers Party of America as expressed in
its program and constitution and agrees to submit to the discipline of
the party and to engage actively in its work." In 1925 he attended the

Party convention. During the two or three years immediately preced
ing his naturalization in 1927 he was Educational Director of the Young
Workers (Communist) League. The objective of the League was ex

pressed in a resolution adopted at the Third National Convention of
the Workers Party as follows: "In carrying on this work the Young
Workers League is preparing the fighters for Communism who will soon
stand in the ranks of the Party as part of its best fighters."9
This section read, in part: "That it shall be the duty of the United States district attorneys

. . . upon affidavit showing good cause therefor, to institute proceedings . . . for the purpose
of setting aside and cancelling the certificate of citizenship on the ground of fraud or on

the ground that such certificate of citizenship was illegally procured. . . ." 34 Stat. 601

(1906), 8 U. S. C. � 40S (1934).
The material part of section 4 reads: "It shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of

the court admitting any alien to citizenship that immediately preceding the date of his

application he has resided continuously within the United States five years at least, . . .

and that during that time he has behaved as a man of good moral character, attached to

the principles of the Constitution of the United States, and well disposed to the good
order and happiness of the same. . . ." 34 Stat. 598 (1906), 8 U. S. C. � 382 (1934).
"Theses, Program, Resolutions, p. 122 (Report of the Central Executive Committee to

the Third National Convention, held in Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 30, 1923 to Jan. 2, 1924.)
Published by the Literature Department, Workers Party of America, 1009 State St.,
Chicago, Illinois (1924). Cited, instant case, p. 191.
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Immediately following his naturalization, Schneiderman became the

organizer or director of the Young Workers League, a position of which
he said: "I was the official spokesman for the League and directed its
administrative and political affairs and educational affairs." In 1928,
he went on a mission to Moscow to attend the Sixth World Congress
of the Communist International. Upon his return, he became district

organizer for the party in California-Arizona-Nevada, subsequently in

Connecticut, and then in Minnesota. He was the Communist Party can

didate for governor of the latter State in 1932. Since that time he has
held various official positions in the party, and was Secretary and mem

ber of the Central Committee for the State of California at the time
suit for cancellation of his certificate of citizenship was instituted on

June 30, 1939.
In his vigorous dissenting opinion, Mr. Chief Justice Stone maintained

that there was but one issue in the case and it was the simple question
whether petitioner had, as required by the statute, acted as a man at

tached to the principles of the Constitution and devoted to their protec
tion.10 Since the majority of the Court viewed the case as involving
several different points of law, the Chief Justice felt constrained to

answer them in addition to rebutting their conclusion upon the question
of basic fact. Four of these points appear to be at variance with pre
vious Supreme Court or lower court holdings, and it therefore seems

worthwhile to consider them here.

1. Laches or Limitations

At the beginning of its opinion, the Court, speaking through Mr. Jus
tice Murphy, draws attention to the time element in the situation: ". . .

the Government seeks to turn the clock back twelve years after full citi

zenship was conferred upon petitioner by a judicial decree . . ."u It is
not stated in terms that the Government is, or ought to be, disqualified
to bring action by limitations or laches, but innuendo of the type against
which Mr. Justice Frankfurter so recently protested12 is plain. This
has had the effect of beclouding two previous decisions of lower courts.
In 1910 the Circuit Court for New Jersey held that the defense of

MInstant case, p. 170.

nId. at 122. Also: "Especially is this so when the attack is made long after the certifi
cate of citizenship was granted. . . ." Ibid.

dissenting in Mercoid Corporation v. Mid-Continent Investment Co., 321 U. S. �

,

64 Sup. Ct. 268, 277 (1944) : ". . . litigants and lower courts ought not to be embarrassed

by gratuitous innuendoes against a principle of law which, within its proper bounds, is
accredited by legal history as well as ethics."
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laches cannot be pleaded against the United States in a suit to cancel
a naturalization certificate.13 In 1939, a New York District Court
held that mere lapse of time could not deter the Government from

procuring cancellation of naturalization.14 The Chief Justice indi
rectly scored this contention by pointing out the anomaly of entertain

ing technical objections to the maintenance of a cancellation suit where
the grounds are lack of attachment to the Constitution when the Court
has previously sanctioned such cancellation upon the seemingly far
less serious ground of failure to hold the hearing in open court,15
and failure to present a certificate of arrival in this country.16

2. Res judicata and Estoppel
Also by intimation rather than by direct assertion, the Court raises

questions of res judicata and estoppel: "We are dealing here with a

court decree entered after an opportunity to be heard . . . the United
States had the right to appear . . . and to appeal .... Whether it did
or not, the hard fact remains that we are here re-examining a judgment
and the rights solemnly conferred under it."17 In answer to this the
Chief Justice quoted United States v. Ginsberg: "No alien has the

slightest right to naturalization unless all statutory requirements are

complied with; and every certificate of citizenship must be treated
as granted upon condition that the Government may . . . demand its
cancellation unless issued in accordance with such requirement."18 He
then declares that the instant case unsettles the unanimous decision in
Tutun v. United States19 which established beyond doubt the right of
the Government to revoke grants of citizenship for antecedent cause.

The theory hinted at by the majority was the basis of a holding in
the old case of United States v. Gleeson20 but there is no evidence that

"United States v. Spohrer, 175 Fed. 440 (C. C. N. J. 1910).
"United States v. Marino, 27 F. Supp. 155 (S. D. N. Y. 1939).
"United States v. Ginsberg, 243 U. S. 472 (1917).
"Maney v. United States, 278 U. S. 17, 23 (1928).
"Instant case, p. 123.

"United States v. Ginsberg, 243 U. S. 472, 475 (1917).
le270 U. S. 568 (1926). Mr. Justice Brandeis there said: "If a certificate is procured

when the prescribed qualifications have no existence in fact, it may be canceled by suit."
Id. at 578.

X9Q Fed. 778 (C. C. A. 2d, 1898). Held, that the issuing of a certificate of citizenship
is conclusive as to the necessary facts and the status of the applicant; and such certificate
cannot be set aside upon the ground that the facts were falsely represented to the court.

The court here made rigid application of the rule of United States v. Throckmorton,
98 U. S. 61 (1878), to the effect that judgments will be set aside for extrinsic or collateral
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it has been followed and it is greatly outweighed by contrary holdings.21
As a matter of public policy, it seems that it would be undesirable

to establish the rule that grants of citizenship are irrevocable and a

conclusive determination as to the fulfillment of the statutory prerequi
sites. Courts would probably be reluctant to approve the application in

borderline cases and thereby grievously disappoint many deserving peti
tioners.

3. Burden and Quantum of Proof
On the related questions of burden of proof and quantum of same,

there was substantial agreement and sharp diversity, respectively, be
tween the majority and minority opinions. Although in naturalization

proceedings doubts as to essential facts are resolved in favor of the

Government,22 it was conceded by both sides that, in seeking cancella
tion of petitioner's certificate of citizenship, the Government must es

tablish its complaint.23 The measure of proof necessary to accomplish
this, however, was a point of dispute. The majority held that "the clear
est sort of justification"24 was required and quoted a principle enun

ciated in the Maxwell Land-Grant case that "it cannot be done upon a

bare preponderance of evidence which leaves the issue in doubt."25 The
Court cited United States v. Rovin26 at this point but distinguished it.
The answer of the Chief Justice was double-edged. Asserting that there
was no justification for "importing into this case" the land fraud rule

governing quantum of proof, and that there was nothing in Section 15
of the Act suggesting that the issue was not to be resolved like other
cases by "the weight of evidence", he dismissed the question as imma
terial because the "evidence in this case ... is clear, not speculative; and

fraud, but not for fraud in "the matter tried by the first court." Id. at 66. But the great
weight of authority in denaturalization cases has found this principle inapplicable.
mIn addition to the Supreme Court cases -cited, the following are some of the lower

court decisions holding that the United States is not estopped from cancelling a certificate
of citizenship: United States v. Javier, 22 F. (2d) 879 (App. D. C, 1927) ; United States
v. Ovens, 13 F. (2d) 376 (C. C. A. 4th, 1926) ; United States v. Mulvey, 232 Fed. 513

(C. C. A. 2d, 1916) ; United States v. Marino, 27 F. Supp. 155 (S. D. N. Y. 1939) ; United
States v. Marini, 16 F. Supp. 963 (S. D. N. Y. 1936).
^United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U. S. 644 (1929) ; United States v. Macintosh, 283

U. S. 605 (1931). See United States v. Manzi, 276 U. S. 463, 467' (1928); United States
v. Griminger, 236 Fed. 285 (N. D. Ohio 1916).
^Instant case, pp. 123 and 174.
uId. at 122 ; also ". . . to prove ... by clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence."

Id. at 154.
^Maxwell Land-Grant Case, 121 U. S. 325, 381 (1887).
a612 F. (2d) 942 (E. D. Mich. 1926). This case held that the burden is upon the Gov

ernment to prove fraud in procuring citizenship certificate by preponderance of evidence.
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since petitioner himself has not challenged it, the trial court was en

titled to accept it as convincing, . . ,"27

4. Sufficiency of findings�Substantial evidence

This leads naturally to the next point of law on which the opinions
differed, namely the sufficiency of the lower court's findings of fact.
The majority criticized them as inadequate in that they were merely gen
eral conclusions from which it "is impossible ... to tell . . . upon what
underlying facts the court relied, and whether proper statutory standards
were observed."28 The Chief Justice rejected this flatly: "I think these

findings are abundantly supported by the evidence," and went on to

protest against the usurpation of the lower court's functions: "The

finality which attaches to the trial court's determinations of fact from
evidence heard in open court, and which ordinarily saves them from an

appellate court's intermeddling, should not be remembered in every
case save this one alone."29
It does appear that the Court was unduly exacting in charging the

district judge with failure to make properly specific findings of fact.
This seems to ignore the essence of the issue�the fact that it involved

determining from his behavior whether or not petitioner was actually
attached to the principles of the Constitution. By the very nature of
such a case, findings were necessarily restricted to reasonable inferences
from professions, associations, activities, and so forth. Basic or more

specific fact-findings were impossible without probing the mind of peti
tioner. Evidence of the single fact that petitioner was an active member
of the Communist party (which was admitted) has been held before to

constitute sufficient grounds to support a finding of want of attachment
to the principles of the Constitution.30
Whether or not this basic fact does warrant the inference to the ulti

mate fact and consequent conclusion of law is a profoundly contro

versial problem which involves the prior determination of two prelimi
nary questions: first, are Communism and Americanism antithetical?
and secondly, is the doctrine of imputed belief tenable? The theory of
the majority seems to be that there is no fundamental incompatibility

"Instant case, p. 178.
mId. at 130.

SH. at 170.

^United States v. Tapolcsanyi, 40 F. (2d) 255 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1930) ; also, in United
States v. Swelgin, 254 Fed. 884 (D. C. Ore. 1918), it was held that membership in the
I. W. W. was ground for revocation of a certificate of citizenship on the finding that it

was incompatible with attachment to the Constitution.
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between the Party doctrine and Americanism and, with respect to those

tenets in which a conflict is claimed, it may not properly be imputed
to Schneiderman. These are the important points in issue. They war

rant separate and extended examination.

I Compatibility with The Constitution
The majority of the Court take certain judiciously selected excerpts

from the testimony of petitioner and announce that they see no antag
onism between these views and commonly-accepted principles of Ameri
can political philosophy. It is no doubt true that Communist views in

respect to many elements of the social millennium do not always con

flict, and may sometimes coincide, with traditional American doctrine.
But the issue is not whether every Communist belief is bad, or every
aim subversive, or all principles at variance with the Constitution of
the United States, but whether those which do conflict are important
enough to make it impossible for one adhering to them to become, at
the same time, a true American. Moreover, and perhaps more pertinently,
while the ends and aims may be perfectly consistent with Constitutional

guaranties, an irreconcilable difference may exist in the moral and legal
acceptability of the respective means advocated for attaining these com

mon objectives. Accordingly, as long as the principle of contradiction
remains axiomatic in reasoning, and the doctrine that the end justifies
any means anathematized in law as well as morality, it seems competent
to question the sincerity of the petitioner in professing attachment to
the Constitution without renouncing his affiliation with an organization
which is, in the particulars listed below at least, opposed to our charter
of political philosophy.
In its "seriatim consideration" of these various doctrines, the majority

of the Court consistently, if not solicitously, avoid stating the Commu
nist theses verbatim, and dismiss the Manifesto and related documents
as "bombast" and "exaggerated polemics". By its own interpretive and
interpolative presentation, Communist principles become merely innoc
uous proposals to change existing forms of government and improve
society. Plausible apology is offered for some of the tenets alleged to
be anti-constitutional, and supposed parallels to the evolution of Ameri
can political thought are pointed out. One or two beliefs usually at
tributed to Communism are little discussed or ignored altogether. In
considering the question whether or not Communist philosophy was

consonant with constitutionalism, the Court did, however, properly
prescind from whatever modifications of that thought may have occurred
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since the time Schneiderman was naturalized and concentrated upon
his five-year probationary period from 1922 to 1927.

Nationalization of the Means of Production and Exchange
Perhaps the keystone of Communist thought is the expropriation of

private property for state use, especially the means of production and
exchange. For practical economic purposes this is all-encompassing. To
the majority of the Court, such a program is not necessarily incom
patible with our Constitution. The taking of property without compen
sation is admitted to be contrary to the Fifth Amendment.31 Even here,
however, the majority will not concede this point unqualifiedly, but
throw the mantle of condonation over it by citing the abolition of
slavery as an instance where President Lincoln and the ratifying States
adopted and acted upon this principle of Communism.32
If a more fortunate example could not have been found, doubtlessly

the reason is that the history of the Government of the United States
is happily free from Communistic influence. It is believed that Ameri
cans capable of sub-surface thinking will not merely reject the alleged
analogy but resent it as well. The example stated is not a parallel.
It fails of a principal analogate. Despite the legalistic sanction accorded
those transactions by which some human beings claimed to derive title
to other human beings from third persons who acquired their "property"
by rapine, it is apparent that this was never rationally sustainable at
common law, besides being patently in conflict with plainly expressed
Constitutional provisions,33 which our early Supreme Court could not

have failed to see but lacked the courage to so decide.34

Dictatorship of the Proletariat

The majority opinion initiates its consideration of Communist-advo
cated dictatorship with apologetic phrases apparently designed to ame

liorate the objectionable connotation of that term to Americans. At
the outset, this statement occurs: "The concept of the dictatorship of
the proletariat is one loosely used, upon which more words than light
^Instant case, p. 141.

wIbid. "And something once regarded as a species of private property was abolished
without compensating the owners when the institution of slavery was forbidden. Can it

be said that the author of the Emancipation Proclamation and the supporters of the

Thirteenth Amendment were not attached to the Constitution?"

"U. S. Const. Amend. V.
'"See dissenting opinions in Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393, 457 (U. S. 1857) (The

"Dred Scott decision").
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have been shed."35 After continuing with the opinion and finding such
enlightening explanations as

"
. . . the concept is a fluid one, capable

of adjustment to different conditions in different countries",36 one will

agree that more words have been shed.
In the few instances where the Court does attempt to be specific

in describing it, there is difficulty in recognizing the picture as portraying
the same political institution which the Communists themselves present.
Compare, for example, the Court's statement "It does not appear that
it would necessarily mean the end of representative government . . .",37
with "Communism repudiates parliamentarism as the form of the fu
ture . . . ; its aim is to destroy parliamentarism!"38 And consider the

relevancy of "... we cannot say that a person who advocates their adop
tion [political changes including abolition of the Senate and the

Supreme Court] through peaceful and constitutional means is not in
fact attached to the Constitution"39 (emphasis supplied) in view of this

contradictory expression ". . . the dictatorship of the proletariat can

not be the result of the peaceful development of bourgeois society and

democracy; it can be the result only of the destruction of the bourgeois
army and State machine, the bourgeois administrative apparatus and
the whole bourgeois political system. . ."40
But the most surprising statement in the majority opinion tending

to reconcile the Communist concept of dictatorship with the Constitu
tion is contained in this sentence: "Theoretically it is control by a class,
not a dictatorship in the sense of absolute and total rule by one indi
vidual."41 This has interesting implications. In the first place, it seems

to extenuate class rule as something less objectionable than government
centered in a single person. "Not being the worst stands in some rank
of praise."42 But this is still far short of even the minimum standards
necessary to preserve personal freedom. It provides no protection for

^Instant case, p. 142.

"Ibid.
"Ibid.
""Statutes, Theses, and Conditions of Admission to the Communist International,

p. 46; published by the Workers Party of America (1923) (adopted by the Second

Congress of the Communist International in 1920). Cited, instant case, p. 201.

""Instant case, p. 143.

"Stalest, The Theory and Practice of Leninism, p. 33, The Daily Worker Publish
ing Co., Chicago, 111. (192S) ; translated from 0 Lenine t leninizme, a pamphlet published
in Moscow in 1924; originally given as a lecture by the author at Sverdloff University in
1924. (Cited, instant case, p. 191).
^Instant case, p. 142.

^Shakespeare, King Lear, 9 Works of Shakespeare (Eversley edition, 1899) 75.
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minority groups who may be debarred from the dominant class by
racial, religious, or economic disabilities. According to American consti
tutional principles, for example, there is no shred of justification nor the
slightest extenuation for the treatment accorded Jews in the fact
that the Aryan class of Germany comprises a ninety-percent-plus ma

jority of the population. In the second place, it is not clear what pecu
liar virtue attaches to "control by a class" which does not inhere in
government by an individual where both tyrannize the governed. On
the surface, it would appear that the single dictator would be the lesser
of evil alternatives. Thirdly, as long as the Court had expressly de
plored considering these matters "in vacuo",43 it seems pertinent to

question the appropriateness of discussing Communist dictatorship
"theoretically" when an outstanding working example of this form of
government is an historical fact which should not have entirely es

caped judicial notice. The Union of Socialist Soviet Republics is more

than the apotheosis of Communistic political philosophy. It was

founded, fashioned, and ruled by the men most commonly identified
as the indoctrinators of the "dictatorship of the proletariat".44 More
over, what Mecca has been to Mohammedans, Moscow has been to
Marxists. The holy of holies there, the Kremlin, is also the house
of government. It is unnecessary to detail here the several particulars
in which that dictatorship has deviated rather seriously from the Amer
ican concept of Constitutional liberties. Suffice it to say that coldly
objective comparison of its methods of expropriation, concentration,
collectivization, exile, "trial", and summary execution with our Con
stitutional rights, privileges, and immunities is enough to convince
most reasonable men of their essential incompatibility.
Rebuttal will, of course, take the line that the "Russian experiment"

is not competent to prove the nature of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat "theoretically" advocated by Communism. Perhaps not in strict

logic, or under proper rules of evidence. In the case here under con

sideration, however, it is submitted that the Communist organizations
to which petitioner belonged have no standing in court to question their

implied approval of the acts of the Soviet State. Not only is the record
barren of any protest ever raised by them against these acts, but it
shows tacit endorsement in the fact that several congresses were held
at Moscow under the aegis of that same government.45
"Instant case, p. 1S4.

"Notably Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin. See 2 Hayes, A Political and Cultural History
of Modern Europe (1936) 900-931.

'The Third International held six world congresses in Moscow in the decade ending
with the year 1928.
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Advocacy of Force and Violence in Attainment of Party Aims
The majority opinion was non-committal on the use of force and

violence as a Communist principle of action. "This Court has never

passed upon the question whether the Party does so advocate, and it

is unnecessary for us to do so now."46 For an unnecessary issue, this
point received an amazing amount of attention. The statement above

was simply the prologue to a discussion which covered no less than

the next thirteen pages of the opinion, of which the following are fair

samples :

"With commendable candor the Government admits the presence of sharply
conflicting views on the issue of force and violence as a Party principle, . . ."47
"We do not say that a reasonable man could not possibly have found, as the dis

trict court did, that the Communist Party in 1927 actively urged the overthrow
of the Government by force and violence. But that is not the issue here . . .

The Government has not proved that petitioner's beliefs on the subject of force
and violence were such that he was not attached to the Constitution in 1927. .. .

The 1938 Constitution of the Communist Party of the United States . . . osten

sibly eschews resort to force and violence as an element of Party tactics."48

It would no doubt be unkind comment to suggest that "ostentatiously"
might have been more realistic than "ostensibly" in this last excerpt.
For the Chief Justice, the straddling and evasive strategy of the ma

jority of the Court on this issue was provocative of devastating sarcasm:

"There is abundant documentary evidence ... to support the court's finding
that the Communist Party organizations, of which petitioner was a member,
diligently circulated printed matter which advocated the overthrow of the Gov
ernment of the United States by force and violence, and that petitioner aided
in that circulation and advocacy . . . We need not stop to consider the much
discussed question whether this meant more than that force was to be used
if established governments should be so misguided as to refuse to make them
selves over into proletarian dictatorships by amendment of their governmental
structures, or should have the effrontery to defend themselves from lawless or

subversive attacks. For in any case the end contemplated was the overthrow
of government, and the measures advocated were force and violence."49

Then follows in his dissent a veritable barrage of quotations from
the holy writ of Communism, all tending to substantiate the conclusion
stated. Significant among them are such appeals as these:

"
. . the period has arrived when it has become absolutely necessary for every

"Instant case, p. 148.

"Ibid.
'"Id. at 1S3 and 1S6.

"Id. at 190.
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Communist party to join systematically lawful and unlawful work, lawful and
unlawful organization. . . It is especially necessary to carry on unlawful work
in the army, navy, and police . . . refusal to carry on or participate in such
work should be considered equal to treason to the revolutionary cause, and
incompatible with affiliation with the Third Internationale."50 "It is necessary,
above all things, to undermine and destroy the army . . ."51 "The dictatorship
of the proletariat will produce a series of restrictions of liberty in the case

of the oppressors, exploiters, and capitalists. We must crush them in order to
free humanity from wage-slavery; their resistance must be broken by force.
It is clear that where there is suppression there must also be violence, and
there cannot be liberty or democracy."52

To this hymn of hate, Stalin himself appended an epilogue: "The dicta

torship of the proletariat is the revolutionary power resting on violence
against the bourgeoisie."53
The Chief Justice is supported in his opinion by the adjudicated

cases. Most of these arose out of deportation proceedings under the

Immigration Acts of February 5, 1917, and October 16, 19 18,54 and
earlier statutes.55 In the leading case of Skeffington v. Katzleff,56 the
court held squarely that membership in the Communist Party was to

be regarded as tantamount to espousal of the principle of force and
violence. In part of the opinion, it was also stated:

"... a program which advocates the disarmament of the armed forces of
the existing state, the arming of the laborer and the formation of a Commu
nist army to protect the rule of the proletariat, affords substantial evidence
that the Communist Party, . . teaches and advocates the overthrow of govern
ment by force and violence."57

This doctrine was endorsed and adopted by other Circuit Courts of

Appeals in Antolish v. Paul,6* and in Ungar v. Seaman where it was said:

"'Id. at 198, quoting Statutes, Theses, and Conditions of Admission to the Commun
ist International (1923).
^Bucharest and Preobraschensky, A B C of Communism (circa 1921) 69. Translated

and published by the Lyceum-Literature Department, Workers Party of America, 799

Broadway, New York, N. Y. Cited, instant case, p. 190.

^Lentn, The State and Revolution, written in 1917; excerpt quoted is from the edi

tion published by the Daily Worker Publishing Co., Chicago, HI., 1924. Cited, instant case,

p. 206.

^See, Stalin, supra note 40, at 31.
M39 Stat. 874 (1917), and 40 Stat. 1012 as amended by 41 Stat. 1008 ; 8 U. S. C.

� 137 (1940).
KActs Mar. 3, 1903, 32 Stat. 1214, and Feb. 20, 1907, 34 Stat. 898; 8 U. S. C. � 137

(1940).
M277 Fed. 129 (C. C. A. 1st, 1922).
mId. at 133.

ra283 Fed. 9S7 (C. C. A. 7th, 1922).
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"It is now settled that this Communist party was an organization that enter
tained a belief in the overthrow by force or violence of the government of
the United States and advocated and taught the overthrow by force and violence
of all forms of law."59

In Jurgans v. Seaman, this Communist principle was not even con

tested.60 All of these decisions are amply buttressed by antecedent and

subsequent holdings.61
In the reference which the majority opinion makes to "administrative

findings that the Party did so advocate",62 there is the suggestion that

deportation cases stand upon a different ground from denaturalization
cases. The argument would be that the fact determination of the immi

gration authorities is final and not subject to review or overruling by
the courts. This contention can be attacked on either of two bases. First,
jurisdiction to deport depends upon the existence of the fact of mem

bership in an organization such as described in the statute.63 Secondly,
it is disputable whether the issue is a question of fact or law. Whether
or not the person being proceeded against is a Communist is concededly
a fact for the determination of the administrative officers; whether or

not the Communist party comes within the purview of the statutes pro
scribing illegal organizations seems more of a question of law.64

"4 F. (2d) 80, 81 (C. C. A. 8th, 1924).
M2S F. (2d) 35 (C. C. A. 8th, 1928). "Counsel for petitioner concedes that the Communist

Party is within the definition of the statute as an organization which 'entertains a belief in,
teaches, or advocates the overthrow by force or violence of the government of the United
States or of all forms of law'." Ibid.
^United States ex rel. Vojewvic v. Curran, 11 F. (2d) 683 (C. C. A. 2d, 1926), cert.

denied, sub nom. Vojnovic v. Curran, 271 U. S. 683 (1926) ; Kenmotsu v. Nagle, 44 F.

(2d) 953 (C. C. A. 9th, 1930) ; Murdoch v. Clark, 53 F. (2d) 155 (C. C. A. 1st, 1931) ;
Berkman v. Tillinghast, 58 F. (2d) 621 (C. C. A. 1st, 1932) ; Sormunen v. Nagle, 59 F.

(2d) 398 (C. C. A. 9th, 1932) ; Kjar v. Doak, 61 F. (2d) 566 (C. C. A. 7th, 1932) ;
United States ex rel. Ohm v. Perkins, 79 F. (2d) 533 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935) ; Branch v. Cahill,
88 F. (2d) 545 (C. C. A. 9th, 1937) ; United States v. Wallis, 268 Fed. 413 (S. D. N. Y.
1920) ; United States ex rel. Lisafeld v. Smith, 2 F. (2d) 90 (W. D. N. Y. 1924) ; In re

Saderquist, 11 F. Supp. 525 (Me. 1935) ; aff'd, sub nom. Sorquist v. Ward, 83 F. (2d)
890 (C. C. A. 1st, 1936) ; United States ex rel. Fortmueller v. Commissioner of Immigra
tion, 14 F. Supp. 484 (S. D. N. Y. 1936) ; Ex parte Bridges, 49 F. Supp. 292 (N. D. Cal. 1943) ;
But cf. Kessler v. Strecker, 307 U. S. 22 (1939) ; United States ex rel. Kettunen, v. Reimer,
79 F. (2d) 315 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935). Contra: Ex parte Fierstein, 41 F. (2d) 53 C. C. A.
9th, 1930).
"Instant case, p. 147.

^E.g., Crowell v. Benson, 285 U. S. 22 (1932) (by analogy).
"E.g., American School of Magnetic Healing v. McAnnulty, 187 U. S. 94 (1902) (by

analogy) .
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In the Nationality Act of 1940,65 Congress made sweeping amend
ments to existing statutes in the process of enacting a new code on

nationality. While the provisions of the immigration laws relating to
deportation were not directly involved, it is reasonable to assume that
the manner in which they had been administered and judicially inter
preted was considered in the course of legislative deliberation. It is signi
ficant to note that not only did Congress take no action tending to
modify those statutes which had been so often held to require the
deportation of Communists as "members of or affiliated with any organi
zation . . . that advises, advocates, or teaches, opposition to all organized
government",66 but incorporated this same language with even more

stringent provisions in listing the classes of persons to be debarred from
naturalization.67 This is at least persuasive of the conclusion that those
judicial decisions which hold Communist membership tantamount to

advocacy of force and violence correctly interpret the legislative intent.

II Imputability of Communist Belief

Although devoting by far the greater part of its attention to questions
concerning the conflict, if any, between Communism and Constitution
alism, the opinion of the Court in Schneiderman v. United States con

stantly maintained that the sole issue was the somewhat nebulous one

as to whether or not petitioner's personal beliefs were incompatible with
attachment to the Constitution. In holding that the Government had
failed to prove absence of this requisite state of mind or conscience in
the petitioner, the Court decided this point and nothing more.68
It may be pertinent to inquire what object the Court had in dis

coursing at length on the many questions to be found in the considera
tion of Communist creed when, according to its own decision, these
were not even collaterally in issue. On the surface, it appears pointless
as well as inappropriate for the Court to elaborate the arguments of

petitioner's counsel to the effect that Communism and Constitutionalism
can be harmonized or reconciled, without deciding any issue raised

reS4 Stat. 1137, 8 U. S. C. �� 501-907 (1940).
M40 Stat. 1012 (1918), 8 U. S. C. � 137 (b) (1940).
"54 Stat. 1141, 8 U. S. C. � 705 (1940).
""The Government has not proved that petitioner's beliefs on the subject of force and

violence were such that he was not attached to the Constitution in 1927." Instant case,

p. 154. "We hold only that where two interpretations of an organization's program are

possible, ... a court ... is not justified in cancelling a certificate of citizenship by
imputing the reprehensible interpretation to a member of the organization." Id. at 158.

(Italics added.)
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by it, unless it is interested in advancing that thesis. The result in any
event is to unsettle all contrary holdings on the points involved.
It is true, as the majority opinion held, that the case of the Govern

ment against Schneiderman was "subject to the admitted infirmities
of proof by imputation."69 Since it was physically impossible to pro
duce concrete evidence of his lack of sincerity in professing attachment
to the Constitution, the Government was forced to resort to the use

of such probative devices as reasoning and logical inference from asso

ciations, memberships, activities and similar premises. By the same

token, of course, it was equally impossible for Schneiderman to offer
direct proof of his honest attachment to the principles of the Consti
tution. Concededly, he did not have to do so at first. However, when

the Government introduced evidence that showed him an active leader in

organizations which had been judicially declared to be anti-Constitu

tional, it is submitted that the burden of proof upon the prosecution
was discharged, and it was then incumbent upon the defense to make

effective rebuttal. The sum and substance of the defense made in the
instant case was: "No unconstitutional Communist belief may be im

puted to Schneiderman because he testified that he didn't personally
subscribe to such doctrines." This is intriguing legal theory. The ques
tion is: Will it stand analysis?
The position of the majority is thus broadly stated:

". . . under our traditions beliefs are personal and not a matter of mere asso

ciation, and . . . men in adhering to a political party or other organization
notoriously do not subscribe unqualifiedly to all of its platforms or asserted

principles."70

A more precise definition of the issue here would seem to be not

whether petitioner subscribed to all unqualifiedly, but rather did he
advocate any that are essentially irreconcilable with attachment to the
Constitution of the United States.
When Schneiderman contracted his various Communist affiliations,

he declared his adherence to Party principles.71 Either this declaration
was false, or he testified falsely at the trial in stating that he did not

"Id. at 154.
mId. at 136.
'"�See declaration on membership card set out at beginning of text. Also, "Membership

in the Communist Party and in the Communist International is open to all those who

accept the programme and rules of the given Communist party and of the Communist

International, who actively work in it, and abide by all the decisions of the Party and
of the Communist International." Statutes or the Communist International, p. 85,
Workers' Library Publishers, Inc., New York, N. Y. (1936). (Italics added.)
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subscribe to some Communist doctrines. When he applied for United
States citizenship, he swore that he was not a member of an organiza
tion which advocated overthrow of government by force and violence..
This was contrary to fact. There is little here to warrant the high'
degree of credibility which the majority of the Court attaches to his
testimony at the trial in accepting his statements at their face value.
In this connection, it is interesting to observe the facility with which

the majority view shifts from an objective to a subjective test in the
determination of petitioner's possession of the requisite qualifications
for citizenship in 1927. At the outset, the opinion emphasized the objec
tive aspect of the statute:72

"On its face the statutory criterion is not attachment to the Constitution..
but behavior for a period of five years as a man attached to its principles ....
Since the normal connotation of behavior is conduct, there is something to be
said for the proposition that the 1906 Act created a purely objective qualifica
tion, . . .'"re

As the record showed no crimes or misdemeanors charged to petitioner,.
the Court thereupon concluded that the conduct requirement was satis
fied. When the opinion takes up the question of imputed belief, how
ever, and the lack of attachment to be inferred from the behavior of
Schneiderman in affiliating himself with six different subversive organi
zations, the objective test is apparently forgotten because the Court

immediately adopts the most subjective of all criteria, namely the alleged
mental reservations of petitioner. This inconsistent position necessarily
follows from the Court's holding on imputation.
Apart from all other consideration, the readiness with which the

majority accepted petitioner's disavowal of the more radical Communist
doctrines appears naive almost to the point of credulity. It fails of

persuasion in several particulars. First, there was every motive to testify
as he did out of pure self-interest. Impending loss of citizenship con

fronted him. Every statement made by him to the trial court to the
effect that he did not personally adhere to the subversive views of Com
munism was self-serving.74 Secondly, in his application he had sworn

that he was not a member of any organization advocating force and
violence. With his Communist membership laid bare at the trial, he could

�See note 8 supra.
"Instant case, p. 133.

nSee 2 Jones, Commentaries on the Law of Evidence (2d ed., 1926) � 898: "The

reasoning which precludes a party from offering self-serving statements is self-evident.
Human nature would not be strong enough to withstand the temptation to make evidence
for itself."
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not concede that force and violence was a principle of the Party without
inditing his own perjury. Thirdly, it is submitted that petitioner's tes

timony under oath was worthless. It must not be forgotten that, for Com
munists, religion is only the "opium of the people."75 Indoctrinated with
a purely materialistic philosophy, Communists have made no attempt to
conceal their unbounded contempt for "bourgeois morality", for con

ventional ethics, fair-dealing, honor, and truth. These are facts which
realistic men will not ignore in judging of their credibility as witnesses.
But to return to the objective criteria advocated but not applied by

the majority, the question arises: Is it logical to impute to Schneiderman
belief in and adherence to those basic doctrines in the creed of Com
munism which conflict with our Constitution? Under the facts of this

case, it seems to repudiate reason to conclude otherwise. Consider those
facts in conjunction with the plausibility of the inferences from them

necessary to sustain the decision of the Court.
Petitioner admitted that he was a Communist; he admitted that he

had belonged to six different Communist organizations; that he had
held the offices of educational director, secretary, district organizer, and
Central Committee member; that he had been Party candidate for gov
ernor of a State, and national delegate to the Congress of the Comintern
in Moscow. As educational director, is one to assume�as apparently
the Court did�that he educated the Communist novitiates in those here
sies which he professed on the witness stand? As secretary, charged with
distributing Party literature, is one to infer that he censored the exhor
tations of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin, deleting from the pamphlets those

passages pertaining to dictatorship, force and violence, and other anti-
Constitutional sentiments? As district organizer, is one to conclude that
he disdained to use the traditional tactics of "combining lawful and un

lawful work" as instructed by his leaders? As ambassador to Moscow,
is one to believe that he arose before the assembled Comintern in the
Kremlin and expounded his heterodox views in opposition to the resolu
tions adopting their program and theses? Or, is one to assume that
petitioner merely pretended to conform to orthodox Communism and
succeeded in deceiving the Party for many years until finally forced to
disclose his treason to the cause before the trial court? These are the
equally incredible alternative bases upon which the majority predicate
their theory that anti-Constitutional tenets of Communism are hot

personally imputable to Schneiderman.
Condemnation of this theory by Chief Justice Stone is unqualified and

unequivocal:

"Marx, Introduction to a Critique of the Hegelian Philosophy of Right (1844) 57.
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"... the Court's opinion seems to tell us that thei trier of fact. . . could not

'impute' to petitioner any genuine attachment to the doctrines of these organiza
tions whose teachings he so assiduously spread. It might as well be said that
it is impossible to infer that ... a man is a Nazi and consequently not attached
to constitutional principles who, for more than five years, had diligently cir
culated the doctrines of Mein Kampf.
". . .A man can be known by the ideas he spreads as well as by the company
he keeps. And when one does not challenge the proof that he has given his
life to spreading a particular class of well-defined ideas, it is convincing evidence
that his attachment is to them rather than their opposites."76

This doctrine was extended in Ex parte Bridges,17 a deportation pro
ceeding, to cover any affiliation with a Communist organization, irres
pective not only of active participation but even of knowledge of its
character. In the earlier case of United States v. Wallis78 it was held
that disavowal of any personal belief in or intention to use force and

violence, coupled with a denial that it was a Communist principle of

action, was no defense to a deportation suit where evidence was educed
to prove that it was part of the Party program.
The foregoing considerations fairly support the conclusion that the

theory of non-imputability advanced by the majority of the court is
untenable when subjected to searching analysis. As applied to the fact

pattern of this case, at least, it is strained and unrealistic. Resorting
again to the objective test, there was not a single circumstance in the
whole of the record tending to corroborate Schneiderman's avowed dis
belief in the subversive doctrines of Communism. Failing this factual

confirmation, it is submitted that petitioner likewise failed to repel the
natural presumption that he did believe what he taught, wrote, spoke,
and disseminated, and that he is legally chargeable with attachment
to the principles of the organizations in which he was a prime mover

and important official.

Ill Other Considerations

There remains a last justification advanced by the Court for this
decision which should not go unanswered. It is grounded in sentiment
or pity. Its rationalization forms the prologue to the opinion in which
Mr. Justice Murphy elaborates upon the inestimable boon of American

citizenship and the tragedy of being deprived of it.79 The whole burden

'"Instant case, p. 196.
"49 F. Supp. 292 (N. D. Cal. 1943).
ra268 Fed. 413 (S. D. N. Y. 1920) .

m". . . it is safe to assert that nowhere in the world today is the right of citizenship
of greater worth to an individual. ... It would be difficult to exaggerate its value and

importance." Instant case, p. 122.
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of this argument is that no person should be denaturalized for any ex

cept the gravest of causes shown. The decision makes it plain that, to
the majority, advocacy of Communist principles is not such a cause.

Sufficient answers are as numerous as they are obvious. First, peti
tioner apparently did not share the Court's view with respect to the
exalted status of American citizenship. By his own testimony, he had
devoted the greater part of fifteen years to the destruction of our demo
cratic prototype and the substitution therefor of a regimented robot
cast in the mold of Communist dictatorship. Secondly, there is a con

spicuous incongruity in the Court's reference to the attainment of Ameri
can citizenship as "the highest hope of civilized man"80 in defense of
one who so obviously and publicly preferred the neo-Russian way of

life, to which he always turned for social and political inspiration.
Thirdly, the value of American citizenship to "those who sought refuge
in the new world from the cruelty and oppression of the old"81 will
endure little longer if the cruelty and oppression of the Party in which
this man was a leader are allowed to infiltrate the veins of our body
politic. Fourthly, when the court contends that " . . in an action insti
tuted ... for the purpose of depriving one of the precious right of citizen
ship previously conferred we believe the facts and the law should be
construed as far as is reasonably possible in favor of the citizen,"82
two fallacies may be found. The Government based its suit on the ground
of illegal procurement of citizenship. If the complaint is established,
petitioner's certificate was void ab initio. For the Court to give Schnei
derman the benefit of a favorable construction of both law and evidence
as a matter of right accruing to a citizen lawfully naturalized was to
assume the very point to be decided and to prejudge the whole case.

Moreover, it is strange reasoning to speak of petitioner's "precious right
of citizenship" when, if again the allegation of the Government be
found true, such "right" would arise only out of a wrong.
Lastly, the solicitude for the sanctity of the judgment of the naturali

zation court conferring citizenship status on the petitioner, professed
alike in the opinion of the Court and especially in the concurring opinion
of Mr. Justice Douglas, has a somewhat hollow ring when contrasted
with the summary disposition in Schwinn v. United States.83 In that
case�the most recent in which this question was previously considered
by the Court�four of the five justices comprising the instant majority
joined in ah unanimous affirmance of the cancellation of a certificate of

MIbid.
^Id. at 120.

"Id. at 122.

wm F. (2d) 74 (C. C. A. 9th, 1940), affd, per curiam, 311 U. S. 616 (1940).
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citizenship on the ground of illegal procurement. The facts there were

that two witnesses had signed a formal petition for naturalization which
stated that they had "personally known" the applicant had been a con

tinuous resident of the United States for five years, whereas they ac

tually had personal knowledge covering only half of this period and
had heard from others as to the remainder. Since other evidence in
the Schwinn case tended to prove conclusively that the continuous resi
dence requirement had, in fact, been fulfilled,84 and in view of the
notorious tendency of laymen to fail to distinguish between hearsay and
personal knowledge, it is difficult to reconcile the extreme harshness of
this decision, based on mere technicality, with the equally extreme

liberality in the Schneiderman case, on an infinitely more important
issue.

Conclusion

In summary, the opinion of the Court in the Schneiderman case seems

unfortunate and poorly conceived. The dicta on various points of law

collaterally involved will inspire the prosecution of many appeals which
otherwise would probably never be filed. The holding on imputability
bids fair to provide a prolific source of legal controversy with ultimate

repercussions upon the Court itself. It is somewhat upsetting to consider
the potentialities of this theory for effectively avoiding personal impu
tation by the simple expedient of disclaiming any personal acceptance
of the doctrine in question. It is likewise disturbing to contemplate the
extent to which the Court is committed to apply this same principle
to the adjudication of suits to revoke the naturalization of Nazi Bund

members, if and when their cases are brought up for review.85 With
the world at war as the result of despotic disregard for the rights of

men, it is especially discouraging to realize that the effect of this decis-
sion may be increasingly to permit, if not to invite, the implantation
here of those same illiberal and intemperate doctrines which have been
the animus of totalitarian tyranny and misrule.

ROBERT EMMET HEFFERNAN

^In the opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals, this statement occurs: "In justice to

appellant it is fair to say that the testimony in this action does not show that he has

been in the United States for a period less than the required time for naturalization."

Id. at 76. (The statement of facts revealed that Schwinn came to this country in 1924

and was naturalized in 1932. There was no evidence of any absence during that time.)
^One action to cancel the certificate of citizenship of a member of the German-American

Bund has already been dismissed on the authority of the Schneiderman decision. United
States v. Hartmann, SI F. Supp. 394 (E. D. Pa. 1943). While the fact pattern of this case

was so essentially dissimilar as to negative the basis for revocation, nevertheless the
District Court appeared to regard the "clear and unequivocal proof" doctrine of the
Schneiderman case as established law.
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CY PRES, REAFFIRMED IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA*

HPHE District of Columbia was, until recently, one of the last remain

ing American jurisdictions apparently to refuse to accept the highly
useful doctrine of cy pres. The application of this doctrine in the judi
cial construction and administration of wills which attempt to establish
charitable bequests is one which is recognized almost universally in
the United States.1 It is heartening, therefore, that the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in the recent case of
Noel v. Olds2 should have reaffirmed the doctrine in the District.
Until Noel v. Olds was decided a dictum, written in 1929 in Graff v.

Wallace3 had led the bar of the District of Columbia, as well as text

writers, to the conclusion that the doctrine was not in force in the
District.4
The correction of this misconception of the law�a misconception

based on historical error�gives the law a new vitality and destroys
the deplorable aspects of an unrealistic stare decisis. Especially is this
true in matters such as charitable trusts and uses, which are in the public
interest: It is disappointing however to find that little was done in the
Noel case to clarify the scope of the doctrine.
The explanation of the Graff dictum is best understood by a review

of the background and development of the doctrine in America. There
are two sources of the error which became a stumbling block to the
smooth acceptance of cy pres in this country. The principal source lay
in the failure of the United States Supreme Court properly to discover
the origin of the power in the Court , of Chancery�and a collateral
source lay in the failure of lesser tribunals to understand the nature

of the judicial cy pres power.

The First Source of the Error�The Origin of the Power in Chancery
The cy pres doctrine, along with other rudiments of the law of chari

ties, is probably a derivative of Roman law.5 Definite traces of its

*No attempt has been made at an exhaustive treatment in this short note. The textbooks
written by Scott, Bogert, Story, et al., amply cover the field. Scholarly discussions will

be found in the Baptist and Girard cases mentioned infra, and the excellent Note, A
Revaluation of Cy Pres (1939) 49 Yale L. J. 303, is most rewarding.

*2 Bogert, Trusts and Trustees (1935) � 433.
a� U. S. App. D. C. � , 138 F. (2d) 581 (1943), cert, denied, 320 U. S. � (1944).
859 App. D. C. 64, 32 F. (2d) 960, 962 (1929), cert, denied, 280 TJ. S. 579 (1929).
42 Bogert, Trusts and Trustees (1935) � 433; C. J. S. Charities � 52 (b) n. 58; Note

(1939) 49 Yale L. J. 308.

63 Story, Equity Jurisprudence (14th ed. 1918) � 1518; Mormon Church v. United

States, 136 U. S. 1, 51 (1890).
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growth in Roman, French and Spanish civil law have been found.6 The
term cy pres, believed to come from the Norman-French "cy pres comme

possible", means "as near as may be" and refers to the power of a

court of equity to prevent the failure of a trust or use given for chari
table purposes by applying it to the intended purposes of the donor "as
near as may be" practical.7
In Noel v. Olds,8 for example, a fund left to Duke University to

establish an art museum and a sarcophagus containing the testator's
remains was not permitted to revert to the heirs at law when Duke
declined to accept. The testators' intent was construed as one to further
the cause of art in the South, and the court will give effect to it by
offering the fund to another university to be used for the same purposed
Before the court will exercise such power it must be shown that the

donor had (evinced) a general charitable intent although he gave the
property to a particular charitable purpose.10 "The construction of all
instruments where [charitable gifts] . . . are concerned is liberal in their
behalf".11 Generally, where the purpose of a gift is the relief of poverty,
the promotion of education and health, or the advancement of religion,
it will be deemed charitable.12 However, the history of the development
of charitable trusts indicates that the source of this generalization, the
Statute of Charitable Uses (also known as the Statute of Elizabeth),13
furnished the principal reason for the partial rejection of cy pres in
the United States. That Statute merely provided an additional means
for the enforcement of trusts established for the charitable purposes
enumerated in its preamble.14 The purposes specified were clearly not

"Mormon Church v. United States, 136 U. S. 1, SI (1890).
73 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 399.
8� U. S. App. D. C. �, 138 F. (2d) 581 (1943), cited supra note 2.

"Reference was made to prior wills, which had been revoked, to determine what other
universities may have been contemplated by the testator. Austin W. Scott, Harvard Law

Professor, argued the propriety of so doing, and the lack of a general charitable intent in

the probated will.

"Restatement, Trusts (1935) � 399.

"Ould v. Washington Hospital for Foundlings, 95 U. S. 303 (1877).
^For a more literary, but perhaps less legal generalization, see Horace Binney's suggestion

in his argument in the Girard case, quoted in Ould v. Washington Hospital, 95 U. S. 303,
311 (1877); terser, and obviously better, is Lord Macnaghten's opinion in Commissioners
for Special Purposes of Income Tax v. Pemsel [1891] A. C. 531, 583.

M43 Eliz., c. 4 (1601).
14The purposes were as follows: Relief of aged and impotent and poor people; main

tenance of sick and maimed soldiers and mariners; schools of learning; free schools;
scholars in universities; houses of correction; repair of bridges, ports, havens, causeways,

churches, seabanks and highways; education and preferment of orphans; marriages of
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intended to be exhaustive. However, since the English courts thereafter

frequently resorted to the list to test the charitable nature of an intended
trust even where the method of enforcing the trust antedated the stat

ute, it was later mistakenly concluded that all jurisdiction over charitable
trusts stemmed from the statute.15 The error was largely excusable be
cause of the paucity of information to be derived from the records of
the Court of Chancery prior to 1601. When, therefore, in 1819 the
United States Supreme Court decided the case of Trustees of Philadel
phia Baptist Association v. Hart's Executors16 it was forced to rely on

secondary sources and the unsupported dicta of the English Courts.17
In his opinion, Chief Justice Marshall concluded that courts of equity
had lacked inherent jurisdiction to enforce charitable trusts but had
been vested with such jurisdiction by virtue of the Statute of Elizabeth.
This decision, although later overruled, resulted in judicial acceptance

of the theory that equity courts lacked inherent jurisdiction over the
enforcement of charitable trusts. Accordingly, in jurisdictions such as

Maryland and Virginia where the Statute of Elizabeth was not in effect18
it was held that courts of equity had no jurisdiction whatever to enforce
charitable trusts and the attempted gifts were required to revert to the

estate of the donor where no other alternative had been specified by will.

The Second Source of the Error�Prerogative Versus Judicial

Cy Pres

A corollary reason for the partial rejection of cy pres in America lay
in the failure to distinguish between judicial cy pres and prerogative
cy pres. The distinction is obscured in an undocumented and compli
cated past.19
However, it can be accepted that since all equity jurisdiction is a

derivative of the king's prerogative power to insure justice to his sub-

poor maids; support and keep of tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and persons decayed; relief
or redemption of prisoners or captives; and aid or ease of any poor inhabitants con

cerning payment of fifteens, setting out of soldiers, and other taxes. 2 Perry, Trusts &
Trustees (7th ed. 1929) � 692.

trustees of the Philadelphia Baptist Association v. Hart's Executors, 4 Wheat. 1 (U. S.

1819).
�Ibid.
"Vidal v. Girard's Executors, 2 How. 127, 194 (U. S. 1844).
^Specifically repealed in Virginia in 1792, Ritter v. Couch, 71 W. Va. 221, 76 S. E.

428, 432 (1912). Not enumerated in the English statutes which were listed as being in
force in Maryland at the time of the Revolution. Howard, Charitable Trusts in Maryland
(1937) 1 Md. L. Rev. 105.

"3 Story, op. cit. supra note 5, � 1583 ; Scott, Trusts (1939) � 399.1.
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jects, jurisdiction over charities was originally in the king.20 Gradually
these powers were given to the chancellor and became the basis for the
so-called "inherent" jurisdiction of equity courts which included the
application of cy pres except in two instances;21 one, where a gift was
made to charity generally without naming specific objects or purposes,
and the other, where a gift was made to a purpose which, though chari
table in nature, was void as contrary to public policy, or because given
to an illegal or "superstitious" use.22 Although there were good reasons

why the crown should retain power over illegal gifts�since most of them
were given to religious orders opposed to the state religion�there was

no comparable reason for the retention of cy pres where gifts were to

charity generally. The reason which has been suggested is one of "struc
tural resemblance"; i.e., when a gift to a religious purpose was invali
dated there remained only the general charitable intent.23
Yet, although only part of the original jurisdiction was given to the ,

Court of Chancery, all of it was exercised by the Chancellor, who played
a dual role.24 Sitting in a ministerial capacity as "keeper of the king's >

conscience" he acted as a delegate to exercise the king's prerogative over

trusts given to charity generally or to illegal purposes. Sitting in his

judicial capacity he exercised jurisdiction over all other charitable trusts.

As this dual practice crystallized, the ascertainment of the donor's in
tent became more and more emphasized where judicial cy pres was

invoked. This, though considerations of private motive or public interest

may have originally been the stronger determinants.25
On the other hand the exercise of the prerogative power remained

unhampered by any such rule of construction.26 At times the power
was used arbitrarily, particularly in the extreme case of Da Costa v.

De Pas,21 so that not only was the donor's intent ignored but the gift
was applied to a purpose fn direct opposition to it.

"1 Story, op. cit. supra note 5, �� 38, 39; Note, A Revaluation of Cy Pres (1939) 49

Yale L. J. 303, from which the ensuing historical explanation has been drawn.

^Scott, Trusts (1939) � 399.1.

""However, Lord Eldon in Moggridge v. Thackwell, 7 Ves. 36, 32 Eng. Rep. IS (1863)
concluded that it was the interposition of the trustee which distinguished judicial from

prerogative cy pres, the former being applied to gifts which named trustees who were to

apply the funds to either general or particular charitable purposes, and the latter to those

which were given to charitable objects with no intermediate legal title holder.

""Note, A Revaluation of Cy Pres (1939) 49 Yale L. J. 303, 304.
M2 Perry, op. cit. supra note 14, � 718.

"Scott, Trusts (1939) � 399.1.

"Ibid.
"1 Amb. 228, 2 Swanst. 487 (1754) where a gift to establish "a Jesuba, or assembly for
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Such a drastic revision of the terms of a gift was unacceptable to

American jurists who failed to realize that such dealing was not a

necessary characteristic of prerogative cy pres and, being restricted to

prerogative by the Baptist case, rejected cy pres in its entirety.
Thus, wounded by the misunderstanding of the nature of prerogative

cy pres, and mortally hit by the Baptist decision, the doctrine in 1820
seemed likely to remain foreign to American jurisprudence.

The Error Corrected by the United States Supreme Court

In 1844, twenty-five years after the Baptist decision, during which
time notable opinions in state tribunals28 had seriously questioned the

validity of the Supreme Court's conclusion, the eminent Horace Binney
opposed Daniel Webster in a legal duel to uphold the will of Stephen
Girard. The case, Vidal v. Girard's Executors,29 provided Binney with
the opportunity of presenting to the court newly discovered historical
evidence published by the English Record Commission30 proving con

clusively that charitable trusts had been enforced by original bill in
Chancery prior to the enactment of the Statute of Charitable Uses.
But the damage had already been done. The twenty-five years fol

lowing the Baptist decision found Virginia, West Virginia,31 Maryland32
and the District of Columbia33 going astray. Indeed, so strongly was

the error imbedded in Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland that the
Girard case failed to correct it, and it required statutory enactments
to do so.34

The Development of the Doctrine in the District of Columbia
Thus geographically surrounded by jurisdictions which rejected the

use of the cy pres doctrine, its beginning in the District seemed inauspi-
reading the law, and instructing people" in the Jewish religion was applied to the support
of a Christian preacher in the Foundling Hospital instructing children in the Christian

religion.
^Magill v. Brown, 16 Fed. Cas. 408, No. 8,952 (E. D. Pa. 1833) ; Burr's Executors v.

Smith, 7 Vt. 241 (1835).
a2 How. 127 (U. S. 1844), cited supra note 17.

""Scott, Trusts (1939) � 348.2, "Calendars of the Proceedings in Chancery in the Reign
of Queen Elizabeth" published 1827 to 1832.

""Virginia and West Virginia followed the Baptist case in Gallego's Executors v. Attorney
General, 3 Leigh 450 (Va. 1832); Carpenter v. Miller, 3 W. Va. 174 (1869).
""Dashiell v. Attorney General, 5 Harris & J. 392 (Md. 1882), followed the Baptist case

as to the invalidity of charitable trusts, and Dumfries v. Abercrombie, 46 Md. 172 (1877),
held cy pres consequently inapplicable in Maryland.
""Barnes' Heirs v. Barnes, 2 Fed. Cas. 855, No. 1,014 (C. C. D. C. 1827).
wVa. Code (1942) � 587; Md. Ann Code (1939) Art. 16, � 279.
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cious. However, only three charitable trust cases35 arose in the juris
diction between the Baptist and Girard cases; one of the earliest cases
decided subsequently thereto36 carried forceful language to quell any
possible doubts concerning the conclusions of the Girard case; and a

series of cases,37 although without affirmative declaration, either implied

3B(1827) Barnes' Heirs v. Barnes, 2 Fed. Cas. 855, No. 1,014 (C. C. D. C). "The particu
lar doctrines of the English law in regard to charitable devises, are founded altogether
upon that statute." (Statute of Elizabeth.) Cited the Baptist case and decided the validity
of a charitable trust as if it were an ordinary legacy or trust.

(1829) Beatty v. Kurtz, 2 Pet. 566, 583 (U. S.). ". . . such leases [to an unincorpo
rated church] would be upheld [under the Statute of Elizabeth] although there were no

specific grantee or trustee." They "might at all times have been enforced . . . through
the intervention of the government as parens patriae, by its attorney general or other
law officer." This seems to be a confusion of the jurisdiction of chancery (under the

Statute) with that of the attorney general requesting the king to exercise his prerogative.
(1840) Newton v. Carbery, 18 Fed. Cas. 130, No. 10,190 (C. C. D. C). Legacies to

religious uses held void under the Maryland
'

bill of rights which was incorporated into
the laws of the District in 1801 and which prohibits such gifts without the consent of the

legislature. (Note the similarity to the "illegal" religious purposes which were within the

prerogative scope in England.) Another legacy, to an orphan home no longer in existence,
was held to fail because of the lack of a beneficiary�the intent of the testator being
deemed to aid a particular charity rather than charity generally.
""(l&H) Mr. Justice Swayne in Ould v. Washington Hospital for Foundlings, 95 U. S.

303 asserted: ". . . one cannot but feel surprised that the doubts thus indicated ever

existed." This was the first vigorous opinion which discussed enforcement of charitable

trusts with reference to the District of Columbia. Held, that although the Statute of Eliza

beth was never in force in the District, chancery's inherent jurisdiction included the power
to enforce charitable trusts. A gift of land in trust to be conveyed to the first association to

be incorporated by Congress to establish a foundling hospital was accordingly enforced.

^(1873) Coltman v. Moore, 8 D. C. 197. Held that the purpose of a will which di

rected trustees to establish a house of refuge for destitute reputable females was "too

vague" and not susceptible to the intervention of the court.

(1879) District of Columbia v. Washington Market Co., 10 D. C. 559, aff'd, 108 U. S.

243 (1883). Included a dictum to the effect that the beneficiaries of a gift to benefit

the poor of the city of Washington are so vague and indefinite as to be incapable of

ascertainment and the gift must therefore be voided.

(1897) Hopkins v. Grimshaw, 165 U. S. 342. Held that a conveyance of a plot of

ground for the sole use and benefit of a Society, for a burial ground and for no other

purpose whatever, although perhaps a charitable trust, did not indicate a general charitable
intent and was not within the cy pres power.

(1904) Colbert v. Speer, 24 App. D. C. 187, aff'd, 200 U. S. 130 (1906). Prevented

several bequests, for historical research and the maintenance of a scholarship fund, from

failing because of uncertainty of amounts and death or resignation of the named trustees.

(1905) Columbian University v. Taylor, 25 App. D. C. 124. Implied that equity would

have saved a trust, which provided for the free education of a man to prepare for ad-
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or assumed the existence of the doctrine or acted in accordance with it.

Then, in 1929, Graff v. Wallace38 was decided. The court enforced a

trust to establish a memorial fund for founding and maintaining a chari
table hospital, although the fund had to increase in value to reach the

requisite amount. The court decreed that the gift could not be applied
to any existing charitable hospital and added the aforementioned dictum
�clearly acknowledged as such:

"We deem it unnecessary, therefore, to consider the question for the reason

that the doctrine is not in force in this District, and for the further reason that
if it were in force it would have no application to this case." (Citations omitted.)

Thus were set adrift those doubts which Noel v. Olds39 has scuttled.
The Noel case proved that the cy pres referred to in the Graff case was

mission to the United States Naval Academy, had it been a general rather than a specific gift.
(1911) Smith v. Gardiner, 36 App. D. C. 485. Acted in accordance with cy pres power

by validating a gift to a named cardinal and archbishop for the use and benefit of the
Roman Catholic Church without mention of specific purposes. Cited Russell v. Allen, 107
U. S. 163 (1882), as authority that details of administration could be settled by trustees
under the superintendence of a court of chancery.

(1916) Dinwiddie v. Metzger, 45 App. D. C. 310. Land was left in trust to be donated
to charity and to be known as the Donn Memorial, with selection of the charity given
to the executors. Upon their failure to select, the court permitted the trust to fail and
the land to revert to the heirs at law, saying that the prerogative power of the king had
not been extended to the chancery courts in this country. (Later cited in the Graff dictum
in support thereof.) Note that this is the type of case where the grantor's general chari
table intent remains. Compare the cases cited infra, note 46.

(1922) Washington Loan & Trust Co. v. Hammond, 51 App. D. C. 260, 278 F. 569. Vali
dated a bequest to an old age home for deserving but indigent applicants to meet the

monetary requirements for admission. Held, not too vague and cited Russell v. AUen, supra.
(Compare this bequest with those in Coltman v. Moore and District of Columbia v.

Washington Market Co., supra.)
The Court, in the Noel case, cited the Colbert, Smith and Hammond cases, supra, and

the Sedgwick case, infra n. 38, in support thereof. The other cases cited in this footnote,
though not mentioned by the Court, involve similar fact situations.
"59 App. D. C. 64, 32 F. (2d) 960. Two other cases followed the Graff case and were

decided before Noel v. Olds:

(1933) Darcey v. O'Brien, 62 App. D. C. 151, 65 F. (2d) 599, which held that a fund
left for distribution to patients in Walter Reed Hospital according to the severity of
their ailments, although sufficient to give all patients only a very small gift, is valid and
can be administered at the discretion of the trustee.

(1942) Sedgwick v. National Savings & Trust Co., 76 U. S. App, D. C. 177, 130 F.
(2d) 440. Cited Darcey v. O'Brien, supra. ". . . if the founder describes the general
nature of a charitable trust, he may leave the details of its administration to be settled by
trustees under the superintendence of a court of chancery", following the doctrine of
Russell v. Allen, supra.
^See note 2 supra.
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prerogative and not judicial, and that the statement had resulted from
an agreement reached during oral argument that the prerogative cy
pres, as understood and applied in England, was not in force in the
District. In most emphatic terms the court, speaking through Mr. Justice
Miller, declared "That the doctrine of judicial cy pres is applicable in
the District has never been denied."

The Introduction of a New Dictum
In addition to putting the quietus to the dictum of the Graff case, the

United States Court of Appeals inserted one of its own in the Noel case
and forced the pendulum to the other extreme. The opinion includes the
following:

"As the District of Columbia is subject to plenary legislative control by
Congress, the United States, acting through Congress, occupies the position of
parens patriae. If Congress should so declare, therefore, prerogative as well as
judicial cy pres could be made operative in this jurisdiction.4� [Italics supplied.]
Analogies based upon decisions from States, which have rejected this power by
constitutional limitation, are inapplicable in the District of Columbia. But no

more is involved in the present case than application of the doctrine of judicial
cy pres." (Italics supplied.)

(In support of this position Romney [Mormon Church] v. United
States41 is cited. That case stands as principal authority for the theory
that the legislature has succeeded to the prerogative of the Crown.)42
It is submitted, however, that this expression impliedly and unneces

sarily limits the jurisdiction of the court in the exercise of its cy pres
function. At the very least, it introduces an unwarranted and complicat
ing factor; for, as previously indicated, the development and extension of

judicial cy pres was hampered by the concomitant prerogative cy pres,
and it is not to any degree certain where the one ends and the other

begins.43 The "historical approach to these cases was unfortunate, be
cause obscurity of origin precluded any accurate distinction between

prerogative and judicial cy pres, and the concededly conjectural distinc
tion maintained in England was of no importance there, yet of great
import in this country."44
"This, apparently, is a misuse of terminology. Where the power exists, it is exercised, not

enacted. It would require no declaration to bring the doctrine into operation if, as is

contended, prerogative cy pres is vested in the legislature.
"136 U. S. 1 (1890).
'"It has been contended that prerogative cy pres is neither applicable to American con

ditions nor does it have a constitutional basis. 3 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 399.1; Restate

ment, Trusts (193S) � 399, comment e.

a3 Story, op. cit. supra note 5, �� 1S23, 1S82.

"Note (1939) 49 Yale L. J. 303 , 308.
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Although the objection to the Noel dictum may be only academic
the stage seems set for future difficulties. For the court may feel itself
compelled to deny cy pres where, in England, a comparable gift might
be saved only by the application of prerogative cy pres. To circumscribe
what is admittedly an important adjunct to the court's power to deal
with charitable trusts and to permit such a result simply because of an
anachronistic semi-procedural rule which designated the capacity in
which the chancellor accepted jurisdiction, would be undesirable and
unwarranted.
There remains little, if any, reason for so doing. Since American

courts have had no difficulty in upholding trusts for the promotion of
any form of religion,45 the principal reason for the failure of the English
courts to encompass "illegal" trusts in their cy pres jurisdiction is here

lacking. The sole remaining type of trust over which prerogative cy
pres was exercised was one given to charity generally without the inter

position of a trustee. But the same reason why such a trust should have
been retained by the king {i.e., the structural resemblance to "illegal"
trusts which fail and where only the general intent remains) exists in
those gifts where property is left in trust for such charitable purposes
as the trustee may select and the trustee is unable or unwilling to make
a selection, or where left to the purposes of charity generally, e.g., "to
the poor", or "to charity". Yet, in the latter cases American courts
have enforced the gift,46 either by appointing a new trustee or by refer

ring it to a master to frame a scheme for administering the trust.47 In
some instances, this practice is akin to the exercise of the king's pre
rogative cy pres.
Thus, the last vestige of the distinction between prerogative and

judicial cy pres seems to have been dissipated wisely from the practice,
but not the language, of the courts.48

Conclusion

The District of Columbia courts in the past have lent their efforts to
the liberal enforcement and administration of charitable uses and

*3 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 371.
"2 Bogert, Trusts & Trustees (1935) � 434; 3 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 397; Minot v>

Baker, 147 Mass, 348, 17 N. E. 839 (1888) ; Attorney General v. Goodell, 180 Mass. 538, 62
N. E. 962 (1902) ; Matter of Grueby, 133 Misc. 248, 232 N. Y. Supp. 424 (1928) ; State
ex rel. Wardens of Poor of Beaufort County v. Gerard, 37 N. C. 210 (1842).
"3 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 397.1.
**2 Bogert, Trusts & Trustees (1935) � 434.
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trusts.49 Having reaffirmed "one of the most beneficent doctrines of
the law of trusts"50 (in the words of the Noel case), it is to be regretted
that it permitted an unnecessary and enervating surplusage apparently
to shackle, while intending to free, the cy pres doctrine. Future deci
sions would do well to recognize that cy pres is a device which should
be governed by considerations of public welfare rather than by his
torical distinctions and procedural symmetry of no current value. Use
of language which cleaves sharply from "the outmoded terminology of
the eighteenth century" would go far toward permitting the doctrine to
realize "its manifest potentialities for social benefit."51

S. WALTER SHINE

The cases discussed supra notes 35-38 indicate the growth of a strong liberalism in

the treatment of such gifts.
""Mr. Justice Story cautioned, in his treatise, that statutes should be enacted "with a

view to prevent undue influence and imposition upon pious and feeble minds in their
last moments, and to check an unfortunate propensity (which is sometimes found to

exist under a bigoted fanaticism), the desire to acquire fame as a religious devotee and

benefactor at the expense of all the natural claims of blood and parental duty." 3 Story,
op. cit. supra note 5, � 1589. The suggested precautions have been taken by many states.

3 Scott, Trusts (1939) � 362.4. The District of Columbia, for example, to prevent "un
due influence", voids gifts for religious purposes if made less than one calendar month

before the testator's death, D. C. Code (1940) tit. 19, � 202; and in recognition of the

�"natural claims" prevents complete disinheritance by giving a "right of election" to the

surviving spouse, D. C. Code (1940) tit. 18, � 211.

aNote (1939) 49 Yale L. J. 303, 323.



RECENT DECISIONS
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�-Action by State Election Board in Wrongfully

Refusing to Certify a Candidate for Nomination to a State Office, With
out More, Is Not Sufficient to Assert Deprivation of a Right Such as the
Fourteenth Amendment Protects Against State Action, and thus Does
Not State a Cause of Action Within the Jurisdiction of a Federal Court.

Petitioner, a Negro citizen of Illinois, was one of several candidates for the
office of Representative in the Illinois Assembly at the Republican primary
election, April 9, 1940. As a result of action taken pursuant to state statute,
two Republicans and one Democrat were to be nominated for the position,
and as three Representatives were to be elected from petitioner's district,
nomination was tantamount to election. The Canvassing Board of Cook Coun

ty, as required by statute, certified to the Secretary of State their tabulation
of votes, whereby petitioner and another were stated to have received the
second highest and highest vote respectively for the office on the Republican
ticket. Respondents, members of the State Primary Canvassing Board certified
as Republican nominee for the office the contestant, not petitioner, receiving
the highest number of votes; but notwithstanding the before mentioned law
ful agreement that two candidates were to be nominated, respondents certified

only the one contestant as Republican nominee. Petitioner brought suit in
the Federal District Court for Northern Illinois to recover damages for in

fringement of his civil rights in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment of
the United States Constitution. The complaint alleged that respondents "will
fully, maliciously and arbitrarily" failed and refused to file with the Secretary
of State a correct certificate showing that petitioner was one of the Republican
nominees, and that their action constituted "an unequal, unjust and oppressive
administration" of the laws of Illinois. The District Court's judgment dis

missing the complaint for want of jurisdiction was affirmed by the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and certiorari was granted by the

Supreme Court. Held, the mere unlawful administration by state officers of
a state statute, without any allegation of facts tending to show an intentional
or purposeful discrimination between persons or classes, does not (1) involve
a right protected by the Fourteenth Amendment, or (2) state a cause of
action within the jurisdiction of the federal district court. Snowden v. Hughes,
321 U. S. 1 (1944).
A long line of decisions in the Supreme Court have held that the rights

protected against state infringement by the "privileges and immunities" clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment are those rights which are incident to United
States citizenship and do not include those rights derived solely from the

relationship between the citizen and his state established by state law. Madden
v. Commonwealth of Kentucky, 309 U. S. 83 (1940) ; Hague v. Committee for
Industrial Organization, 307 U. S. 496 (1939); In re Slaughter House Cases,

435
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16 Wall. 36 (U. S. 1873). The right to become a candidate for state office,
like the right to vote for the election of state officers, is a right based solely
on the relationship between the citizen and his state established by state law.
Breedlove v. Suttles, 302 U. S. 277 (1937); Pope v. Williams, 193 U. S. 621

(1904); Minor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 162 (U. S. 187S).
Nor does the unlawful denial of the right to hold state office in itself take

one's property or liberty without due process of law. Taylor and Marshall v.
Beckham (No. 1), 178 U. S. 548 (1900).
More important is the question of whether or not the unlawful action of

the State Board denied to petitioner the equal protection of the laws, as

guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. There was no allegation that the
statute was in any way bad. It was the action of the Board which petitioner
Charged was an "unequal, unjust and oppressive administration of the laws"
of the state. "But not every denial of a right conferred by state law involves
a denial of equal protection of the laws", Snowden v. Hughes, supra, at 8.
Such action, to be a denial of equal protection, must contain an element of
intentional or purposeful discrimination.
In the famous Yick Wo v. Hopkins case, 118 U. S. 356 (1886), such dis

crimination was allowed to be shown, by extrinsic evidence of a design to

discriminate between persons or classes. In Gundling v. Chicago, 177 U. S.
183 (1900), the Court, citing the Yick Wo case, stated, "It was . . . held
that there was a clear and intentional discrimination made against" a certain

class, "which . . . was founded upon the difference of race, and was Wholly
arbitrary and unjust". The Court in the Gundling case refused to decjare a

statute bad when such a showing of a "clear and intentional" discrimination
was not present. Here in the Snowden case the majority held that there was

no allegation of facts tending to show that in refusing to certify petitioner
as a nominee, the Board was making any intentional or purposeful discrimi
nation between persons or classes. Indeed, petitioner disclaimed any conten

tion that class or racial discrimination was involved. The question is obvious,
what if he had? The inference seems clear that the allegation of such facts

would be sufficient to enable the federal court to take jurisdiction. In his dis

sent, Mr. Justice Douglas states his contention that the complaint was "ade

quate to raise the issue" of discrimination. From this we are led to the

inference that petitioner failed by reason of a mere inadequacy of pleading.
Yet Mr. Justice Frankfurter, in a concurring opinion, states, Snowden v.

Hughes, supra, at 14, "Unless I mistake the tenor of the Court's opinion, the
decision is broader than mere inadequacy of pleading."
The writer is of the opinion that there is more to the case than a mere

question of adequacy of pleadings. It would seem that the problem the Court

faced was this: In the words of Chief Justice Stone speaking for the majority,
supra at 11, "A construction of the equal protection clause which would find

a violation of a federal right in every departure by state officers from state

law is not to be favored." Nor could there be serious objection to the propo-
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sition, the writer contends, that one who claims a violation of a right secured
by state law, which violation by petitioner's own showing is unauthorized by
state law, should first seek his remedy in the courts of his state. Mr. Justice
Frankfurter in a concurring opinion, supra at 16, stated, "Our question is not

whether a remedy is available for such an illegality, but whether it is avail
able in the first instance in a federal court." But on what grounds should the

federal court refuse jurisdiction? The instant case places it on the grounds
of an absence of any showing of a discriminatory design.
The Circuit Court of Appeals, as well as Mr. Justice Frankfurter, would

place it on the ground that the unlawful act of the State Board, which dis

obeys the authentic command of the state, is not "state" action within the

meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. This contention is based on the doc
trine of Barney, v. City of New York, 193 U. S. 430 (1904). However, the
doctrine of that case has been severely weakened by subsequent decisions,
though never expressly overruled. Iowa-Des Moines Bank v. Bennett, 284 U. S.
239 (1931); Home Tel. and Tel. Co. v. Los Angeles, 227 U. S. 278 (1913);
Raymond v. Chicago Traction Co., 207 U. S. 20 (1907); cf. United States
v. Classic, 313 U. S. 299 (1941) ; see Isseks, Jurisdiction of the Lower Federal
Courts to Enjoin Unauthorized Action of State Officials (1927) 40 Harv. L.
Rev. 969. Because the Barney case has been so weakened, Chief Justice Stone

rejects its doctrine as a -basis for the decision in the Snowden case and chooses
to rest the decision on the more certain ground of a failure to assert a right
of a nature such as the Fourteenth Amendment protects against state action.
It is the writer's opinion that the choice is a wise one. Jurisdiction of federal

courts in the first instance in cases of this nature is not to be desired. The
doctrine of the Barney case, as a basis for refusing jurisdiction, is weak both
on authority and on reason. The act of the Board, unlawful though it be, was
done at least "under color" of law, and could not have been done at all had
not respondents been "clothed with the authority" of the state. Can it realistic
ally be said that this was not state action? However, though it be state action
such as the Fourteenth Amendment protects against, there must be more to

raise a federal question in the first instance. Snowden v. Hughes holds that
there must be a showing of intentional and purposeful discrimination.

ray e. baker

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Special Act of Congress Conferring Jurisdiction
upon Court of Claims to Rehear and Redetermine a Cause Formerly Ad

judicated in that Court Held Unconstitutional in Violation of the Sepa
ration of Powers Doctrine.

Plaintiff had entered into a contract with the Government for the construc

tion of a tunnel for the supply of water to the District of Columbia. Subse

quently, after having completed his work thereunder, he brought suit against
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the Government in the Court of Claims to recover damages to the extent of

$306,825.33 for an alleged breach of the contract's terms by the Government.
The court rendered a judgment in his favor for only $45,174.46. Pope v.

United States, 76 Ct. CI. 64 (1932). His dissatisfaction with the amount

awarded by the judgment resulted in several motions for a new trial and a

petition to the United States Supreme Court for certiorari, all of which were

unsuccessful. He then secured the passage by Congress of a special act, 56
Stat. 1122 (1942), which purported to bestow jurisdiction upon the Court
of Claims to rehear and redetermine his claims, and, as construed by that

court, to direct the course of the determination. He thereupon proceeded against
the United States to recover additional compensation notwithstanding the
former judgment. Held, Congress exceeds its constitutional powers when it
enacts to set aside a judgment of the Court of Claims and cannot validly
bestow jurisdiction upon that court for a new hearing before it of issues once

tried and adjudicated therein to a final judgment and direct the court's deter
mination of these issues in that hearing. Pope v. United States, 53 F. Supp.
570 (Ct. CI. 1944). , .,

Section 2 of the special act set forth that the "Court of Claims is hereby
directed to determine and render judgment at contract rates upon the claims
of the said Allen Pope ... for certain work performed for which he has not

been paid . . . ; namely, for the excavation and concrete work found by the

court to have been performed by the said Pope in complying with certain orders

of the contracting officer . . . ; and for the work of excavating materials which

caved in over the tunnel arch and for filling such caved-in spaces with dry
packing and grout, as directed by the contracting officer, the amount of dry
packing to be determined by the liquid method as described by the court and

based on the volume of grout actually used, and the amount of grout to be as

determined by the court's previous findings based on the number of bags of
cement used in the grout actually pumped into the dry packing." (Italics
added.)
The above language of the act was construed by the court as being "man

datory as to how the case must be decided if the court undertakes the juris
diction" purportedly conferred.
It has long been held that the Supreme Court, and such inferior courts

as are ordained and established from time to time by Congress in pursuance
of the authority of � 1 of Article III of the Constitution, are not subject to
interference by the legislature in the carrying out of their judicial processes.
In United States v. Klein, 13 Wall. 128 (U. S. 1871), the Court refused to

follow the dictates of a congressional enactment which had the effect of strip
ping from the Supreme Court its appellate jurisdiction in any case sent up

from the Court of Claims if certain facts were found in the case by the Supreme
Court. Chief Justice Chase, in delivering the opinion of the Court in that case,

at p. 147, said:
"... Congress has inadvertently passed the limit which separates the legis

lative from the judicial power.
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"It is of vital importance that these powers be kept distinct. The Constitution
provides that the judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one

Supreme Court and such inferior courts as the Congress shall from time to time
ordain and establish. The same instrument, in the last clause of the same article,
provides that in all cases other than those of original jurisdiction, 'the Supreme
Court shall have appellate jurisdiction both as to law and fact, with such
exceptions and under such regulations as the Congress shall make.'
"Congress has already provided that the Supreme Court shall have jurisdic

tion of the judgments of the Court of Claims on appeal. Can it prescribe a rule
in conformity with which the court must deny to itself the jurisdiction thus
conferred, because and only because its decision, in accordance with settled law,
must be adverse to the government and favorable to the suitor? This question
seems to us to answer itself."

�

Chief Justice Taney, in Gordon v. United States, 117 U. S. 697, 699 (1864),
said: "... The Supreme Court does not owe its existence or its powers to

the Legislative Department of the government. It is created by the Constitu

tion,- and represents one of the three great divisions of power in the Govern
ment of the United States, to each of which the Constitution has assigned its

appropriate duties and powers, and made each independent of the other in

performing its appropriate functions. The power conferred on this court is

exclusively judicial, and it cannot be required or authorized to exercise any
other." In support of this holding are the cases, Keller v. Potomac Electric
Power Co., 261 U. S. 428 (1923); Muskrat v. United States, 219 U. S. 346
(1911); see United States v. O'Grady, 22 Wall. 641, 647 (U. S. 1874).
Article III of the Constitution is not the sole source of authority for con

gressional creation of courts for, in pursuance of powers granted under other

articles, Congress may "create inferior courts and clothe them with functions
deemed essential or helpful in carrying those powers into execution. . . . Those
established under the specific power given in section 2 of Article III are called
constitutional courts. ... On the other hand, those created by Congress in the
exertion of other powers are called legislative courts. Their functions always
are directed to the execution of one or more of such powers and are prescribed
by Congress independently of section 2 of Article III; . . ." Ex parte Bakelite

Corp., 279 U. S. 438, 449 (1929).
The Court of Claims was created by the Act of February 24, 1855, c. 122,

10 Stat. 612 (1855), pursuant to � 8 of Article I of the Constitution wherein
it is stated: "The Congress shall have Power ... to pay the Debts ... of
the United States". It was thereby originally intended solely as a legislative
arm designed to advise Congress as to the debts of the United States which
were owing. Subsequently, by the Act of March 3, 1863, c. 92, 12 Stat. 765

(1863), Congress authorized the Court of Claims to render judgments final
in nature from which appeals would lie to the Supreme Court. However, be
cause � 14 of the Act provided that no payment was to be made out of the

Treasury upon any determined claim until "after an appropriation therefor
shall be estimated for by the Secretary of the Treasury", the Supreme Court
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in Gordon v. United States, supra, refused to allow such an appeal. Imme
diately following this decision, Congress by the Act of March 17, 1866, c. 19,
14 Stat: 9 (1866), 28 U. S. C. � 241 et seq. (1940), repealed � 14 of the
1863 Act, and since that time it has been consistently held that the Supreme
Court may review decisions of the Court of Claims. United States v. Jones,
119 U. S. 477, 478, 479 (1886); In re Sanborn, 148 U. S. 222, 225 (1893);
Luckenbach S. S. Co. v. United States, 272 U. S. 533 (1926).
Therefore, we see that the Court of Claims is a legislative court and not

a constitutional court; that it derives its entire jurisdiction from congressional
enactments in pursuance of grants of power under Article I of the Constitu
tion ; that it has been given jurisdiction over controversies which are susceptible
of judicial cognizance; and that, in entertaining and deciding these contro

versies, it exercises judicial power. Williams v. United States, 289 U. S. 553
(1933).
"Judicial power ... is the power of a court to decide and pronounce a

judgment and carry it into effect between persons and parties who bring a case

before it for decision." Miller, Lectures on the Constitution of the

United States (1893) 314. Or, as stated in United States v. 0'Grady, supra
at 647: "Judicial jurisdiction implies the power to hear and determine a

cause. . . ."
The fact that a court may be invested by Congress with jurisdiction to render

advisory opinions in certain cases does not, by reason thereof, deprive that
court of judicial power in other cases, nor does its source of power prevent its
judgments, where jurisdictional acts confer power, from being final. Pocono
Pines Assembly Hotels Co. v. United States, 73 Ct. CI. 447 (1932).
The salient and general question now presented is: "Does judicial power,

such as possessed by the Court of Claims, not derived from �� 1 and 2 of
Article III of the Constitution, differ sufficiently from that brand of judicial
power which is derived therefrom that a legislature may interfere with its

application to such an extent as was intended by the special act of the instant
case?"
An answer to the question, as far as generally concerns the class of courts

not deriving their judicial power from Article III of the Constitution, is
offered in Stephens v. Cherokee Nation, 174 U. S. 445, 478 (1899), where the
Court in its opinion states: "And while it is undoubtedly true that legisla
tures cannot set aside the judgments of courts, compel them to grant new

trials, order the discharge of offenders, or direct what steps shall be taken in

the progress of a judicial inquiry, the grant of a new remedy by way of
review has often been sustained under particular circumstances. Colder v. Bull,
3 Dallas 386; Sampeyreac v. United States, 7 Pet. 222; Freeborn v. Smith,
2 Wall. 160; Garrison v. New York, 21 Wall. 196; Freeland v. Williams, 131
U. S. 405; Essex Public Board v. Skinkle, 140 U. S. 334."
With more particular regard to the Court of Claims it has been held: (1)

that, where the Court of Claims was directed by a private act to adjudicate
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a claim "according to law" and "report the same to Congress", the court

had jurisdiction to render a final judgment under the act, which must be

reported to Congress as other judgments of the court under the general law,
such reports having the intent and effect only of informing Congress of the

public debts found to be due�United States v. Irwin, 127 U. S. 125 (1888);
(2) that, when the record of a case adjudicated goes up to Congress, the Court
of Claims loses jurisdiction and Congress alone, as representing the defend

ants, can consent to a second trial, or waive the technical defenses�Rymar-
kiewicz v. United States, 42 Ct. CI. 1 (1906)�but that where there is no

contention that the .findings in a case were based upon false testimony, the
case cannot be reconsidered, though referred back by one of the Houses of

Congress�Davison v. United States, 43 Ct. CI. 308 (1908) ; (3) that a special'
act of Congress conferring jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to determine
a claim of the Cherokee Nation against the United States for interest on funds

arising from a former judgment, waived the effect of the former judgment as

res judicata, and authorized re-examination�Cherokee Nation v. United States,
270 U. S. 476 (1926); (4) that Congress may waive defenses it may have
had to a case adjudicated by the Court of Claims and enlarge a plaintiff's
rights by conferring special jurisdiction on such court which it did not possess
when the case was originally decided�Pocono Pines Assembly Hotels Co. v.

United States, supra; (5) that Congress may withdraw cases from the juris
diction of the Court of Claims, or prescribe the terms and conditions upon
which actions may be brought, but cannot prescribe to it a rule of decision,
or interfere with the proper exercise of its judicial functions�Witkowski v.
United States, 7 Ct. CI. 393 (1871); (6) that the judgment of the Court of

Claims, from which no appeal has been taken, is just as conclusive under

existing laws as the judgment of the Supreme Court, until it is set aside on

a motion for new trial by that court as provided by law�United States
v. O'Grady, supra.
The court, in the Pope case, after reciting testimony and evidence from its

earlier decision to show that at least one of plaintiff's claims, for $80,000,00,
had no basis whatsoever, states that it "should not be directed to indorse that
kind of a judgment, arrived at by members of another branch of the Govern
ment. Each branch of the Government will, inevitably, make mistakes, but
each should take, and keep, the responsibility for the mistakes it makes."

(Italics added.)
The position of the Court of Claims, viewed in the light of this decision, is

of a somewhat peculiar character, the circumstances of its birth considered.
It is certainly such a position as would render not amiss a legislative re

definition, or a higher tribunal's conclusive interpretation, of the court's status.

JOHN t. elfvtn
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�The Accused Can Be Barred from Challenging
the Constitutionality of an Administrative Regulation for the Violation of
Which He Is Being Criminally Prosecuted.

The accused were convicted in separate trials in the District Court for the
District of Massachusetts under indictments charging sales of wholesale cuts
of beef at prices above the maximum prices established by Revised Maximum
Price Regulation No. 169, 7 Fed. Reg. 10381 et seq. (1942). The convic

tions, involving fines and imprisonment, were affirmed by the Circuit Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit, and certiorari was granted by the Supreme
Court of the United States. The accused were indicted some seventy-odd
days after the issuance of the price regulation. According to the Emergency
Price Control Act of 1942, 56 Stat. 23, 50 U. S. C. App. � 901 et seq. (Supp.
1943), the prescribed procedure for contesting the constitutionality of the

price regulations is essentially as follows: (a) within sixty days after the
issuance of the regulation, an aggrieved party may file a protest with the Ad
ministrator (b) failing to receive satisfaction from the Administrator, in the

form, for instance, of a revised price regulation, the aggrieved party may then

file a complaint in the Emergency Court of Appeals (c) finally, the Supreme
Court of the United States may grant certiorari to review the case. The

Emergency Court of Appeals in the first instance, and the Supreme Court on

certiorari, are given exclusive jurisdiction to pass on the constitutionality of
the regulations. At the time of the indictment of the accused, the sixty-day
period allowed by the statute for the filing of a protest to the regulation al

ready had run�the accused having failed during that period to object to the

regulation. During the criminal trial, the District Court excluded evidence

allegedly demonstrating the invalidity of the price regulation�i.e., that the

Administrator failed to allow the trade a margin for processing, and that

therefore the regulation was arbitrary, capricious, and not in conformity with
the statute. Thus, the regulation allegedly deprived the accused of liberty and

property without the due process of law guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment.

Held, Congress can, constitutionally, bar all but certain courts, even those try
ing criminal cases, from considering constitutional objections to particular ad

ministrative regulations. Yakus v. United States, Rottenberg v. United States,
64 Sup. Ct. ,660 (1944).
Other highly interesting aspects of the case, not considered here, pertain to:

(1) the alleged unlawful delegation of legislative power to the Administrator,
(2) the alleged lack of procedural due process because of: (a) the "loading
of the record" against the protestant of a price regulation, (b) the brevity
of the sixty-day period for filing protests to the regulations, (c) the inability
of all but the prescribed courts to enjoin a regulation while its constitutionality
is being tested. The majority opinion found that legislative power was properly
delegated to the Administrator and that the procedure, on its face, conformed
to the requirements of due process. Furthermore, the petitioners could not
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allege possible denial of due process in the specific working of the procedure
since they had failed to follow the prescribed procedure.
The warmly contested provision of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942,

supra�specifically � 204 (d)�in part, reads: "The Emergency Court of Ap
peals, and the Supreme Court upon review of judgments and orders of the

Emergency Court of Appeals, shall have exclusive jurisdiction to determine
the validity of any regulation or order issued under section 2. . . . Except as

provided in this section, no court, Federal, State, or Territorial, shall have

jurisdiction or power to consider the validity of any such regulation, order, or
price schedule. . . ."

Barring the criminal courts from considering the validity of the price regu
lations and the establishment of a single procedure for the review of the regu
lations represent an ". . . exercise of the constitutional power of Congress to

prescribe the jurisdiction of inferior federal courts, and the jurisdiction of all
state courts to determine federal questions". Yakus v. United States, supra
at 669. See also id. at 676. (U. S. Const. Art. Ill, � 1). The setting up by
Congress of this exclusive mode of review of the validity of regulations was

deemed by the majority to relate only to the jurisdiction of the courts in
volved. The majority did not consider that this limitation on the authority
of the criminal courts might be a legislative infringement of the power of the

judiciary. Congress, then, can constitutionally confer upon criminal courts

jurisdiction over violations of price regulations and, at the same time, limit
their "jurisdiction" by barring them from considering the. possible invalidity
of the regulations. The majority felt that so long as some method of review of
the constitutionality of the administrative regulations was made available
within the federal judicial system, the requirements of procedural due process
were met, provided a reasonable opportunity was given to be heard and to

present evidence. Wadley Southern Ry. v. Georgia, 235 U. S. 651, 667, 669

(1915); Bradley v. City of Richmond, 227 U. S. 477 (1913). As the point
was not at issue, the Court reserved its opinion on whether the criminal court
could consider a constitutional objection to a. regulation void on its face.
The Court felt that the split procedural pattern conformed to the require

ments of due process. In the eyes of the Court, the probable irreparable
damage to the united war effort resulting from sporadic, faulty, halting price
control attempts justified Congress in setting up the summary procedure in
volving criminal prosecutions for violation of regulations in one tribunal, and
civil actions regarding the constitutionality of the regulation in another. It
was clear to the majority that this divided procedure makes for greater
efficiency in the prosecution of violations of the regulations�thereby com

pelling greater respect and observance for them. The regular pre-war pro
cedural methods, permitting all the district and circuit courts (besides the
state courts in which actions might be initiated) to pass on the constitutionality
of the regulations, would result in drawn-out litigation and halting, spotty
enforcement of price regulations. The problem of price control is difficult
enough, without hampering the Administrator with a pre-war procedure.
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Emphasis was placed by the Court on the fact that the accused failed to
take advantage of the prescribed exclusive mode of reviewing the constitution

ality of the regulation�i.e., by filing a protest with the Administrator within
the sixty-day period, and, failing satisfaction, by following up with the filing
of a complaint with the Emergency Court of Appeals. Here the Court tends
towards the "exhaustion of remedies doctrine"�i.e., the contentions of the

petitioners are not cognizable by the Court because they were not originally
properly presented for initial consideration to the administrative agency in
volved. Meyers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U. S. 41 (1938);
Inghram v. Union Stock Yards Co., 64 F. (2d) 390 (C. C. A. 8th, 1933) ;
McAllister, Statutory Roads to Review of Federal Administrative Orders (1940)
28 Calif. L. Rev. 129; Berger, Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies (1939)
48 Yale L. J. 981; Note (1935) 35 Col. L. Rev. 230. The majority felt
that Congress could require prior, original resort (via the administrative pro
test mechanism) before a court could review the validity of the administrative

regulation. Anniston Mfg. Co. v. Davis, 301 U. S. 337, 356 (1937); First
National Bank v. Weld County, 264 U. S. 450 (1924); Wadley Southern Ry.
v. Georgia, supra- at 669 ; Bradley v. City of Richmond, supra.
The validity of the rates of the Interstate Commerce Commission can be

attacked in court only after initial consideration by the Commission. Armour

Packing Co. v. United States, 209 U. S. 56 (1908). Also, "No procedural
principle is more familiar to this Court than that a constitutional right may
be forfeited in criminal as well as civil cases by the failure to make timely
assertion of the right before a tribunal having jurisdiction to determine it."
Yakus v. United States, supra at 677. Accord, Whitney v. California, 274 U. S.

357 (1927); Barbour v. Georgia, 249 U. S. 454 (1919); O'Neil v. Vermont,
144 U. S. 323 (1892) ; cf. Natural Gas Pipeline Co. v. Slattery, 302 U. S. 300

(1937); United States v. Corrick, 298 U. S. 435 (1936); White v. Johnson,
282 U. S. 367 (1931). Consequently, in a criminal prosecution, a court may

disregard the objections of the accused (even constitutional objections) if the

accused failed to take advantage of an available administrative remedy. For

instance, a violator of a Selective Service draft board order may not challenge
the order's validity, since he has failed to follow the administrative remedies

provided by the Selective Service Act. Falbo v. United States, 320 U. S. 549

(1944); Bowles v. United States, 319 U. S. 33 (1943). The majority con

cluded, then, that the accused, prosecuted criminally for the violation of an

administrative regulation, may be foreclosed from attacking the validity of the

regulation (the violation of which is the basis of the indictment) if he has not

followed the prescribed mode of administrative and judicial review.
The dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Rutledge (in which Mr. Justice

Murphy concurred) states: "The crux of this case comes ... in the question
whether Congress can confer jurisdiction upon federal and state courts in the

enforcement proceedings, more particularly the criminal suit, and at the same

time deny them 'jurisdiction or power to consider the validity' of the regu-
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lations for which enforcement is thus sought." Yakus v. United States, supra
at 687 (dissenting opinion).
This flat prohibition on the criminal courts, which fails to distinguish be

tween invalidity apparent on the face of the regulation and invalidity demon
strable by proof of facts, the minority feared, might result in the occasional
enforcement of invalid regulations. The restriction would thus be, in effect,
a legislative mandate invading the power of the judiciary�in violation of
the doctrine of separation of powers. The restriction on the criminal courts

was not considered an exercise of the power of Congress to prescribe the juris
diction of inferior federal courts and the jurisdiction of state courts to decide
federal questions. Since Congress cannot take from the courts the power to

consider the constitutionality of the statute, and since Congress cannot compel
the courts to enforce regulations void on their face, the minority concluded
that Congress lacks the constitutional power to bar criminal courts from con

sidering constitutional objections to regulations not invalid on their face. An
administrative regulation should be as much subject to judicial scrutiny as

the statute itself, since mainly by way of regulations does a statute have its

impact upon the public. Congress, in brief, cannot "so strip the criminal forum
of its power and of its duty to abide the law of the land." Yakus v. United

States, supra at 695 (dissenting opinion).
According to the minority viewpoint, the accused is deprived of his right to

a fair, full, criminal trial in which all the issues are considered. The split
procedure, chopped up and piecemeal, is contrary to the type of criminal trial
guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment. A main element in the criminal trial�-

i.e., whether the regulation (for the violation of which the accused is prose
cuted) is valid or not�is relegated to a different forum. Commonwealth v.

Antkes, 5 Gray 185, 188 (Mass. 1857). The accused is guaranteed in the
Sixth Amendment "In all criminal prosecutions . . . the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and District wherein the
crime shall have been committed. . . ." The procedure of prohibiting a crimi
nal court from considering the possible invalidity of a regulation�a critical
issue in determining whether or not a crime has been committed, and whether
or not the indictment should stand�does not protect the accused as the Sixth
Amendment contemplates.
Also, so abbreviated and summary a procedure conflicts with the due process

requirements of the Fifth Amendment. The risks of such a procedure are

too great�e.g., the possibility of foreclosing to the accused the right to chal

lenge the constitutionality of the regulation and the possibility that the
accused might be punished, for violating an invalid regulation even though he
was vigorously following the prescribed mode of administrative and judicial
review�to conform to the requirements of due process of the Fifth Amendment.
The power of Congress to impose such a limitation on the criminal courts

apparently falls within the war powers of Congress. The majority opinion
suggests that so summary a procedure might not be held valid in less troubled
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times. For example, it states that "... when justified by compelling public
interest the legislature may authorize summary action subject to later judicial
review of its validity" (italics supplied). Yakus v. United States, supra at 676.
Accord, Phillips v. Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589 (1931); Block v. Hirsch,
256 U. S. 135 (1921); Adams v. Milwaukee, 228 U. S. 572 (1913); Jacobson
v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11 (1905). As a strictly emergency measure, such
a procedure has its merits. The outstanding importance of price control in
the war effort and the increased effectiveness imparted to administrative at

tempts at price control by summary procedure cannot be doubted.
The procedure imposed by Congress could perhaps better be considered (in

line with the majority opinion) as an exercise of its power to prescribe the
jurisdiction of inferior federal courts and the jurisdiction of state courts to
determine federal issues, than as a legislative invasion of the powers of the

judiciary. Congress clearly has the power to prohibit any but specified courts
from issuing injunctions in certain types of cases. Lockerty v. Phillips, 319
U. S. 182 (1943). Also, Congress in the Norris-LaGuardia Act, 47 Stat. 70

(1932), 29 U. S. C. �� 101-15 (1940), restricted the issuance of injunctions
in labor disputes. If Congress has this power, it would also appear to be com

petent, constitutionally, to bar certain courts from .considering the constitu

tionality of administrative regulations. If the former prohibition is not a

congressional invasion of the judiciary's power, neither is the latter. The

requirements of procedural due process would seem to be met if Congress
provides an available means of challenging the constitutionality of the regu
lation. No one has a vested interest in any particular type of procedure�it
is sufficient from the viewpoint of procedural due process if there is available
a sufficient opportunity to be heard and to present evidence.
In the interest of efficiency and good order, original resort to the adminis

trative agency should be a prerequisite to being heard by the courts. In a

period of war-time emergency, the accused in a criminal trial should be fore
closed from certain defenses�via the "exhaustion of remedies doctrine"�if
he has failed to follow the authorized mode of administrative and judicial
review.
The minority holding is significant in that it highlights the inconsistency of

permitting every court to consider the matters of the constitutionality of the

statute, and regulations void on their face, and yet barring all courts but
the Emergency Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court from considering the

possible invalidity of regulations not bad on their face. That there is danger
in the universal application of this split procedure, is granted. However, if
confined to strictly emergency situations, this abbreviated procedure would
seem to be justified.

EDWIN R. FISCHER
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE�(I) Formal Order Signed by Judge Subsequently
to Docket Entry of Court Clerk Fixes the Time from Which the 30-day
Period for Criminal Appeal Runs. (II) Revocation of a Price Control
Regulation Does Not Prevent Indictment and Conviction for Violations
of Its Provisions While It Was in Force.

Appellees, defendants below, violated Maximum Price Regulation No. 169,
7 Fed. Reg. '4653, et seq. (1942), as amended, which was issued by the Office
of Price Administration pursuant to the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942,
56 Stat. 23 (1942), 50 U. S. C. App., � 901, et seq. (Supp. 1943). This regu
lation was revoked by the Price Administrator, effective December 16, 1942,
7 Fed. Reg. 10381 (1942), five days prior to the return of the indictment.
Upon motion by the defendants, the indictment was quashed by the District
Court for the District of Massachusetts in an opinion rendered on March 5,
1943, on the ground that since the indictment was returned subsequently to
the revocation of the regulation, defendants could not be held to answer the

charge. A docket entry was made under date March 5 to the following effect:
"Sweeney, J. Opinion�Motion to quash granted." Between March 25 and 29
the court clerk changed the entry by one reading "Sweeney, J. Indictment
quashed," and giving March 5 as date when the action was taken. Upon re

quest of the United States Attorney, Judge Sweeney, on March 3 1 , signed a

formal order quashing the indictment, the corresponding entry appearing on

the docket as of that date. On April 30, Judge Sweeney allowed a petition for

appeal to the Supreme Court. Appellees moved to dismiss the appeal, claim
ing that, under the Criminal Appeals Act, 34 Stat. 1246 (1907), 18 U. S. C.

� 682 (1940), appeal was not taken "within thirty days after decision or judg
ment" had been rendered. Held, appeal was seasonably taken since the formal
order signed by the judge is in fact and in law the pronouncement of the court's

judgment and fixes the date from which time for appeal runs, and also that
the revocation of a regulation does not prevent indictment and conviction for
its violation while in force. United States v. Hark et al., 64 Sup. Ct. 359

(1944).
The question is then, what constitutes a "decision" or "judgment" within

the meaning of the Criminal Appeals Act? In Ex parte Tiffany, 252 U. S. 32

(1920), the court held that the words "decision" or "judgment" as used in
the Act are not intended to describe two different judicial acts, but a single act

described in alternative words. The wording of the Act itself does not provide
a clear answer as to their meaning; there is no clause similar to Rule 58 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which fixes precisely the time from
which the period for appeal commences to run. The lack of similar federal
rules for criminal procedure does not permit the laying down of a hard and
fast rule as to what constitutes a "decision" or "judgment" for purposes of
criminal appeals in federal courts since these courts, in the absence of federal
rules to the contrary, determine their own practice, and may or may not fol
low local state practice in instances such as the present. The second prelimi-
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nary draft (February, 1944) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
provides that "appeal by the government may be taken within 30 days after
entry of the judgment or order appealed from," Rule 39 (a) (2), and that
"the judgment shall be signed by the judge and entered by the clerk," Rule
34 (b) ; thus, if these two rules are approved as they appear in the draft,
the docket entry of the signed judgment will fix the time from which the period
for appeal begins to run.

A letter from the deputy clerk was introduced by appellees in an effort to
show that in Massachusetts an entry on the docket has always been considered
as entry of judgment and that written orders were never required. But the
court, in rendering its decision in favor of appellants, acted on the strength
of five criminal appeals previously brought to that court from the district
court, all of which contained formal orders signed by the presiding judge, and
ruled that in cases where there are both a formal judgment signed by the

judge and a statement in the opinion or a previous docket entry, the formal
order will be considered prima facie the "decision" or "judgment," United
States v. Midstate Horticultural Co., 306 U. S. 161 (1939); United States v.

Resnick, 299 U. S. 207 (1936); and in the absence of anything in the record

leading to a contrary conclusion, it must be accepted as such.
From the evidence introduced by both parties and from the wording of the

opinion it might be concluded that the decision arrived at by the Court was
in large part due to the weakness of the evidence brought in by the appellees
to prove the practice followed in Massachusetts. The Court had to weigh the
formal signed order of the judge against the single opinion of a ministerial
officer of the court, giving them no alternative but that of placing the pre
dominant weight in the former, but in so doing they inferred that stronger
proof in the record showing a definite state practice to the contrary (such as

seems to be the case in Massachusetts) would not necessarily result in the
same holding.
In deciding the issue under controversy below, the Court reversed the holding

of the District Court by holding that the violation of a regulation, issued

pursuant to an existing statute, does not prevent indictment and conviction
after revocation of the regulation.
Under the common law rule the repeal of a statute ends the power to prose

cute for prior violations, but this rule does not apply to regulations since the

revocation of a regulation in no way repeals any part of the statute. Although
the violation of the particular regulation puts into play the statutory penalties,
the creation of the offence and the power to prosecute arise from the statute

and not from the regulation. United States v. Tynen, 11 Wall. 88 (U. S. 1870) ;
Yeaton v. United States, 5 Cranch 281 (U. S. 1809) ; Vincenti v. United. States,
272 Fed. 114 (C. C. A. 4th, 1921). See also Levitt, Repeal of Penal Statutes
and Effect on Pending Prosecutions (1923) 9 A. B. A. J. 715.
The common law rule was changed in part by an Act of Congress, 16 Stat.

432 (1871), 1 U. S. C. � 29 (1940), which provided that:
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"The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish
any penalty, forfeiture or liability- incurred under such statutes, unless the re

pealing Act shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall be treated as still
remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or prosecu
tion for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture, or liability."

The statute was silent as to temporary statutes, which, as a general rule,
cease to have effect by expiration of their term rather than by repeal. No

provision was made for prosecutions, after their lapse, for violations committed
against them while they were in force. This defect has now been corrected by
an Act of Congress, Pub. L. No. 261, 78th Cong., 2d Sess. (Mar. 22, 1944)
c. 123, which amends the Act of 1871 by adding the following provision:

"The expiration of a temporary statute shall not have the effect to release
or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute,
unless the temporary statute shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall
be treated as still remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper
action or prosecution for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture, or liability."

This Act makes possible indictment and conviction after the expiration of
a temporary statute, unless the temporary statute itself provides differently.
Violations of temporary statutes enacted prior to March 22, 1944, and still in
force at that date, are prosecutable after their lapse, unless amended to make

prosecution impossible after their expiration, or where the legislative history of
the statute clearly indicates that, had the Act of March 22 existed, it would
have been excluded.

GUIDO DE ROSSI D.

EQUITY�Injunctive Relief Under Section 205 (a) of the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942 Is Discretionary rather than Mandatory.

This is a suit in equity, brought by the Administrator of the Office of Price

Administration, to enjoin the Hecht Co., a large department store, from fur
ther violations of maximum price regulations. The District Court for the
District of Columbia, exercising its judicial discretion, refused to grant the

injunction and dismissed the complaint, 49 F. Supp. 528 (1943). The Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed this decision, 137 F. (2d)
689 (U. S. App. D. C. 1943), holding that � 205 (a) of the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942, 56 Stat. 33 (1942), 50 U. S. C. App. � 925 (Supp. 1943),
removes all discretion from the District Court. Certiorari was granted by the

Supreme Court. Held, injunctive relief under the statutory provision here
involved is discretionary rather than mandatory. Hecht Co. v. Bowles, Price
Administrator, 64 Sup. Ct. 587 (1944).
The Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, 56 Stat. 23 (1942), 50 U. S. C.

App. � 901 et seq. (Supp. 1943), is designed to check excessive price rises

and inflationary tendencies. In order to effectuate this design, Congress has,
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in � 2 of the Act, empowered the Administrator to issue specific regulations
establishing maximum prices for a great variety of commodities. Section 4 (a)
of the Act makes it unlawful to sell or deliver any commodity in violation of

specified orders or regulations of the Administrator. The regulations as to
maximum prices, 7 Fed. Reg. 3153 (1942), admittedly violated by the
Hecht Co., were properly issued by the Administrator, pursuant to � 2 of the
Act, and violations thereof are therefore made unlawful by � 4 (a).
The Administrator requested this injunction, relying on � 205 (a) of the

Act, which provides: "Whenever in the judgment of the Administrator any
person has engaged or is about to engage in any acts or practices which con

stitute or will constitute a violation of any provision of section 4 of this Act, he
may make application to the appropriate court for an order enjoining such acts

or practices, or for an order enforcing compliance with such provision, and upon
a showing by the Administrator that such person has engaged or is about to

engage in any such acts or practices a permanent or temporary injunction,
restraining order, or other order shall be granted without bond'' (Italics
supplied.)
The issue before the Supreme Court is whether this statutory provision, by

its mandatory tone, takes from federal equity courts their traditional discre
tion in equitable controversies. In considering this issue, the Court points out

that the language of the provision itself allows the exercise of a measure of
discretion. The requirement that a "permanent or temporary injunction, re

straining order, or other order" be granted, leaves the court four alternatives.
It may grant any of these expressly allowable orders that it chooses. The type
of order which will finally be granted is left to the sound judgment of the

court. This exercise of judicial discretion is permissible by the strictest con

struction of the statutory language. The wishes of the Administrator will not

necessarily govern. The court may, if it deems such a course more appropriate,
grant some order other than the one requested.
The mandatory character of the words "shall be granted" would seem to be

indisputable. However, many state courts have construed "shall"' to be equiva
lent to "may" when "shall" appeared as part of a legislative direction to the

court. Becker v. Lebanon, Etc., St. Ry., 188 Pa. 484, 41 Atl. 612 (1898);
Clancy v. McElroy, 30 Wash. 567, 70 Pac. 1095 (1902). Two courts reached

the same conclusion where the legislative direction was in terms of "must"

rather than "shall". State v. District Court, 106 Mont. 272, 76 P. (2d) 634

(1938); Matter of Rutledge, 162 N. Y. 31, 56 N. E. 511 (1900).
This interpretation is reinforced by two leading treatises on statutory con

struction, one of which states: "A statute directing judicial action, although it
may be expressed in peremptory terms, will be construed as permissive or

directory only, where constitutional principles of separation of powers require
a free and unrestrained exercise of judicial discretion." 3 Sutherland,
Statutory Construction (3d ed. 1943) � 5810, "and cases cited therein.

Again to the same effect we read: "In other words, so far as any matter in-
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volving the exercise of judicial judgment or discretion is concerned, mandatory
words or language will usually be regarded as merely directory." (Italics sup
plied.) Crawford, Statutory Construction (1940) � 267.
A survey of the legislative history of the measure substantiates this view.

The Senate Report on this part of the Act seems to indicate that it is intended
as a grant of jurisdiction to the courts and not as the imposition of a duty
upon them. "Such courts are given jurisdiction to issue whatever order to

enforce compliance is proper in the circumstances of each particular case."
Sen. Rep. No. 931, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1942) 10. The Supreme Court

reasonably holds that if Congress had wished to deprive the equity courts of
their long established discretion in granting injunctions, it would have indi
cated this intention in clear and unmistakable language.
Many other regulatory statutes contain similar mandatory language and

many decided cases revolve on the interpretation of this language. A repre
sentative example of this point is provided by the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, 52 Stat. 1060 (1938), 29 U. S. C. � 201 et seq. (1940), and cases

decided under this statute. All attempts to show that this Act stripped the
courts of discretion have failed. Walling v. T. Buettner & Co., 133 F. (2d)
306 (C. C. A. 7th, 1943), cert, denied, 319 U. S. 771 (1943); Fleming v.

Phipps, 35 F. Supp. 627 (Md. 1940).
Although � 205 (a) has never before been tested in the Supreme Court, a

large number of district court decisions have been rendered concerning its man

datory character. These, for the most part, hold that federal equity courts are

not deprived of their discretion by � 205 (a). Brown v. Regal Typewriter Co.,
52 F. Supp. 113 (S. D. N. Y. 1943) ; Brown v. Southwest Hotels, Inc., 50
F. Supp. 147 (E. D. Ark. 1943); Brown v. Mannebach, C. C. H. War Law

Serv., 1 Price Control Cases 50980 (N. D. 111. 1943); see Henderson v.

J. B. Beaird Corp., 48 F. Supp. 252, 254 (W. D. La. 1943). Contra: Brown v.

Osorio, C. C. H. War Law Serv., 1 Price Control Cases-fl 50977 (P. R. 1943);
Brown v. Society Brand Hat Co., C. C. H. War Law Serv., 1 Price Control
Cases 1f 50965 (E. D. Mo. 1943).
The legal history of the injunction proceeding tends to support the discre

tion of equity courts. In the words of the Court: "The essence of equity
jurisdiction has been the power of the Chancellor to do equity and to mould
each decree to the necessities of the particular case." A short time ago the

Supreme Court declared, "An appeal to the equity jurisdiction conferred on

federal district courts is an appeal to the sound discretion which guides the

determinations of courts of equity." Meredith v. City of Winter Haven, 320
U. S. 228, 235 (1943).
Public policy will best be served by maintaining a judiciary free of all re

straint in the matter of granting injunctions. The Act in � 205 (a) contem

plates coordinated action by the court and the Administrator to carry on

the war against inflation. The courts are to administer the Act ungrudgingly
in aiding the Administrator to abate this evil. Proper enforcement of this
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statute demands that neither body regard the other as an intruder. It is
essential to the public good that court and Administrator work together, but
the language of � 205 (a) falls far short of imposing the Administrator's will

upon the court.

The Act is far-reaching and all inclusive; it affects all people and every
aspect of commerce. Section 205 (a) governs the procedure in both federal and
state courts, since � 205 (c) gives state courts concurrent jurisdiction with
federal courts in civil enforcement proceedings.
In the light of these considerations, Mr. Justice Douglas, speaking for the

Court, says: "Hence we resolve the ambiguities of � 205 (a) in favor of that

interpretation which affords a full opportunity for equity courts to treat en

forcement proceedings under this emergency legislation in accordance with
their traditional practices, as conditioned by the necessities of the public
interest which Congress has sought to protect", citing United States v. Morgan,
307 U. S. 183, 194 (1939) and cases therein cited.
The net effect of this decision is to preserve within the power of our federal

equity courts, the discretion which has long been vested in courts of equity.
The judiciary has ever zealously guarded against any encroachment on its

powers. It has properly resisted all attempts by misguided or over enthusiastic
administrative agencies to usurp functions intended to be within the judicial
sphere of action.
In this day of abundant emergency legislation, the salutary tendency of

the Court to preserve its ancient and rightful prerogative should be heartily
commended. This decision does much to curb harried administrators from

taking undue advantage of slipshod legislative language. The demands of a

global war apply great pressure to our legislators, and it is to be expected that

some congressional enactments may not clearly express congressional intent.
It is satisfying to note that in these circumstances the Supreme Court remains

on the "qui vive" to prevent such enactments from destroying established

principles and procedures.
The question of the constitutionality of � 205 (a), were it expressed in

unmistakably mandatory terms, was not before the Court. And the Court did

not choose to deal with it by way of obiter dictum.

LEO a. huard

SELECTIVE TRAINING AND SERVICE ACT�Provision Requiring Em

ployer to Restore Former Employee Who Is Honorably Discharged from

Armed Forces to Position Held Prior to Military Service Unless Employ
er's Circumstances Have So Changed as to Make It "Impossible" or

"Unreasonable" Held Not Unconstitutional.

Three days after being honorably discharged from the Army, the plaintiff
applied for his old job, well within the 40-day limit set by � 8 (b) of the
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Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, 54 Stat. 890, 50 U. S. C. App.
� 308 (b) (1940). Not until three and one-half months later, however, did
his former employer grant the requested reinstatement. The veteran then
brought suit in the District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky for
$512, representing wages for the period of delay in reinstatement, and based
jurisdiction on � 8 (e) of the said Act, 54 Stat. 891, 50 U. S. C. App. � 308
(e) (1940). Defendant moved to dismiss the complaint, contending that the
court had no jurisdiction to entertain an independent action to recover wages,
the employee having been already reinstated. Its principal defense, however,
was that the terms of the Act defining the employer's duty of reinstatement
are so vague that they cannot be complied with and set no ascertainable
standard of conduct, therefore being repugnant to the Fifth Amendment to
the Constitution. The motion to dismiss the complaint was denied. Held, the
provision of the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 requiring an

employer to restore a former employee honorably discharged from service in
the armed forces to the position held prior to military service unless the
employer's circumstances have so changed as to make it "impossible" or "un
reasonable" is not unconstitutional. Hall v. Union Light, Heat & Power Co.,
53 F. Supp. 817 (E. D. Ky. 1944).
Section 8 (b) of the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 reads in

part as follows:

"(b) In the case of any such person who, in order to perform such training
and service, has left or leaves a position, other than a temporary position, in
the employ of any employer and who (1) receives such certificate, (2) is still
qualified to perform the duties of such position, and (3) makes application for

reemployment within forty days after he is relieved from such training and
service. . . .

* * *

(B) if such position was in the employ of a private employer, such
employer shall restore such person to such position or to a position of
like seniority, status, and pay unless the employer's circumstances have so

changed as to make it impossible or unreasonable to do so; . . ."

Section 8 (e) of the Act reads in part:

"(e) In case any private employer fails or refuses to comply with the pro
visions of subsection (b) or subsection (c), the district court of the United
States for the district in which such private employer maintains a place of
business shall have power, upon the filing of a motion, petition, or other appro
priate pleading by the person entitled to the benefits of such provisions, to

specifically require such employer to comply with such provisions, and, as an

incident thereto, to compensate such person for any loss of wages or benefits
suffered by reason of such employer's unlawful action. . . ."

The defendant contended that � 8 (e) of the Act conferred no jurisdiction
to bring an independent suit to recover unpaid back wages for the period of

delay in reinstatement, and that the plaintiff could recover such back wages
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only as an incident to the suit for reinstatement itself. The court disposed
of this argument summarily, holding that to draw the line between a service
man suing for reinstatement and a serviceman suing for back wages after
reinstatement is "making a distinction without a difference".
On the broader question of constitutionality, the defendant took the posi

tion that terms "impossible" and "unreasonable" of � 8 (b) (B) of the Act
are so vague and uncertain that the provision cannot be complied with; that
its violation, whether wilful or inadvertent, is not specifically defined and
must be left to the determination of judges or juries without fixing standards
ascertainable in its application; and that, therefore, the statute is repugnant
to the guarantees in the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution.

Dealing with this question, the court applied the generally accepted rule of

statutory construction that public statutes affecting the welfare of the whole

people are to have a liberal construction. United States v. State Bank of
North Carolina, 6 Pet. 29 (U. S. 1832). Congress is presumed to have weighed
the validity of every act it passes, giving to each statute a presumption of

constitutionality. This presumption, though overcome if there is a clear, com
plete and unmistakable violation of the Constitution, is itself sufficient to sus

tain the validity of the Act in question. Nebbia v. New York, 291 U. S. 502

(1934) is authority for this proposition, expressing the Supreme Court's con

cern over legislative power rather than over policy. In passing, it might be

noted, as did the court in the instant case, that the statute under consideration
here carried the added sanctity of its stated purpose, "To provide for the
common defense", etc.
Continuing, the court took the position that the provision relating to re

employment is not so vague or indefinite as not to be understood by reasonable

people. This case was compared with United States v. Ragen, 314 U. S. 513

(1942), to show that the terms used are not so obscure as to be a trap for

those who act in good faith. There it was said: "A mind intent upon willful
invasion is inconsistent with surprised innocence." The court then pointed to

Nash v. United States, 229 U. S. 373 (1913), a prosecution under the Sherman.
Antitrust Act for illegal restraint of trade, for the statement that such general
language may give sufficient guidance to conduct.
Defendant relied upon United States v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81

(1921), a criminal prosecution in which the Lever Act, as amended, 41 Stat.
298 (1919), was held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. There the

Court concluded that the terms "unjust" and "unreasonable", applied to the

sale price of groceries and food stuffs, were vague, indefinite, and uncertain,
and the Act fixed no immutable standard of guilt, but left such standard to

the variant views of the different courts and juries which might be called upon
to enforce it. Defendant also relied on Standard Chemicals and Metals Corp. v.
Waugh Chemical Corp., 231 N. Y. 51, 131 N. E. 566 (1921) in support of
the contention that the civil statutory standard of liability had to be as definite

as the criminal standard.
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The court refused to accept these arguments and decided that the reason

for the rule is not so obvious in a civil action as it would be in a criminal
proceeding. It was then pointed out that there is a vast difference between
answering a general charge in an indictment that one has committed an unjust
and unreasonable act, and defending a civil action in which the question for
determination is whether or not a certain person or corporation has had such
a change in circumstances as to make it impossible or unreasonable to re

employ an ex-serviceman.
Summing up, District Judge Mac Swinford emphasized that the purpose for

which the reemployment provision became the law was to minimize the sacri
fices of those who were required to enter the military service by assuring them
that their jobs, their pay, and their status with their employers would be
held inviolate, and stated:

"I cannot lose sight of the fact that the Act under consideration in the in
stant case, with its provision for reasonable assurance of employment after the
expiration of the required military service, is a significant force in the main
tenance of the morale of our military forces on which depends to an inestimable
extent the success of our cause and the consequent security of the whole people,
their government and country."

In this, a case of first impression, the mechanics of how the controversial
terms of the Selective Service Act will be applied in particular cases are set

forth in judicial explanation. Further, the probable attitude of the courts in

interpreting the statute is opened to the preview of those who wish to antici

pate and avoid litigation. Thus it is evident that the courts will endeavor to
follow the letter of the law in enforcing the legal rights of returning service
men who request reinstatement in their old jobs and will also follow the spirit
of the law by ordering employers to pay them for time elapsed before reinstate
ment where there is unjustified delay.
With the prospect of some 11,000,000 American citizens returning after the

war to find reemployment in a country faced with a gigantic task of economic

.readjustment, it may be expected that the effects of this decision will be far-

reaching.
JACOB D. HORNSTEIN
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EDWARD DOUGLAS WHITE, CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES�

by Sister Marie Carolyn Klinkhamer, O.P., M.A., of the Sisters of Saint Dominic
Congregation of the Most Holy Rosary, Adrian, Michigan. The Catholic Uni

versity of America Press, Washington, D. C, 1943. Pp. viii, 308. (A Disserta
tion submitted to the Faculty of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of
the Catholic University of America in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.)

It is a common experience for lawyers to hear a deceased judge eulo

gized at a bar association meeting, with no attempt by the speaker to
analyze in any detail his judicial philosophy, or even to supply a list
of the cases in which he wrote the opinion of the court. There are still
some who believe that there is a degree of merit which may be safely
praised without the inconvenient necessity for reasons. In the present
study of Edward Douglas White by Sister Marie Carolyn Klinkhamer,
O.P., M.A., the Appendix contains a complete list of the cases, reported
in the Louisiana and United States Supreme Court Reports, with the

volume, page and year, arranged under topical headings, in which he
wrote the majority or minority opinions, concurred specially or dissented,
and the list also shows the names of the justices who concurred with
him or dissented. This is a piece of work which should have been done

long since, and the author is to be congratulated upon it, and also upon
other valuable features of her dissertation.
While the career of Edward Douglas White has been the subject of

a number of articles, dealing with varied phases of his life and work,
the dissertation of Sister Marie Carolyn Klinkhamer, O.P., M.A., is the

first full-length study the reviewer has seen. It includes a biographical
chapter of sixty-five pages, a detailed survey of his opinions in one

hundred and forty pages, a summary of his judicial philosophy in

thirty-seven pages, and an appendix, to which reference has been made.

There is also a bibliography of articles in sixteen pages, and an index.

The dissertation consists of three hundred and eight pages.
A more extended treatment of his life might naturally have been ex

pected. Yet, for twenty-seven years, Chief Justice White lived the

comparatively uneventful life of a judge; and, as stated in the preface
to the present study, there is a "lack of any large body of manuscript
material. The Chief Justice destroyed most of his own correspondence,
and the small portion remaining was likewise destroyed after his death." .

Yet the author, with much industry, has found and recorded many inter

esting biographical facts, for example, the items of expenditure for

456
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young White at Georgetown College, during his student days there, in
cluding the charges for flute lessons, skate straps, fishing tackle, and
for a violin and instruction in music. The books of the classics he studied
at Georgetown are also listed. There is the account of Theodore
Roosevelt seeking Chief Justice White's advice as to beginning legal
studies. Chief Justice White advised him that it would be derogatory
to the position of Vice President for him to attend formal law school
courses; but, with characteristic generosity, he proposed to send Roose
velt a list of law books to be read, and said that he would quiz him
weekly on his reading. The plan had to be dropped, of course, when
the sudden death of President McKinley brought Roosevelt to the White
House, as President. The disputed spelling of Chief Justice White's
middle name has been investigated and the author states that he pre-
fered the single "s" in his middle name.

Born in a family Catholic for generations and in the Catholic com

munity of Thibodaux, educated in the Jesuit College of the Immaculate

Conception in New Orleans, at Mt. St. Mary's College, Emmitsburgh,
Maryland, and at Georgetown College, Chief Justice White, the author

states, had "a deep affection" for Georgetown "and for the members of
the Society of Jesus" (page 14). Many illustrations of this loyalty are

found in his life. For example, as a busy Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States, he took the trouble to send, on

his own initiative, a file of papers to Georgetown College, to assist the
members of the debating team in an intercollegiate debate (page 42).
He was a frequent visitor at Georgetown College, was often present at
Commencement Exercises and on other special occasions, and "received
the last Sacraments of the Catholic Church from the hands of Father

Creeden, S.J.", then President of Georgetown University (page 241).
The detailed discussion of Chief Justice White's opinions opens with

a chapter on Administrative Law (page 66). As case follows case, we
see the expansion of his views. On a comparison of his opinions in other
fields of law, the author gives the first place to his opinions on Adminis
trative Law. He "made for himself a secure place in a field of law whose

importance and ramifications were increasing at an unprecedentedly rap
id pace" (page 67). Summing up his work on this subject, the author
states: "All these principles, first enunciated by White in regard to

administrative law, have remained as the matrix from which that field
of law has been formed" (page 235).
He also made notable contributions to the body of law on procedure,

as the author states in Chapter III, such matters being left, by tradition
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to the Chief Justice. His ability as a linguist and familiarity with foreign
law were evident in the opinions he wrote touching international law.
Contracts and Taxation are discussed in Chapter IV. "In his view, no
property was, by its nature, exempt from taxation, and this implies that

exemption must be derived from affirmative constitutional or statutory
grants" (page 238). In taxation he also established the rule that it
was for the court to decide whether a tax was valid, and for the legis
lature to determine whether it was reasonable. The author states that
his rule in this matter "has been upheld to the present" (page 239).
Chapter V treats his opinions on due process. He declared that "the
due process clause" could not be interposed as a protection against pro
cedure in a state, nor be used to confer jurisdiction on the Supreme
Court of the United States to review "mere errors of law alleged to have
been committed by a state court." A Federal question must be pre
sented (page 179).
Assuming, for the sake of discussion that the style is the man, no

study of Chief Justice White would be complete without an examina
tion of his unique judicial style. The author finds the key to this style
in Chief Justice White's characteristic mental trait, by "which he could
see many facets in a single phrase or sentence, and pursue their impli
cations relentlessly to an ineluctable conclusion" (page 170). This style
of composition, the author states, "is infinitely wearisome to those whose

intelligence is keyed to another note" (page 171). Illustrations of

typical sentences are given.1
1". . . it cannot be that, if not to compel the creditor to deduct produces no inequality

or injustice, then to compel him to do so would have precisely the same result. The two

opposing and conflicting rules cannot both be enforced and yet in each instance equality
result." Merrill v. National Bank of Jacksonville, 173 U. S. 131, 155 (1899)�quoted at

page 110.

"This curious anomaly then results, that that which was not embraced by the patent,
which could not have been embraced therein and which if mistakenly allowed and included

in an express claim would have been inefficacious, is now by the effect of a contract held

to be embraced by the patent and covered by the patent law." Henry v. A. B. Dick Co.,
224 U. S. 1, 51 (1912)�quoted at page 147. This was a dissenting opinion. The Supreme
Court later reversed the majority opinion in Motion Picture Co. v. Un. Film Co., 243

U. S. 502 (1917). For a discussion of the opinion in Henry v. A. B. Dick Co., see Hogan,
The Patent Monopoly, (1912) 1 Georgetown L. J. 23.

". . . we could not hold the scraps of waste to be a manufactured article, unless we

said that that which is neither manufactured nor partially manufactured was yet a manu

factured article." Seeberger v. Castro, 153 U. S. 32, 38 (1894)�quoted at page 157.

The study also quotes the following from Holmes regarding the, style of Chief Justice
White (page 47): "I have never greatly admired the Chief's mode of writing. . . ."

2 Holmes-Pollock Letters (Howe's ed. 1941) 68. In the Letters there also appears the
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In Chapter VI, "The End of a Career" in which the author summa
rizes the preceding analysis of Chief Justice White's life and work, and
relates them to the changing American scene of his day, we have the
most valuable part of the study.
Here is the first full-length study of Chief Justice White's career,

with full documentation, showing on every page conscientious study,
a good grasp of the subject and an objective appraisal based on the facts.

HUGH J. FEGAN*

following reference to the style of Chief Justice White, "His writing leaves much to be

desired, but his thinking is profound, ..." 1 Holmes-Pollock Letters (Howe's ed.

1941) 170.

George W. Wickersham, formerly Attorney General of the United States, has quoted
Judge Garwood of Texas, and has also given us his own comment on Chief Justice
White's style. In the address delivered by Mr. Wickersham, April 8, 1926, at the un

veiling of a statue of Chief Justice White in New Orleans, La., he said: "Few men have

possessed the powers of eloquent speech which belonged to Judge White, powers he
seldom exercised after his appointment to the Supreme Court of the United States. But

on the few occasions when he permitted himself to speak, principally at the meetings of
the American Bar Association, or on receiving honorary degrees at Universities, his elo

quence thrilled his audience." Mr. Wickersham quoted Judge Garwood, who said that

Judge White had two distinct literary styles, used with equal facility upon different occa

sions (pages IS and 61, copy of Mr. Wickersham's address in Law Library, Georgetown
University, School of Law). No doubt, Mr. Wickersham was thinking of what the re

viewer considers Chief Justice White's most eloquent address, delivered at a meeting of

the American Bar Association, in 1914, responding to the toast "The Supreme Court of the

United States". The most famous passage in that speech refers to the American and

Confederate flags, saying: "And thus again I see, although the stars and bars have faded

away forever, the fundamental aspirations which they symbolized find their imperishable
existence in the stars and stripes." (1914) 39 A. B. A. Rep. 118.

Reference may also be made in this connection to the address of Chief Justice White,
delivered at the unveiling of the statue of John Carroll, founder of Georgetown Univer

sity, May 4, 1912, when he presented the statue to the University, on behalf of the

Alumni. (Georgetown College Journal, Vol. XL, pages 283-284). Princeton University
conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws on Chief Justice White in May, 1912.

He delivered an eloquent address, acknowledging and accepting the degree. The last para

graphs of this address are inscribed on a bronze tablet on the front of Nassau Hall,
Princeton University. (See Princeton Alumni Weekly, Vol. 12, No. 32, May, 1912, page 522).
In such a study as this, due weight must, no doubt, be given to the power of self-

expression in the equipment of a judge, and a dissection of Chief Justice White's judicial
style is, therefore, in order. But in the concluding sentences of the book, the author

-places very great emphasis indeed on his style, saying: "Neither is it forgotten that he

failed often to accomplish the establishment of a desirable rule or precedent, or to show

an acquaintanceship with the needs of his times, although his faults here are perhaps
more stylistic than juridical" (pages 243 and 244). The best proof that Chief Justice
White did not often fail in either of these two important points is found�to borrow one

of his own favorite modes of expression�in the study the author has made of his work.

*Dean of the Law School, Professor of Law, Georgetown University.
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HOW TO THINK ABOUT WAR AND PEACE�by Mortimer J. Adler.f Simon

and Schuster, New York, N. Y., 1944. Pp. xxiii, 307. $2.50.
One of the great difficulties in discussing what the world ought to do

to help insure peace after the end of this war is the failure of a common

language. I don't mean the English language or the Russian or the
American: I mean the failure of a uniform and universally understood
definition of terms. Lawyers�at least theoretically�realize the neces

sity for complete definition of terms as a basis for a discussion, or for
the settlement of a controversy. That is the reason why, almost invari
ably, an early section of any legislative enactment is titled "Definitions."
Anyone who has read Mortimer Adler's oft-repeated advice to edu

cators on the philosophy of education, or who has read any of his
philosophical treatises (What Man Has Made of Man, St. Thomas
and the Gentiles, etc.) can have no doubt of his ability to think clear
ly. Nor, after those experiences can one doubt the essential accuracy
and basic soundness of his thinking.
One of the reasons why Mortimer Adler thinks that world peace is

possible within the next 500 years is because our long range weapons
of war have made it physically "one world", which is by way of begin
ning in the middle of Dr. Adler's thesis, which is that we probably
can't have world peace after the armistice that ends the present carnage,
or within the next few generations, any more than we have ever had it.
That peace is not an absence of shooting war has been stated by many
writers; very few, however, follow this up and really define peace in
a positive manner. St. Augustine did it, so simply and so accurately
as to irritate a lot of reviewers of Dr. Adler's book, because his dis
cussion is almost equally simple in development. St. Augustine said:

"The peace of the body is ordered temperature of parts. . . . The peace of
body and soul is ordered life and health of animate being. . . . The peace of
man is ordered concord. The peace of the household is the ordered concord

� of commanding and obeying among those living together. The peace of the
city is the ordered concord of commanding and obeying among citizens. . . .

The peace of all things is the tranquillity of order. Order is the disposition of
equal and unequal things attributing to each its place."

So peace means tranquil order; order means giving to everything its
due place. And the Adler mind progresses, pointing out with painful
clarity that the states of the United States are at peace with each other
for the reason that they have given up all their right to fight with each
other. Order exists because of the absence of external sovereignty.
fAssociate Professor of the Philosophy of Law, University of Chicago.
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That is a broad jump to take from the definition of peace already
quoted. The author is not so abrupt as the reviewer, and so he care

fully defines sovereignty, the one thing that all nations have always in
sisted upon retaining when they confer, make treaties, or organize
world courts or leagues of nations. By so insisting, they are demanding
the right to make war. They insist on anarchy, "the only cause of war."
"Anarchy and external sovereignty are inseparable", and both "are

incompatible with the notion of society." Men are by nature social, and
conduct their affairs, in fact live, on the basis of social intercourse.
Peace can exist only when individuals organize into a society, be it a

family, a village, a city, a county, a state, a nation�a world. When
individual units insist on retaining their external sovereignty, the family,
city, state or nation is chaotic, because external sovereignty means the

right of any unit to insist on dealing with other units as the particular
unit may see fit at any given time. If armed conflict is desirable, con
flict is a right of such sovereignty. The old Roman legal maxims that

(a) "whatever pleases the prince has the force of law" and (b) "the

prince is above the law and cannot be subjected to its coercive forces"
are no different from the position of all nations today which, as "the

prince", reserve all of their "sovereign rights", including the right to
make war, whenever they contemplate or enter into international action.

By contrast, the individual states of the United States have given up
that external sovereignty�California may not fight with Maine, except
in the courts. Internal sovereignty, the sovereignty of the state govern
ment "in relation to the individual men who are subject to its laws
and administration" is not only retained but forms the basis for the

"tranquility of order" within the state. Its greatest attribute is the
absolute denial, without coming to grips with all the enforcement ma
chinery of the particular state, of the right of individual, village, city,
or county to act without conforming to the principles of order upon
which the state is built. All external sovereignty of individual, village,
city or county has been surrendered�and so anarchy as a matter of

right is out of the question. On the other hand, the United States,
possessing internal sovereignty not only as to the divisions of each

state, but also as to the states themselves, also retains external sovereign
ty as to other nations, and hence may make war as it pleases, as may�

and do�other sovereign nations. The League of Nations possessed no

internal sovereignty because it had no power as a civil government over
its component parts, and so it was not able to control its members, had
no power freely bestowed by its members to enforce penalties for vio-
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lations of its covenants. It represented "international law", and existed
in an anarchic world just so long as the more powerful of its compo
nent parts wanted it to exist. "The weight of a nation's words in diplo
matic parley is seldom greater than the weight of its armament in
battle." The League of Nations was built on good will alone, and it
had no armament.
And so, to return to the introductory part of this review, Adler has

concluded, after a brief but searching review of history, that peace will
not prevail after this war. Perhaps it is because so many people think
in terms of "peace on earth, good will towards men", with all of the

gross presumption upon the Divine beneficence that the "good will
towards men" translation implies, rather than in terms of, as it should

be, "peace on earth to men of good will." It takes a lot of good will
on the part of men, good will supplied by men created with and exer

cising free will�that, in a brief word, is Adler's principal reason for

being a realist�though he doesn't like the term�as to when world

peace can be achieved. But he does feel that peace is ultimately possible
because men are gradually being persuaded, as much by the smallness
of the world and the magnitude of the present horror as by any other

factor, that demagogic, unthinking flag waving is not quite as important
as security from the vi et armis depredations of petty criminal, racketeer,
or nation. The necessary step to which his argument logically, and, with
carefully posited premises, irresistibly leads is the formation of a world

government.
As to the form of the government of the world, it can only be a repre

sentative type. That is one of the many reasons the process will be so

long drawn out. Obviously�although a slight predominance of our

present day political thought seems dangerously similar to that of 1919,
wherein representative government was to be forced willy nilly upon
the nations of Europe�the governed must freely choose actively to

participate in the operation of their own local, state and national gov
ernments before such a form can possibly succeed in such nations. The
next step�world government�must too be chosen by the people before
it can succeed.
The question of civil war�which is in fact an interruption to national,

and therefore would be to world, government, is important. Dr. Adler
does not dodge it, but he answers it by admitting its ever present possi
bility, and by contrasting the method of government in dealing with
civil insurrection with the impotence and instability of individual or

combined action of independent states bonded together to suppress
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aggression. And he does not fail to point out the incontrovertible right
of man to rebel and stamp out an unjust government if the injustice
becomes unbearable to free men. But neither civil war nor revolution
are acts of sovereignty; neither can be justified except by demonstrating
the injustice of the government against which the insurrection arises.
And the ever present cause of practically all the wars of history�the

impossibility of appeal to, and decision by, higher authority in case of
dispute�can no longer exist in world government.
With the objective world government, and with the long range pros

pect such objective contemplates, the author urges international organi
zation of the League or United Nations type as the proper step now,
and as an inevitable sine qua non for more far-reaching united action
in the future.
There are plenty of gaps unfilled in the Adlerian thesis. These are

not interstices in his logical pattern, but are simply details of form.
The basic premises of his argument are easy to sneer at, but difficult
to challenge; the style is not at all stuffy or hard to read, but flows easily
and convincingly; the choice of title is unfortunate, but can probably
be blamed on the publishers and on the box office success of "How to
Read a Book"; the whole essay is far and above the run-of-the-mine

postwar treatise. The foreword by Clifton Fadiman will be a revela
tion to those who did not realize that Fadiman is quite at home in the
role of political philosopher. And the quotations from the New Yorker
in the book may also be quite startling, because "The Talk of the Town"
is not popularly conceived of as anything but facetious, yet both Dr.
Fadiman and Dr. New Yorker deserve applause for their development of
the thesis that the cause of world government is not only not a madly
impractical but is a highly desirable and attainable objective for all

thinking Americans to embrace. And Dr. Adler, above both of these,
and above Dulles, Lippman, Streit and even Maritain and Woodrow

Wilson, has written a thoughtful, logical and brilliant basis for long
range postwar thinking and action.

J. NICHOLAS SHRIVER, JR.*

*Captain, the Judge Advocate General's Department, Army of the United States;
Member of the Bar of Maryland and of the Bar of the District of Columbia; former
Associate Editor of this Journal.
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THE ITALIAN CONCEPTION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW�by Angelo Piero

Sereni. Columbia University Press, New York, N. Y., 1943. Pp. 402, $5.50.

Almost the only major criticism that one might level at this book is
that it does not fulfill the promise implied in the title. But it is the
title, not the book, that is at fault. The reason the reader is not intro
duced to an "Italian conception of international law" is that no such
conception exists. The relations involving international law call for
so many cross-influences, for so much give-and-take, that they do not
lend themselves to the crystallization of isolated "national" conceptions.
At given times certain ideas tend to prevail in this or that nation, and
specific principles (such as the Monroe Doctrine) may become asso

ciated with individual countries, but the conditions prevailing in the
international field make it virtually impossible for a "national" con

ception or international law to develop and to remain valid over any
length of time.
On the other hand, the volume under review contains an admirable

history of international law in Italy from the early Renaissance on. It

gives a well-rounded picture both of the international practice and of

juristic theory. It shows how both legal thought and international rela
tions were fashioned in accordance with the various conditions obtain

ing in the Italian peninsula: development of a multitude of mutually
independent States maintaining close relations among themselves; in
tense trade relations with oversea countries; nationalistic and demo
cratic reaction against alien and autocratic rule; and existence as a

modern Great Power, first of a democratic, then of a fascist type. The

study of Italian international law and relations against this background
provides one with a truly instructive lesson in international relations in

general.
The author justly emphasizes the two fields in which Italian scholars

have come nearest to making original and major contributions to the

principles of international law: the theory of sovereignty in the days
of the Renaissance, and the doctrine of nationalities in the 19th century.
In both cases, the author makes clear his own sympathies: as an advo
cate of the great Bartolus and his disciples, he is a bit too partisan; as

to the doctrine of nationalities, the author is clearly critical of many
of its implications.
An interesting point brought out by the author is that the two decades

of fascist rule have failed to produce anything like a theory of inter
national law of their own. Fascist practice has been able to make good
use of a philosophical and juristic school (Fichte-Laband-Zorn, etc.)
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developed in the 19th-century Germany, which emphasized the omni
potence of the State as against all possible external or internal restrain
ing factors.
Considerable practical usefulness, in connection with the coming post

war arrangements, might attach to chapters 15 and 16 of the book which
set out in detail the boundaries and status of the various parts of Italy
and Italian possessions and her relations with foreign countries.
A good index and a bibliography of materials dealing with the inter

national law and international relations of Italy contribute to the value
of the volume.

BENJAMIN AKZIN

TRENDS IN EUROPEAN SOCIAL LEGISLATION BETWEEN THE TWO
WORLD WARS�The Labor Legislation in Republican Germany and the Social
Reforms in France under the Popular Front Government�A Comparative Study
�by Alexander Lorch.f Institute of Comparative Law, New York, N. Y., 1943.

Pp. 148.

The New School of Social Research and its president, Alvin Johnson,
deserve much credit for helping the activities of the Institute of Com

parative Law. The more the world of the "One World" becomes true,
the more urgent is a thorough comparison of the institutions of the
different political and social entities.
The students of comparative law are certainly quite anxious to learn

from the studies of the Institute.
One of these publications of the Institute is the book by Lorch on

"The Trend of European Social Legislation Between the Two World
Wars". Lorch is very well qualified to deal with this field because of
his remarkable economic and legal training.
He follows a strictly descriptive method with no ambition to give a

complete report of the legal development in his field. It is a necessary
characteristic of the descriptive method that the writer selects facts
which seem to be important to him without referring to any of the other
facts. Lorch's selection begins by excluding all material outside of

Germany and France�in a book which purports to deal with the "Euro

pean" social legislation. What about Sweden and Norway on the one

side, Czechoslovakia and Austria on the other? Lorch cannot be aston

ished that in this selection, as in almost all of his selections, he will

.tLL.D., University Frankfurt; LL.B., University Paris; Institute of Comparative Law

of the Ecole Libre des Hautes Etudes, New York, N. Y.
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meet many opinions opposite to his own. Again, in the selection of the
German and French material, Lorch is quite autocratic. Therefore, I
cannot suggest that this book is to be considered as an actual report
on the German and French social legislation. The actual,substance of
the book is an argument in favor of certain policies under" the Weimar
Republic. If considered as such, it is an able and interesting book. Under
this aspect, his superficial dealing with the French legislation can be
considered as sufficient for the purpose of the book.
The discussion of the question of methodology is in large measure

not fruitful, but the specific conditions of comparative law make it
necessary to raise the question: What shall actually be accomplished by
comparative legal studies? Certainly the descriptive reports of foreign
laws may be valuable if sufficiently complete, but the principal aim of

comparative law must be on an entirely different level. Comparative
legal studies should show the inter-relations of the legal institutions
of a country with other social and legal institutions of the same country.
They should always try to show the philosophical basis on which the

legal institutions and their utilization have been based. Lorch did not

work out the inter-relation of German labor policy under the Weimar

Republic and the general trend of "cooperation in business". He did
not deal with the philosophies on which the labor policy was based and
their dependence on both Leo XIII and the ideas of socialist unions.
How interesting would be a comparative study of the legal institutions
considered under those aspects with the French institutions considered
under similar aspects!
If Lorch had followed this approach it would not have happened that

not a single word is devoted to the problem of eventual connections
-�positive and negative�between the labor policy under Weimar and
later labor developments under Hitler. These remarks only show how

provoking the study under discussion is and how much it may help
clarify our way of thinking.

HEINRICH KRONSTEIN*

?Professor of Law, Georgetown University School of Law.
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